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The NASA Refan Program (contract NAS3-17S42) included full-scale perfornlance and noise 
ground tests of the JTSD-15 (baseline) and JTSD-115 (refan) engines. This document L a 
description of the two ground tests and includes detailed propulsion, noise, and structural 
test results. 
The objectives of the full-scale ground tests were to determine the: 
• Installed JTSD refan engine performance 
• Comp·onent noise differences, as related to propUlsion cycle parameters, between the 
JTSD (baseline) and the JTSD refan engines (in order to develop through analytical 
methods predicted in-!l:ght noise increments that would be applied to a known flight 
data base) 
• JTSD reran acoustic treatment effectiveness and internal sound pressure levels (SPL) 
• Structural loads and deflection for the center-engine inlet duct: thermal environment 
for the exhaust duct and fan/primary !low divider. 
The tests were conducted on the B-~ test stand at the Contractor's Boardman, Oregon test 
facility. The baseline test was conducted on a new JTSD-15 engine during the time period 
August 28. 1974 to September 13. 1974. Upon completion of the baseline test, the JTSD- 15 
was shipped to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (P&WA) for conversion to a JTSD-115: this refanned 
engine was returned to Boardman for testing in the time period January 7, 1975 to March 
2S, 1975. 
111e propul,ion testing of the JTSD-15 engine included both engine calibration with reference 
hardware und installed engine performance evaluation with production nacelle hardware. 
PropUlsion testing of the JTSD-115 engine included test configurations to evaluate the per-
formance characteristics associated with !light-type nacelle hardware clements: nam~ly, the 
side-engine inlet both with and without an acoustically treated inlet ring; the center-engine 
inlet: and two exhaust system configurations (differing in the fan/primary !low divider 
geometry and amount of acoustic treatm~nt). Inlet pressure surveys and crosswind testing 
were conducted to measure inlet recowry. inlet pressure distortion, and engine surge margin 
characteristics. In addition, the static (zero crosswind) surge margins were determined for 
the side-engine inlet (without ring) and the center-engine inlet. Surge margin characteristics 
were determined using thc P&W A cross-bleed system. During the center-engine inlet testing, 
two vortex generator configurations were evaluated. Inlet duct deflections were measured at 
critical structural and aerodynamic areas. Normal engine instrumentation was utilized to 
monitor engine cycle parameters for both perfornlance and acoustic tests. 
11le JTSD-115 center- and side-engine inlet total pressure recoveries were found to be as pre-
dicted from model scale tests. At a corrected takeoff airflow of 4 70 Ibis (213 kg/s), recoveries 
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(relative to the reference bell mouth inlet) for the center-engine inlet, the side-engine inlet 
with acoustic ring, and the side-engine inlet without ring were 0_9S4, 0.9925, and 0.995, 
respectively. 
The static specific fuel consumption, at takeoff thrust, of the JTSD-115 is 12.5% to 13.2% 
lower than the JTSD-15 for the side-engine inlets with and without acoustic ring. The 
JTSD-II5 center-engine inlet and side-engine inlet (without ring) gave a low pressure com-
pressor (LPC) surge margin nearly the same as for the reference bellmouth ink! at static 
conditions. A 900 crosswind of 20 kn (10.3 m/s) degraded the LPC surge margin 4% relative 
to stalk conditions. 
The flight-type exhaust system was matched at the upper limit (+0.5'i'r) of P&WA's permitted 
effective area tolerance. The flight-type exhaust system and the reference exhaust system 
were found. to have identical gross thrust coefficients over the fuil range of nozzle pressure 
ratios from 1.2 to 1.95. The flow coefficient of the flight-type nozzle was found to be 0.0035 
higher than that of the reference nozzle. 
Propulsion data accuracy and repeatability were close to those anticipated; with 95'10 confi-
dence, mass flow accuracy was within 0.5'70 of full-scale and thrust accuracy within 0.25% 
of full-scale. 
Acoustic testing of the JTSD-15 and -liS engines included the use of baffles to obtain far 
field component noise data. The JTBD-IS engine was tested with a hardwall production 
nacelle. 111e as-delivered treated JTBD-IIS engine was tested with various nacelle hardware: 
hardwall inlet, treated inlet (both with and without treated ring); treated center-engine duct; 
and one hard wall and two treated exhaust systems. Internal sound pressure level (SPL) 
measurements were taken including flush-mounted microphones in the center duct, side 
inlet, and exhaust system, as well as a side inlet radial SPL survey. 
Analysis of acoustic data showed that good acoustic repeatability was achieved for all noise 
components except inlet fan tones and buzzsaw, provided testing was restricted to 
accepted weather limits. The large variation in measured inlet fan tone levels is compatible 
with the Contractor's earlier test experience and is attributed to fluctuations in atmospheric 
turbulence ingested by the engine in a static mode. Studies of factors that affect inlet tone 
data scatter should have high priority for future ground test work. 
Analysis of component noise data showed that the fully treated JTBD-IIS produced a 
reduction of 5 to II PNdB in a weighted average value of tone corrected preceived noise level 
(PNL TW), relative to the JTBD-IS hard wall compared at equal static thrust as shown in fig-
ure I. Separated into noise components, the JTBD-IIS showed significant noise reduction in 
inlet fun noise, aft fan noise, exhaust duct flow noise, turbine noise, and jet noise relative to 
the JT8D-lS; however, core noise was increased. 
The side-engine inlet lining attenuation (approximately 12 dB at the fan tone frequency with 
the treated ring configuration at appro~ch power) agreed well with pretest predictions; the 
center-engine inlet noise was reduced to a low SPL level relative to the side-engine inlet noise 
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Figure 1.-JTBO-115 Ground Test- Total Noise 
(approximately 24 dB at the fan tone frequency at approach power); and the exhaust treat-
ment sur-p:ession was not as large as predicted la peak attL'nuation of only 5 dB was measured 
eompared to a pretest prediction of 10 dB). Internal SPL measurements provide a basis for 
possible improvements in inlet splitter locations and lining de.signs for both the inlet and 
exhaust system. 
TIle test techniques employed in the JTilD-15 and .\ I:; ground tests for acquisition of COlT' 
ponent noise inform"lion proved generally successful: il1lked. these tests provided com pOI ~nt 
noise information to a greater llegree of detail than any existing .ITSD acoustic data. TIle use 
of acoustic barriers for :;~bi"l'gation of inlet and aft noise components provided essential infor-
mation that could not have been ohtained otherwise. and the use of ground level microphones 
at all directivity angles substantially improved the resolution of low-frequency acoustic data. 
The microphones mounted in the inlets and exhaust system of the JTRD·115 engine provided 
essential lining design information and yielded the clue that led to the definition of a new 
noise source: exhaust dud !low noise. 
TIle component noise information extraded from the .IT8D-I:; and ·1 15 ground test data 
genemlly agreed with predicted resuits with the exception of exhaust duct !low noise. The 
analysis of this noise source has thus far only heen superficial. Much work. both analytical 
and experimental, is needed to clearly dctine this noise c"omponent. 
One of the most interesting aspects 01" the ground tests resulted from the comparison of 
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tests on a JTSD-J 09 engine. These two engines are identical throughout, except for the 
exhaust system hardware and the hot rematch. Curiously, the largest noise difference 
between the two engines was in the inlet fan noise component when correlated on fan pres-
sure rise (the traditional fan noise parameter). However, when correlated on corrected rpm, 
the two sets of data agree quite well. From this cursory information, it appears that a 
detailed study of the relationship between fan noise and the fan operating map is needed 
in order to better understand inlet-guide-vane fan noi. ~. 
The center-engine inlet duct was instrumented to measure skin stresses, duct wall and engine 
seal deflections, and internal pressures. The structural test data were recorded for both stabi-
lized and surge conditions concurrently with the center-engine inlet-duct surge margin evalu-
ation testing. The exhaust duct and fan/primary flow divider surface temperatures were 
measured during cold starl, maximum acceleration to takeoff power, and engine shutdown. 
Analysis orcenter-engine inlet-duct wall pressure data indicated up to 3% lower stabilized 
pressures and up to 19';" higher surge pressures than predicted by model tests and duct 
now analyses. Measured exhaust system hardware temperatures were within the design 
structural limits. 
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The NASA Refan Program included development of a JT80 refan engine (JT80-100 series) 
by P&WA, and development of the associated 727-200 nacelle hardware by the Boeing 
Commercial Airplane Company (BC AC). The JTS 0-1 00 series engines are deriva lives of the 
basic JT80 turbofan engil1"s, modified to incorporate a new larger-diameter higher airflow 
single-stage fan with a bypass ratio (BPR) of approximately 2.0 and two supercharging low-
pressure compressor stages. The modification reduces jet noise, increases takeoff and maxi-
mum cruise thrust, and reduces static specific fuel consumption. The use of a 1180 refan 
engine on the 727 airplane requires new side-engine nacelles, center-engine inlet duct and 
engine installation hardware because of the increased engine diameter and increased engine 
airflow. 
The NASA Refan Program included full-scale performance and noise ground testing of a 
baseline (JT8D-I 5) and refan (JT80-11 5) engine. The JT80-11 5 engine test included both 
a 727 side- and center-engine installation. This test also included ex~ensive diagnostic and 
component noise testing, making use of tlush-mounted internal microphones and sound 
shields (baftles). The JTSO-I 5 portion of the test considered only a side-engine installation 
with less extensive diagnostic and component noise testing. 
The baseline test was conducted on a new JTSO-15 engine on the B-2 test stand at the 
Contractor's Boardman, Oregon test facility during the time period of August 2S to 
September 13, 1974. Upon completion of the baseline test, the JTSO-15 was shipped to the 
Engine Contractor for conversion to a JT80-11 5, which was returned to Boardman and was 
tested during the time period of January 7,1975 to March 28,1975. 
This volume of the final report presents a description of the two ground tests, describes the 
data analysis procedures, and presents detailed performance, acoustic, and structural test 
results. TIlese results include JTSO-I 5 and -115 engine overall performance, inlet and exhaust 
system incremental performance relative to the reference hardware, and a component noise 
evaluation for both engines. The ultimate use of this ground test data was to support the 
performance and community noise evaluation of the 7n-200 refan airplane described in 
Volume IV of this final report series" Airplane Evaluation and Analysis" (ref. I). 
TIle JTS 0-9 was selected as the baseline in the analysis of the 727 rpfan airplane because of 
its wide usage in the current airplane neet. A new JTSD-I 5 engine was used as the baseline in 
the full-scale ground tests due to availability from the Contractor's inventory at greatly 
reduced program costs compared to acquisition of a JTSO-9 engine. The JTSO-I 09 per-
formance and noise characteristics were analytically derived from the JT80-115 ground test 
data. 
The Phase II program used the English system of measurements, Nith cOI,version to the 
International System of Units (SI) (ref. 2) f,.,r thi, report where applicabk The SI units will 
be found in parentheses following the English units, in additional columns, or as secondary 




































PRECEDING PAM BLANK NOT FILMED 
3.0 TEST DESCRIPTION 
Full-scale ground tests were conducted on the JT80-15 and -I 15 engines to acquire steady-
state performance, engine surge margin, acoustic, and structural loads data. The test objec-
tives and descriptions of the test facility, test hardware, test instrumentation and data 
acquisition systems, test conditions, and test procedures are presented in the following 
subsections. 
3.1 TEST OBJECTIVES 
The propulsion peno'mance objectives were: (1) to obtain JT80-15 production nacelle 
installed engine characteristics that could be used for correlation with measured JT80-15 
noise levels; (2) to determine the side·engine inlet, center-engine inlet duct, and exhaust 
system performance with the 1T80-115 engine; (3) to investigate the compatibility of the 
side-engine inlet (with and without inlet ring) and center-engine inlet duct with the JT8D-115 
engine; and (4) to obtain JT80-115 engine characteristics for use in noise source correlations 
for the various acoustic configurations tested. 
The acoustic objectives included determination of: (I) the incremental component noise 
levels of the JT80-IIS engine compared to the hardwall JT80-IS engine; (2) the suppression 
afforded by the side·engine inlet and e"haust system acoustic treatment; (3) the internal 
sound pressure levels (SPL) in the nacelle; and (4) the incremental free·field noise differences 
between the side- and center-engine installations. 
The structural objectives included: (1) determination of the effect of engine surges on the 
center-engine inlet duct structure and verit1cation of analysis methods; (2) investigation of 
the thermal environment in the exhaust duct dur;ng critical engine operating conditions; and 
(3) determination of maximum temperature differentials across the fan/primary flow divider 
(splitter) during engine startup, acceleration, and shutdown. 
3.2 TEST FACILITY 
The ground tests were conducted at the Contractor's Boardman, Oregon test facility. This 
facility has two fu! scale engine test stands and is equipped with test shop facilities and 
engineering data support buildings. Instrumentation and data reduction equipment, including 
an onsite computer, are located at the facility. 
The B-2 test stand, which was used for this test, is situated on a large concrete pad and, 
therefore, is particularly well suited for acoustic testing. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the 
acoustic test range. The pad has a 2S0-ft (76.2-m) radius coverillg 900 of are, mostly in the 
aft quadrant, and has a IIO-ft (33.53-m) minimum radius in the forward quadrant. The con-
crete pad provides a uniform, level surface, making the use of ground level microphones pos-
sible thereby avoiding fh'quency-dependent interference pattern problems associated with 
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Figure 2. - Boardman Ground Tes t Facility Acoustic Range- JT8D· 15 and · 115 
other characteristics of the facility were nvt changell bctw~en the JTSO-I 5 and - II 5 t ~s t s. 
with two ex.:ep tions: ~ngine cen terline h"igh t was relluced 4 in . (10 .16 em) to 11 .7 fl 
(3 .57 m) because of th~ increased engine diameter. and the side-engine mount system was 
changed to a top-mount sys tem for the JT80-11 5 portion of the testing. These differences 
were expected to have negligible impact on the grou nd microphone acoustic data . Photo-
graphs of the 8-2 test stanll with the JT8D-1 5 and -I 15 engines are shown in figures 3 and 4. 
3.3 HAROWARE 
The JT80-1 5 engine was testeu primarily using production hardwall nacelle hardware as well 
as the Engine Manufacturer's r~ference hardware. Th~ JT80-11 5 engine was tested as a fully 
treated engine equipped with a variety of acoustically treated nacelle hardware components. 
The following paragraphs ul'snibe the nacelle haruw:lre for the two engines and prese nt a 










Figu.-e 3. - Boardman B2 Test Stand With JT8D-15 Engine 
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Figure 4.-8oardman 82 Test Stand With JT8D·115 Engine 
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The JTSD-IS engine installation was tested as a 727 no. 3 side engine (Le., right-hand side 
engine) and was equipped with a production "hard wall" side-engine inlet (the inlet had a 
small band of acoustic treatment on the diffuser wall and was judged to Closely approximate 
a hardwall from an acoustic standpoint). This inlet had a flight diffuser and was fitted with 
a bellmouth lip to simulate the streamlines of a nonseparated flight-type inlet in low-speed 
flight. The engine was a production JTSD-IS installation except that the production fan 
case treatment known as BG-19 was replaced with hardwall panels, resulting in a completely 
hardwall engine. The hard wall production exhaust system included a thrust reverser and 
complete production COWling. The engine/nacelle configuration is acoustically identical to 
that used in the existing 727 flight test data base adopted for use in the Refan Program. At 
the beginning and end of the JTSD-15 ground testing, performance runs were made using a 
reference bell mouth and exhaust system (exhaust duct, plug, and splitter). 
3.3.2 JTSD-\\S 
The JTSD-115 engine was tested using a top mount system. This mount system was used 
instead of the JTSD-IS side mount system because of high stress levels experienced in the 
side mount test stand adapters during JT8u-lS testing. 
The JTBD-115 engine was tested with both reference hardware and the Contractor's hardware 
which consisted of a side-engine inlet with and without an acoustic ring (fig. 5); a 727 center-
engine inlet and duct (fig. 6); and an exhaust duct (wedge duct and nozzle), plug, and splitter 
assembly (fig. 7). The center- and side-engine inlets were tested with both bell mouth and flight 
lips. Surge margin data were obtained with flight lips only. The center-engine inlet, side-
engine inlet, and flight-type exhaust duct had acoustic lining on the walls and were also 
tested as hard wall configurations (with tape covering the acoustic lining). Cowling was not 
used during the testing, but l/S-in. (3.1S-mml lead sheets were wrapped around the engine 
during a portion of the testing to simulate the acoustic shielding of the cowl. The exhaust 
system did not incorporate a thrust reverser. 
Details of the Jesign and manufacture of the Contractor's hardware, with the exception of 
the bellmouth lips, are given in references 3 through 6, and are not repeated here. The flight-
type bellmouth lips, reference bellmouth lip, ancl reference inlets are shown in figure S. The 
center-~ngine inlet duct was shortened by 2.6 ill. (63) em) from that shown in reference 4. 
This was accomplished by reducing the length of the straight section just upstream of the 
engine face. The vortex generator (VGl configuration, used during the JTSD-115 ground test 
are configurations 12 and 7 from reference 4. The VG's were the vane type used in the pro-
duction 727 airplanes, consisting of a row of airfoils that project normal from the surface and 
are set at an angle of incidence to the local flow to produce single trailing vortices. The side-
engine inlet acoustic-ring support struts are slightly shorter and thicker than those shown in 
rl!ference 5. The flight-type exhaust duct plug and splitter are identical to configuration 11 
from reference 6. The reference exhaust system, which did not utilize acoustic lining, is shown 
in figure 9 . 
Much of the JTSD-l\5 acoustic testing was conducted using an exhaust~ystem that consisted 
of the reference plug and splitter and the flight-type exhaust duct. This wnfiguration is 
referred to as the hybrid exhaust syskm thr'Jughout this r~port. Sketches of the flight-type 
exhaust system and the hybrid exhallst system are shown in figure 10. 
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Figure 6.-JTBD-115 Center-Engine Inlet and Duct AssPl77bly Test Setup 
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Figure 9.-JT8D·15 and · 115 Reference Exhaust Systems 
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Figure 10.-JT8D-115 Flight · Type and Hybrid Exhaust Systems 
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During the testing, the center- and side-engine inlets were tested under crosswind conditions, 
simulated by use of a R2800-31 engine driving a variable-pitch propeller (crosswind 
machine). To include the fuselage effect on the flow field, an airplane fuselage section was 
used during all crosswind testing. Figures II through 14 show general details of the cross-
wind test setups. 
Hardware representing two levels of acoustic lining was designed and tested on the JT8D-Il 5 
engine. The main features of the configurations were as follows: in configuration I (fig. IS), 
inlet acoustic treatment was applied to the inlet diffuser and nose dome; fan duct treatment 
was that prescribed by the Engine Contractor: and exhaust duct treatment was peripheral. 
In configuration 2 (fig. 16), the inlet treatment induded, in addition to diffuser and nose 
dome treatment, a treated inlet ring; the fan duct treatml~nt again was that prescribed by 
the Engine Contractor; and the exhaust duct treatment was peripheral. The fan/primary flow 
divider (spUtter) acoustic treatment was applied to both the fan and primary flow sides of 
the svlitter. The center-engine inlet was also fully treated (fig. 17). 
Inlet, exhaust duct, and fan/primary flow divider acoustic treatments were designed for the 
JT8D-I09 engine powering the 727-200. The design point was the FAR Part 36 approach 
point for a landing weight of 142 500 Ib (64 637 kg). The aircraft was assumed to be in the 
landing configuration with 631 O-lb (28 068-N) net thrust, 400 flap position, 1 39-kn (71.5-
m/s) true airspeed, and 370-ft (l13-m) altitude at the FAR Part 3'; approach point. The 
inlet and exhaust system linings were tuned for the fan fundamental blade passage frequency, 
except for the inner surface of the fan/primary flow divider which was tuned for turbine 
tones. 
3.4 INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION 
The JT8D-l 5 engine was tested with a minimum of performance instrumentation, an array 
of 24 far-field ground level and elevated microphones, and no structural instrumentation. 
The JT!:!D-IIS engine was tested with more extensive performance and acoustic instrumen-
tation and with structural instrumenlation in the center-engine inlet, exhaust duct, and fan/ 
primary flow divider. The following paragraphs describe the test instrumentation and data 
acquisition systems used to process and record the performance, acoustic, and structural 
test data. 
3.4.1 PROPULSION 
Figure I!:! shows a flow diagram of the propulsion data acquisition from the Contractor's 
Standard Digital Data System (SDDS) through the onsite computer to obtain quick-look 
tabulated data and plots as well as the transmission of the data to the Control Data Corpora-
tion (CDC-6600) digital computer for final processing of propulsion data in Renton, 
Washington. A backup computer was also available in Seattie, Washington. A digital mini-
computer was llsed to obtain the onsite quick-look data. 
During center-engine inlet performance and crosswind tesling and during side-engine inle, 
crosswind testing. a fixed eight-arm pressure survey rake was used in the inlet to determine 
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1 I 3 4 5 6 
~ I 1~11.~ 2 
I I I\:~ I I r ltt EG~_ 
I Inlet I Fan I 
I IGV 
7 8 21 
Engine case and fan duct 
Lining Location Face sheet Net active Core Cell Undirectional Open Hole Face 











area in. (cm) in. (em) Rlpc at Vp/J cm/s % in. (cm) thick· 
ft2 (m2) D> [P ness, in. (cm) 
Inlet 
Diffuser Poly imide 29.9 0.30 0.375 2.16 + 15% 82.3 
1 
(2.78) (0.76) (0.95) 
Nose dome 4.3 0.30 0.375 2.16 + 15% 82.3 
(0.39) (0.76) (0.95) 
Engine case and fan duct 
Fwd of Perforated 7.6 1.00 0.375 20 0.045 O.D1S 
fan sheet (0.706) (2.54) (0.95) to 0.060 (0.0406) 
(0.114 
to 0.152) 
Aft of 6.3 0.50 12 
fan (0.505) (1.27) 
Aft of 11.2 0.25 
EGV (1.04) (0.635) 
Aft of 6.12 0.25 
EGV (0.568) (0.635) 
Outer 76.8 0.50 
wallalt (7.13) (1.27) 
Inner 7.5 0.50 
wall alt (0.696) 11.27) , 
Exhaust system 
Wedge Perforated 20.0 0.50 0.375 146ro.48 40 2.8 0.042 0.014 
duct titanium (1.86) (1.27) (0.95) . -0.36 (0.107) (0.035) 
sheet 
Nozzle ! 31.0 0.50 0.375 146ru.48 40 2.8 0.042 0.014 (2.89) 11.27) (0.95) . -0.36 (0.107) (0.035) 
Unidirectional flow resistance ratio after bonding with core where R = flow resistanc!! of sample in 
N.sec/m3 (MKS Rayls) and pc = reference flow resistance in N·sec!m3 (MKS Aayls!. 
Vp = particle v.lor.ity and 0 = static temperature ratio T S °R/519 ,T S K/288) of air approaching 
sample in flow resistance test. 
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Location Face sheet Net active Core Cell Unidirectional Open Hole Face 
type treatement depth, size. flnw re.astance area, dia. sheet 
"" 
in, {cm} in, (cffil Ripe at vpiJa emls % in. (eml thick· 
112 1m2) [j> [t> neu, in.leml 
Inlet 
DiUuser Polyimide 29.4 0.30 0.375 2.16 + 1;'% 82.3 
12.73} 10.76} 10.9S} 
Nose dome 4.3 0.30 0.375 2.16+15% 82.3 
to.39} to.76} 10.95} 
Ring (outer 13.3 0.18 0.375 2.03 + 15% 17.4 
walll 11.23) to.46) In.95} 
Ring linnet 12.7 0.17 0.375 2.42 + 15% 64.8 
\val\l 11.18} to.43} to.95} 
Engine case and fan duel 
Fwdot Perforated 7.6 1.00 0.375 20 0.045 0.116 
fan sheet (0.706) Il.54} 10.95} toO.IlBa 10.0406} 
(0.11410 
0.152) 
Aft of 6.3 0.50 12 
fan m.585} 1127l 
Aft of 11.2 0.15 
EGV f1.04} 10.635} 
Aft 01 6.12 0.25 
EGV 10.568} m.635} 
Ouler 76.8 0.50 
wall alt f7.13} f1.111 
Inner 7.5 0.50 
""allah fO.696} 1127l 
Exhaust system 
Wedge Titanium 20.0 0.50 0.375 I 46fO.48 40 2.B 0.042 0.014 
duct II.B6} 11.27} fO.9S} • -0.36 10.1011 10.D35} 
Nozzle 31.0 0.50 0.375 j 40 1.B 0.041 0.014 f289l 11.17} 10.95} 10.1011 10.035} Oilllder- 19.4 1.0 0.375 40 2.8 0.042 0.014 fan lIow 11.0021 11.54} fO.95} to.IOll to.035} 
sid!! 
Divider· Perforated 5.5 0.50 0.375 t 4SrO.77 40 3.3 0.040 0.015 primary lIIeonl.'l to.5111 11.27} to.95} . -0.50 to.IOI to.038} 
ftowside 
UndireellOnal flow resIstance ratIo ailer bondmg With core where R .:: flow resistance of sample in 
N. seclm3 IMKS Raylsl and pc = reference flow remlance in N. sec/m3 (MKS Rayls), 
Vp ~ partide velOCity and I) .. static tl!mperature ratio T S °R/519 IT SKI2BBI of air approachmg sample 
to flow reSIStance lest. 
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Location Face sheet Net active Core Cell Unidirectional Ope." Hole Face 
type treatment depth, size, flow resistance area, dia, sheet 
area in.lem) in.lem) Ripe at vp/.Je. emls % in.lem) thick· 
ft21m 2) fi> Il:?> It> ness, in.lem) 
Center- Perforated 22.2 1.25t1O% 0.375 B> 26.3 0.050 0.040 duct, aluminum 12.06) 13.17)- 5% 10.95) 10. '127) 10.102) 
lower·aft sheet 
Center- 54.1 0.18±5% 0.46 ±15% 340 14.8 0.040 0.03210.025 
duct, 15.02) 10.46) 10.102) 10.08110.013) 
lower- !§> 
center 
Center· 40.7 0.18 ±5% 0.75 ± 15% 117 7.1 0.040 0.032/0.025 
"duct, 10.46) 10.102) 11.08110.063) 
lower- !§> fwd . 
Center 29.1 2.50± 5% 1.37 ± 15% 36.3 3.5 0.040 0.020 
duct, 12.70) 16.35) 10.102) 10.051) 
upper·aft 
Center- 58.3 0.18±5% 1.65±15% 30.1 3.5 0.040 0.028 
duct, 15.42) 10.46) 10.102) 10.071) 
upper-
fwd 
Unidirectional flow resistance ratio after bonding with core where R = flow resistance of sample in 
N· see/m3 1MKS Rayls) and'pe = refer.nee flow resistance in N· see/m3 1MKS Rayls). 
Vp = particle velocity ~nd 0 = static temparaturd ratio T S °R/519 IT S(/288) of air approaching sampl. 
in flow resistance test. 
Based on open perforations in active treatment area after bonding with core. 
Use skin p !rforation open area. 
Feee sheet is segmented. Gage of top and boltom sections is 0.032 in. 10.813 mm). Gage of side sections 
is 0.025 in. 10.635 mm). For altenuation predictions an average value of 0.028 in. 10.711 mm) was used. 


















SODS data system 





















































Probe radius locations * 
in. em 
Centerbody 8.000 20.32 
Rl 9.601 24.387 
R2 12.187 30.955 
R3 14.313 36.355 
R4 16.162 41.051 
R5 17.821 45.265 
R6 19.337 49.116 
R7 20.743 52.687 
R8 22.060 56.032 
Rg 23.302 59.187 
R10 24.481 62.182 
Cowl 25.050 63.627 
Cowl 




-The eight arms are identical; total ports are located at 
equal area centers of ten equal area segments. 
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Output signals from the thrust load cell, pressure transducers, thermocouples, ~ngine rotor 
speed tachometers, displacement transducers, u well as constants were properly sequenced 
and converted to digital values by the SDDS system. All propulsion steady-state data were 
sampled 10 times and averaged for each data point. Without recording the inlet compressor-
face total pressure data, the system required 52 sec to record the propulsion data. Each of 
the 10 samples of data from the engine rotor speed tachometers was averaged over a I-sec 
time period. Inlet compressor-face total pressure data was trapped at the beginning of the 
first sampling of the other propUlsion data and then scanned at the completion of the tenth 
sampling. Ad,jitional time required to complete the inlet total pressure scan equalled 48 sec. 
Table I shows a list of the recorded propulsion parameters, their ranges, and accuracies. 
3.4.2 ACOUSTIC 
.' -
Instrumentation used for acquisition of acoustic data induded ground level and engine 
centerline height far-neld microphones together with flush-mounted and inlet survey internal 
microphones. The far-field microphones were located as shown in figure 2, and the internal 
microphones were located in the side-engine inlet, center-engine inlet, and exhaust system 
as shown in I1gures 20, 21, and 22, respectively. A summary of all internal microphone 
locations is given in table 2. 
A flow diagram of the acoustic Jata system is shown in figure 23. All acoustic data was 
recorded on magnetic tape and was digitized in 113 octave bands (OB) after each test run. 
The original tape was then stored for selective follow-on analyses, such as narrow-band 
spectra, cross correlation functions, coherence, and time histories. Analog-ta-digital conver-
sion of recorded acoustic data was performed at the Boardman site- using a root mean square 
(rms) ddector anu 1/3-0B fiiter set. Microphone frequency response corrections and forma-
tion of the digital data was hand leu by a mini-computer. Digital I 13-0B data were trans-
mitted by telephone line to the CDC-6600 computer in Renton, Washington, where it was 
stored in a data bank. Onsite reduced data included tabulated corrected spectra and 1/3-0B 
plots for selected microphones. Online data (taken during engine stabilization and prior to 
tape recorded data) consisted of 1 13-0B plots for up to six microphones. The online data 
included microphone system frequency corrections and were plotted by the minicomputer. 
3.4.3 STRUCTURAL 
The center-engine inlet duct was instrumented with strain, pressure, and detlection gages to 
record the dynamic response during stabilized and surge conditions. The center-engine inlet 
duct is shown set up in the ground test rig in I1gure 24. 
Four axial strain gages were mounted on the vertical fin front spar fitting which supported 
the duct in the test rig (fig. 25, cross-section AA). 
The center-engine inlet duct perforated aluminum inner skin was instrumented with four 
rosette strain gages located at the top, lower, and side centerlines (i.e., major and minor axes) 
on a section normal to the duct longitudinal axis at body station (B.S.) 1230 in. (3124.2 em). 
To avoiu interference with the holes in the skin, the gages Nere mounted on 2-in. (5.08-em) 
square 0.004-in. (0.1 02-mm) thick 2219 aluminum foil whIch was bonded to the perforated 


















Table T,-Propulsion Data Accuracy 
Parameter Range 
Thrust, F g :t25 000 Ib 
LPG rotor speed, N 1 o to aooo rpm 
HPG rotor speed, N2 a to 12 250 rpm 
LPG discharge press, Ps3 :t100 psig 
(:t5.a9 x 105 N/m2) 
HPG discharge press, Ps4 :t400 psig (:t2.75 x 106 N/m2) 
Fan duct total press, P tf7 ±25 psig 
(:tl.72 x 105 N/m2) 
Turbine discharge total press, P t7 :t25 psig 
(:tl.72 x 105 N/m2) 
Fan duct total temp, Ttf7 o to 5300F 
(255.4 to 549.8 K) 
Turbine discharge total temp, T 17 530 to 12000 F 
(549.8 to 922 K) 
Fuel flow, Wf a to 48 gpm (0 to 0.003 m3/s) 
Fuel temp, T fuel ·20 to 1000F 
(244.3 to 310.9 K) 
Fuel sp. gr., F sg 0.77 to 0.83 
Ambient press, P amb 28t031 in. Hgabs 
(711 to 787 mmHg abs) 
Ambient temp, T amb a to 1200F 
(255,4 to 322 K) 
Relative humidity, RH o to 100% 
Wind velocity, V w a to 30 mph 
(0 to 13.4 m/s) 
Wind direction, Ow a to 3600 
Inlet static press, P 52 ±2.5 psig 
(±1.72 x 104 N/m2) 
Inlet total press, Pt2 :t5 psig 
(±3.44 x 104 N/m2) 
, -" 'to.. ,.,~J 
'~:'j::~ 
..•. -' . 
Accuracy (95% confidence) 
:to.2% of full·scale reading 
:to.5% of full·scale reading 
:to,4% of full·scale reading 
:tl,4% of full·scale reading 
' .........•. , .. 
. '. 
il' . , , '~~i 
i."; 
-, 
±1/4% of full-scale n;:tading 
i' 
:t1/4% of full·scale reading 
±1/4% of full·scale reading 
:t20F (:t256.4 K) of reading 
±O.5% Of reading 
:to.5% of reading 
:tl oF (±255.9 K) of reading 
±O.15% of reading 
±O.l% of reading :; 
±0.20F (±255.6 K) 01 reading 
:!-5% of full-scale reading 
±1.7% of full·scale reading 
±1.4% of full-scale reading 
±1,4% of full·scale reading 
:t1/4% of full·scale reading 
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(188.0) (195.6) (208.3) (218.4) (229.9) em 
74 77 82 86 90.5 in. 
(a) Composite Side View 
Engine flange 
o = Diffuser wall 
tP Outside surface of ring 
I Inside surface of ring 
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(b) Inlet V iew Looking Aft (See Table 2) 
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Instrumentation rings {spacers} added 
between engine flanges and exhaust 
system flanges 
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(b) View Looking Forward 
Figure 22.-JTBD-115 Exhaust System Flush-Mounted Microphone Locations 
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Table 2.-JTBD·115 Refan Ground Test-Summary of Internal Microphone Locations '., 
Probe Surface Axial Circumferential 
designation location station location 
Side-engine inlet Nacelle station 
(26 microphones) numbers, in. (em) Clock position 
(Fig. 20) 
D86A Diffuser wall 86 (218.4) 2 
-;~ 0868 Diffuser wall 86 (218.4) 6 
. , 
D86C Diffuser wall 86 (218.4) 10 
D74A Diffuser wall 74 (188.0) 2 I 
G86A Outside surface of inlet ring 86 (218.4) 2 
0868 Outside surface of inlet ring 86 (218.4) 6 
086C Outside surface of inlet ring 86 (218.4) 10 
077A Outside surface of inlet ring 77 (195.6) 2 
186A Inside surface of inlet ring 86 (218.4) 2 
I 1868 Inside surface of inlet ring 86 (218.4) 6 
I 186C Inside surface of inlet ring 86 
(218.4) 10 
I77A Inside surface of inlet ring 77 (195.6) 2 
I N86A Nose dome sur face 86 (218.4) 2 
I N868 Nose dome surface 86 (218.4) 6 N86C Nose dome surface 86 (218.4) 10 
N82A Nose dome surface 82 (208.3) 2 
Rl through Rl0 10 equally spaced flush- 89 (226.11 2 
mounted mic:ophones on 
inlet radial strut 
~' 
'1 ' .•. ~.>' ". \-
Cen ter-engine inlet 
(16 microphones) Body station 
(Fig. 21) numbers, in. (em) Clock position 
513 Center duct wall surface 1326 (33G8.0) 3 
516 Center duct wall surface 1326 (3368.0) 6 
519 Center duct wall smface 1326 (3368.0) 9 
8112 Center duct wall surface 1326 (3368.0) 12 
523 C...:nter duct wall surface 1283 (3258.8) 3 
526 Center duct wall surface 1283 (3258.8) 6 
529 Center duct wall surface 1283 (3258.8) 9 
8212 Center duct wall surface 1283 (3258.8) 12 
533 Center duct wall surface 1241 (3152.1) 3 
536 Center duct wall surface 1241 (3152.11 6 
5312 Center duct wall surface 1241 (3152.1) 12 
543 Center duct wall surface 1192 (3027.7) 3 
549 Center duct wall surface 1192 (3027.7) 9 
553 Center Juct wall surface 1125 (2857.5) 3 
556 Center duct wall surface 1125 (2857.5) 6 
5512 Center duct wall surface 
, .," ;0 






Probe Surface Axial Circumferential 
designation location station location 
Exhaust system 
(7 microphones) Exhaust station 
(Fig. 22) numbers, in. (em) Clock position 
EIA Fan duct wall 100 (254.0) 10 
EIB Fan duct wall 100 (254.0) 6 
EIC Fan duct wall 100 (254.0) 2 
E2 Exhaust duct wall 130 (330.2) 6 
E3 Primary side of flow divider 100 (254.0) 7 
E4 Fan side of flow divider 100 (254.0) 10 
E5 Plug surface 100 (254.0) 7 
skin. A fifth gage W:1S locakd on the duct lower centerline on a section at B.S. 1200 in. 
(3048 ,'m) forward of the fin front spar fitting. The gages were oriented to measure the 
center-engine inlet duct circumferential and longitudinal strains. as shown in figure 25. 
cross-section BB. 
The microphones used in the center-engine ineIt duct acoustic evaluation were removed to 
prevent damage by the surge pressures during the duct surge margin testing. The vacated 
locations were used to install pressure transducers for a Contractor-sponsored duct internal 
pressure survey, running concurrently with the surge margin tests. The pressure data were 
used tn correlate with rile dud model tests and tlow analysis and to enable a definitive 
:lnJlysis to be made Of ,he stabilized anc surge test stress and detlection data. 
Linear potentiometer detlection gages were mounted on the test rig forward of the front 
spar forging to m,'asure the major and minor axis detlections. They were also mounted at the 
engine ,.,al on tilt duct vertical .;enterline to measure the fore and aft and vertical detlection. 
Deflection gage locations are shown in figure 25, cross-section Cc. 
All gage data, engine speed (N I ), pressure (PO)' and reference time were recorded On mag-
netic tape by analog instrumentation and subsequently plotted on strip charts using a com-
puter-assisted data reduction system. 
The exhaust system was instrumented with eight chromel.',lkmd sheathed thermo •. ouples 
welded to the inner skin of the exhaust duct and 16 th~rmocc'lp!':S \Vrld~('~ t·.· the fanl 
primary flow divider skin. Thermocouple locations are shown in ligure 26. 
Temperature data. engine speed (N I)' and reference time were recorded directly onto 
oscillograph tracings, and during stabilized conditions, recorded on the SODS system for 
printout with the ljuick look data. 









































I""'_.....l~_...., rJT8D-15 test system 
Digital .... ,...~l--i Punch Teletype 
minicomputer if'" paper 
JT8D·115 test system, 
(Boardman) tape 
I Modem I 
KTS interactive 
(110 baud line) 
Off-line plots 





(1200 baud line) 
As measured data V 
to permanent file 
Plotter Minicompl!ter (Seattle) 
and digital magneti, 
tape 
, (2000 baud line) 
i Normalized 
I -- ~ I-__ ~ CDC 6600 V _____ ---, extrapolated , Terminal .... 1------I computer r------ data printout and S (Renton) punch cards L--_~_r---~~~ 
Figure 23. -Acoustic Data System Flow Diagram 
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.[) Strain gage 
o Pressure transducer 
~ Deflect'on gage 
Dashed symbols indicate 
gages/ transducers diame trical ly opposite 









Fin Front Spar Gages 
Engine bulkhead 
transducers 
Figure25.-JT8D-115 Ground Test- Center-Engine Inlet Duct Strain, 
c,eflec tion, and Pressure Transducer Locations 
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• X = Thermocouple identification 
(XI = Thermocouple diametrically 
opposite 
(14) 
1 2 3 
Section Through Fan/Primary Divider 7 6 5 4 
(131 
Figure 26.-JTBO- //5 Ground Test- Exhaust System Thermocouple Locations and Identification 
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3.5 TEST CONDITIONS 
The acoustic and performance test matrix for the JTBD-IS test is shown in table 3. A basic 
performance calibration of the engine was run with the Engine Contractor's reference inlet 
and exhaust system. The acoustic tests were conducted on a fully cow led hard wall JTBD·lS 
engine equipped with a production exhaust system and !light inlet with bellmouth lip. 
Various engine component noise sources were isolated one at a time to give a total of live 
acoustic configurations. Isolation of noise components was accomplished by positioning a 
set of baffles adjacent to the engine in locations appropriate to the component to be isolated. 
The technique of using barnes to isolate noise components is described in more detail in 
section ::.6. 
Table 3.-Pedormance and Acoustic Test Matrix - JT8D·15 Engine 
Test Baffle 
config Engine Exhaust con fig from 
no. Objective Inlet case system figure 29 
a Performance baseline Reference Uncowled Reference -
calibration bellmouth 
1 Acoustic baseline and 727 sidea Cowled Production -
repeatability hardwall 
2 Inlet noise 727 sidea Cowled. Production hard- A 
baffled wall baffled 
3 Aft noise 727 sidea Cowled, Production B 
baffled baffled hardwall 
4 Engine case radiation 727 sidea Cowled Production hard- C 
baffled wall baffled 
5 Engine case radiation 727 sidea Cowled, Production hard- D 
baffled baffled wall baffled 
aproduction hardwall inlet with bellmouth lip. 
The perfC'fmance test matrix for the JT!HJ-I 15 test is shown in table 4. Performance runs 
were made using both reference hardware and Contractor hardware, which consisted of a 
side'engine inlet with and without an acoustic ring, a 727 center-engine inlet and duct, and 
an exhaust duct, plug, and splitter assembly. 
The acoustic test matlix for the JTBD-115 test is shown in table S. A compilation of the data 
acquired as related to the test configuration number!s) is shown in table 6. 
--~----- -.. ~~ 
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Table 4.--Performance Test Matrix - JTBO-115 Engine 
Test 
config Objective Inlet Exhaust system 
no. 
Pl Performance baseline calibration Reference bellmouth Reference 
P2 Nozzle match Reference bellmoutt, Hybrid 
P3 Nozzle calibration Reference bellmouth Hybrid 
P4 727 side engine performance a. 727 side, with ringa Hybrid 
b. 727 side. without ringa 
P5 Effect of vortex generators on 727 centera Hybrid 
center inlet performance 
P6 Center engine performance 727 centera Hybrid 
P7 I nlet pressure survey and 727 center with fuselage Hybrid 
surge margin evaluation with 
crosswind 
PB Inlet pressure survey and 727 side with fuselage Hybrid 
surge margin evaluation with 
crosswind 
P9 Nozzle match and calibration Reference bell mouth Flight type 
aWith bell mouth lip. 
Table 5.-Acoustic Test Matrix - JTBO-115 Engine 
Test 
Baffle con fig 
config Objectivea Inletb 
no. Exhaust system from figure 29 
Al Acoustic baseline-hardwall 727 side hardwall. Hvbrid hardwall -
without ring 
A2 Inlet and exhaust system 727 side with ring Flight type -
internal noise 
A3 Center engine acoustic 727 center Hybrid -
baseline and exhaust system 
internal noise 
A4 Acoustic repeatability 727 side. without Hybrid -
ring 
A5 Inlet noise 727 'ide hardwall. Hybrid baffled A 
without ring 
aSee table 6 for comprehensive list of information obtained. 
bAli acoustic testing included the bellmouth lip ext : for configuration A20 which used the 
reference bellmouth. 
• + ,,-,., 













no. Exhaust system from figure 29 
A6 Inlet noise 727 side hardwall, Hybrid baffled A 
with ring 
A7 Inlet noise 727 side, without Hybrid baffled A 
ring 
A8 Inlet noise 727 side, with ring Hybrid baffled A 
A9 Aft noise 727 side, without Hybrid hardwall 8 
ring, baffled 
AID Aft noise 727 side, with ring, Hybrid B 
baffled 
All Aft noise 727 side, with ring, Hybrid hardwall B 
baffled 
Al2 Inlet noise 727 center Hybrid baffled E 
Al3 Total engine noise 727 side, with ring Hybrid 
-
Al4 Engine Cd"~ radiation 727 side, with ring, Hybrid baffled D 
baffled 
Al5 Engine case radiation 727 side, with ring, Hybrid baffled C 
baffled 
Al6 Aft noise 727 side, with ring, Flight type B 
baffled 
A17 Total engine noise 727 side, without ring Flight type -
Al8 Aft noise 727 side, without Hybrid B 
ring, baffled 
Al9 Total engine noise 727 side, with ring Flight type -
A20 Core noise Reference bell mouth, Reference, 30% B 
baffled over area 
aSee table 6 for comprehensive list of information obtained. 
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Table 6.-Acoustic Data Compilation -JTBD-115 Engine 
Total Engine Noise 
Hardwall nacelle 
Peripheral nacelle treatment 
Test data 
Treated side-engine inlet (with ring) and treated hybrid exhaust system 
Center-engine inlet with hybrid exhaust system 
Treated side-engine inlet (without ring) and flight-type exhaust system 













Without inlet ring 
Hardwall hybrid exhaust system 
Treated hybrid exhaust system 
With inlet ring 
Hardwall hybrid exhaust system 
Treated hybrid exhaust system 
Treated flight-type exhaust system 
Center duct • 
Treated hybrid exhaust system 
Effect of side-engine inlet acoustic ring 
Exhaust attenuation 
Hybrid exhaust splitter 








Center-engine inlet duct 
Side-engine inlet with inlet ring 
Side-engine inlet SPL survey 
fan case radiation 
Repeata~ility 
Core noise 







































The acoustic tests were conduct~d on an acoustically treated JTSD-IIS engine equipped 
with a flight-typ~ exhaust system and ''liets with bellmouth lips. Various component noise 
sources were isolated one at a t;!lJe to give a total of 20 acoustic configurations. Isolation of 
noise components was accomplished as described in section 3.6. Because of the late availa-
bility of the flight-type exhaust plug and splitter, much of the acoustic test was run with 
the flight-type exhaust duct matched to the reference plug and splitter (hybrid exhau~t 
system). This hybrid exhaust system is believed to be a valid substitute for the flight-type 
exhaust system within the limits of acoustic data repeatability. 
Center-engine inlet duct and exhaust system structural test data were recorded for the JTSD 
refan configuration only. Table 7 presents the structural test matrix. 
Tab!e 7.-Structural Test Matrix 
Test Objective Inlet Exhaust system config no. 
Sl Center inlet structural evaluation during steady-state 727 center Hybrid 
and surge conditions 
S2 Exhaust system temperature survey 727 side Flight type 
3.6 TEST PROCEDlJRES 
Various teChniques were used to acquire steady-state performance, engine surge margin, 
acoustic, and structuralloaJs data. These test procedures are discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 
3.6.1 STEADY-STATE PROPULSION PERFORMANCE 
During all steady-state performance testing a standard engine operating procedure was 
followed. After S min of engine warmup at idle, data were taken on the way up the power-
line. A performance powerline consisted of 9 to 12 data points per run. Three min of stabili-
zation time were allowed prior to each data point. To obtain repeat data points, the engine 
was taken back to idle prior to doing another performance powerline run. Generally, thre'. 
runs were made for each performance configuration. During both the JTSD-IS ami -I IS 
testing, one run was made using a 4-min stabilization period to check the influence of stabili-
zation time on the data. 
3.6.2 JTSD-JJS SURGE MARGIN 
The low-pressure compressor (LPC) stall or surge margin was determined for the JTSD-IIS 
engine using the P&WA cross-bleed duct hardware and their test procedures. However, when 
the 727 refan center-engine inlet and the 727 refan side-engine inlet were tested with a 900 
crosswind, the P&WA surge margin test procedures were slightly modified. This section 





The cross-bleed stall procedure involves the use of high pressure air, available at the I3th-
stage compressor discharge, to back-pressure the low-pressure compressor thereby raising 
the low-pressure compressor operating line (O.L.). (Note: The I3th-stage of the JT8D-15 
becomes the 14th-stage of the JT8D-115 engine.) The equipment consists of tubing to con-
nect the 13th-stage bleed ports to the 6th-stage bleed ports (referred to as cross-bleed ducts) 
on each side of the engine with an electrically operated shutoff valve in each tube. Provisions 
are also available for installing plates with orifices of various sizes to control the flow rate 
recirculating from the 13th-stage discharge to the 6th-stage port, thus controlling the back 
pressure at the LPC discharge. Based on full-scale tests and engine analyses, P&WA generates 
a relationship of percentage increase in the LPC operating line versus engine LPC corrected 
rotor speed (N I/J 0 t2) for specific orince sizes in the cross-bleed ducts. The percentage 
increase in LPC operating line is defined at a constant LPC corrected airnow by the follow-
ing equation: 
(Pt3 ) cross-bleed O.L. - (Pt3) normal O.L. 
Percent LPCO.L. increase = x 100, (I) 
(Pt3) cross-bleed O.L. 
where Pt3 represents the total pressure at the LPC exit. 
The P&WA surge margin test procedure is to nrst idle the engine for 5 min with the cross-
bleed syst~m shutoff valves closed and then slowly accelerate to a specined stabilization NI 
speed for the orifice diameter being used. After stabilizing the engine for I min, the cross-
bleed valves are opened and the drop-in N I rpm is noted to check for proper valve operation. 
Following a I O-min stabilization period, the engine is accelerated slowly over a period of 
approximately 2 min or more, until the engine surges, a corrected N I speed of 7400 rpm is 
reached, or the engine exhaust temperature (EGT) limit is reached. If no surge occurs, the engine 
is stabilized for 10 min at the corrected N I speed of 7400 rpm or just below the exhaust 
gas temperature limit, whichever occurs first; then a full scan of engine data is recorded. 
Also, when no surge is encoun tered, the engine is shut down. and a larger diameter orifice is 
installed in the cross-bleed ducts, and the procedure is repeated until the engine does surge 
near the corrected N I speed of 7400 rpm. When the engine does surge, the N I speed is noted 
and the bleed valves are immedmtely closed without changing the power setting. The N I 
speed is then reduced by 100 rpm, and after the engine is allowed to stabilize for I min, the 
bleed valves are opened. If no surge occurs, the engine is stabilized for 10 min and a full scan 
of engine data is recorded. This point is called the "verge-of-surge" condition. If a surge is 
encountered before the completion of the I O-min stabilization period, the bleed valves are 
closed, and the N I 'peed is reduced by 50 rpm. The engine is stabilized for I min before the 
bleed valves are opened to try again for the engine to operate at that condition without 
surging for 10 min. This procedure of reducing the N I speed by 50 rpm increments is 
repeated if there is a surge at any time during a 10-min stabilization period. Throughout these 
procedures, care must be taken to not exceed the 7400-rpm corrected N I speed with the 
bleed valves open and not to exceed the maximum N I speed, engine exhaust gas tempera-
ture, or the allowed time above the maximum continuous thrust rating, with or without the 
bleed valves open. 
With a simulated 900 crosswind, the procedure for determining the LPC surge margin with 
the 727 refan center-engine inlet or the 727 refan side-engine inlet was established by tirst 











procedures for establishing the verge-of-surge condition. At high crosswind velocities, 
however, the engine would surge immediately upon opening the cross-bleed valves. As 
experience was gained with crosswind surge margin testing, it became apparent that the 
following procedure was the best m( ",od to determine the LPC surge margin with a 900 
crosswind. 
A low crosswind velocity was set across the inlet and the P&WA procedure was fOllowed 
until the engine would run surge-free for 10 min with the bleed valves open at or near 7400-
rpm corrected N I speed. A full scan of engine data wa, recorded at this point. Slowly, the 
crosswind velocity was increased until an engine surge was encountered and the crosswind 
velocity or the speed of the crosswind engine was noted; immediately the bleed valves were 
closed and the crosswind velocity reduced. 
The N I speed was reduced below the maximum continuous thrust rating for approximately 
5 mill allowing the engine to cool down. The engine power was reset to 7400-rpm corrected 
N I speed with a low crosswind ve, 'city and stabilized for I min. The crosswind velocity was 
increased to a value ~ or 3 kn (I to ~ ''TJ/S) lower than the noted crosswind velocity at the 
time of engine surge: i.e .. about I OO-r~'m lower crosswind engine speed than at surge. If no 
surge was encountered during the 10 min of stabilization, this point was designated a verge-
of-surge condition. Two or three engine data scans were recorded during the I O-min period. 
If a surge was encountered at any time during the 10-min period, the cross-bleed valves were 
immediately closed and the ahove procedure Was repeated [with crosswind velocity reduced 
another ~ or 3 kn (I to ~ mis) I until the engine could run surge-free for 10 min. Once the 
verge-of-surge condition with crosswind was delermined at the JT8D-115 corrected N I speed 
of 7400 rpm, the procedure was repeated at lower N I spet'ds where the surge margin is of 
interest. In order to obtain a verge-of-surge condition at hIgher crosswind velocity, a smaller 
diameter orillce was used in the cross-bleed ducts: conwrsely. for a lower crosswind velocity, 
a larger orilke Was needed. 
How much crosswind a particular engine inlet can endure without causing the engine to surge 
with the cross-bleed valves closed is also of interest. This was accomplished by stabilizing the 
JTBD-IIS engine at the corrected N I speed of interest for approximately 2 min. Then the 
crosswind engine was set to produce the minimum crosswind velocity of interest. After 
approximately 2 min em condition. a full scan of engine data was reCllrded. The crOSSWind 
engine speed was increased by ~OO rpm. and data were again recorded. This procedure was 
repeated until either the engine surged or the maximum crosswind engine capability was 
reached. 
3.6.3 ACOUSTIC 
For each acoustic test configuration listed in tables 3 and 5. acoustic data were obtained 
according to the following procedure. When weather conditions (described in next para-
graph) were determined to be acceptable for acquisition of acoustic data, the test engine 
was cycled through the ground static power conditions listed in table 8. At each power 
setting. the engine was allowed to stabilize for 3 min. and acoustic and performance data 



















Table 8 -Acoustic Test Power Settings . 
Nominal corrected rpm (Nl/~) 
JT8D·15 (baseline) JT8D·115 (refan) 










Max power 6800 
7200 
Max power 
The following weather window defined acceptable acoustic testing conditions: 
Wind speed Less than 8 kn (14.8 km/hr) 
Temperature 250 to 860 F (269.3 to 303.2 K) 
Relative humidity 3070 to 9070 
Precipitation None 
For purposes of isolation of engine noise components, a set of seven acoustic baffles, each 
8·ft (2.44-m) wide by 20·ft (6.1 O-m) h;gh, were arranged alongside the engine in such a way 
as to shield one end of the engine (either inlet or exhaust) from radiating directly into the 
acoustic arena while allowing the other end to radiate freely. For the fan case radiation test, 
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both ends were shielded and the center portion was exposed, allowing fan case radiated 
noise to propagate into the acoustic arena. These data were compared with data measured 
with total engine shielding to determine fan case radiated noise. The baffles of steel frame 
construction with 2-in. (5.D8-cm) plywood facing covered with 2 in. (5.08 em) of fiberglass 
blanket are shown in the aft-shielded configuration in figure 27. The baffle arrangements for 
inlet and aft noise shielding are shown in figure 28. Installation of the baffles provided noise 
reduction at a given angle up to the limit determined by one or the other of the following 
limitations: (I) the maximum attenuation of the baffles determined by transmission 
through the baffles and diffraction around and over the baffles; (2) the noise floor from the 
unbaffled source. In this way inlet-radiated fan noise could be separated from discharge-
radiated fan noise, jet noise could be separated from inlet-radiated fan broadband noise, 
and so on. Sketches of the various baffle arrangements used during the tests are shown in 
figure 29. 
3.6.4 STRUCTURAL 
Strain gage, deflection, and pressure data were recorded during surge margin evaluation 
testing of the center-engine inlet duct representing idle-to-takeoff power conditions. The 
test procedures were described in s~ction 3.6.2. 
Exhaust system temperatures were recorded during three runs for the following engine 
conditions. 
l. Cold start cycle 
Cold start to idle 
(Stabilize idle 5 min) 
2. Maximum acceleration 
3. 
4. 
Idle-to-takeoff power in 15 sec 
(Stabilize takeoff power 3 min) 
Decelerate to idle 
(Stabilize idle 3 min) 
Maximum deceleration 
Takeoff to cruise 
Shutdown cycle 
Idle-to-engine shutdown 
(Stabilize shutdown 5 min) 
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Figure 28. -JT80·115 Ground Test-Acoustic Baffle Arrangement for Shielding of 
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Figure 29.-JTBO-15 and ·115 Ground Tests-Acoustic Baffle Configurations for 
Component Noise Isolation 








4.0 TEST RESULTS 
4.1 PROPULSION 
Propulsion test results are discussed under three major headings: JT8D-15 Engine Test 
Results. JT8D·115 Engine Test Results, and Data Quality. This information is ultimately 
used in determining the flight performance benefit of the refan engine [see Volume IV of 
this tinal report, "Airplane Evaluation and Analysis." (ref. I)]. 
All measured engine parameters presented in this report are an average of 10 data samples 
taken for e~ch test condition. Calculated engine parameters are defined in the appendix. 
Symbols and abbreviations used in this report are found in the appendix. 
4.1.1 JT8D·15 ENGINE TEST RESULTS 
Engine performance parameters were obtained dllring the JT8D- 15 testing of the reference 
hardware and the 727 !JT8D production hardware. See section 33.1 for a description of 
the production hardware. Figures 30 through 34 present the propulsion test data obtained 
for the two configllrations. Figllres 30 and 3 I show less than I % difference in the LPC rotor 
speed and total airnow between the reference and the 727 !JT8D production hardware at 
the takeoff engine pressure ratio (EPR). The total airtlow for the production hardware was 
obtained from an LPC rotor speed versus total airllow relatIonship generated during the 
reference hardware testing, which utilized a calibrated bellmouth inlet. In order to do this, 
it was assumedthatthe inlet total pressure recovery For the reference bellmouth and the 
production inlet with a bellmouth lip were equivalent. Thus, the difference in airflows is 
essentially due to the difference in LPC rotor speed for a given EPR. Figure 32 shows that 
the fan pressure ratio (FPR) is identical for both configurations for any given EPR. Figure 
33 shows the gross thrust for the production hardware to be 0.69<' lower than the refenmce 
hardware. Figure 34 shows that the specific fuel consumption (SFC) for the production 
hardware is 1.8% higher than for the reference hardware at the takeoff rated thrust, I 5 500 
Ib (68 951 N). This difference is about twice as large as what was expected based on previous 
Contractor tests. Since the baseline testing was primarily an acoustic performance test, 
additional testing was not conducted to ascertain the reason for the SFC difference. 
4.1.2 JT8D·l1S ENGINE TEST RESULTS 
4.1.2.1 Engine Perfonnance 
Reference HardlVare.-A total of 17 runs were made using the reference bellmouth and 
exhaust system installed on the JT8D-I I Sengine. These reference hardware runs were made 
at the beginning of the test, at various intervals during the test, and near the end of the test. 
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margin testing with the reference hardware and the center-engine inlet hardware but before 
the LPC surge marjlin testing with the side-engine inlet without acoustic ring. Figures 35 
through 39 present the test results for a portion of the reference hardware runs. The total 
airllow, FPR, and gross thrust, plotted versus ErR, did not vary significantly as is shown by 
figures 36, 37, and 38, respectively. The LPC rotor speed, also plotted against EPR, increased 
slightly after the surge testing and is shown in figure 35, though only one line has been 
drawn through all the data. Thrust SFC was increased significantly (about 17<) after the 
, surge testing as shown in t1gure 39. A discussion of data quality is presented in secHon 4.1.3. 
Computer simulations were assembled to match II of the tested confillurations on the 
JT8D-·115 enjline. The results from these simulations were used as inputs to the noise pre-
diction procedures. These computer simulations, in general, match the test data shown in 
ligures 35 through 39 within 0.5'70 of the measured engine parameters. Simulation of test 
data to wi~hin 0.5'7< of measured engine parameters is considered good agreement for noise 
analysis work. 
COIl/raclor [Iller and E,/zalls{ Hardware.- The majority of testing to evaluate engine perform-
ance with the inlet and exhaust system installed was conducted jointly with acoustic tests. 
The hybrid exhaust system (described in sec. 3.3) with various inlet cont1gurations was used 
for most engine performance evaluations. Figures 40 through 43 show the effect of the 
center-engine inlet and duct and the side-engine inlet with and without ring on low pressure 
compressor rotor speed, total airflow, fan pressure ratio, and gross thrust. These inlets all 
had.a bellmouth lip installed to simulate the inlet streamlines at low-speed t1ight conditions. 
Figure44 shows the thrust SFC comparison of the test inlets with the hybrid exhaust system 
installed. The JTSD-15 engine performance is also shown in the lIgure for comparison to the 
JTSD-lIS engine At takeoffthrust, the JTSD-IIS shows 12.5% to 13.2% reduction in static 
SFC for the side-engine inlets with and without ring. This comparison is valid even through it 
was made with the JT8D-IIS hybrid exhaust system, and it will be pointed out in section 
4.1.3 that the thrust performances of the hybrid and flight-type exhaust systems were 
statistically equal. In general, figure 44 shows that as inlet ,ecovery decreases, SFC increases. 
4.1.2.2 Nozzle Match 
Definition of Nozzle Malcil.-·An engine is said to be matched when certain pressures, 
tempenltures, and engine rotor speeds fall into some predetermined optimum relationships 
as determined by the engine operating with the engine manufacturer's reference hardware. 
The engine manufacturer requires the effective nozzle area of any other configuration to be 
matched within ±O.S% of the rClerence hardware. In mixed flow engines such as the JT8D-
115, three flow areas have considerable influence on these pressure, temperature, and rotor 
speed relationships. These areas are: (I) primary f101V area at priml!ry (secondary mhing 
plane; (2) fan flow area at primary/secondary mixing plane; and (3) nozzle exit plane area. 
Th~ reference exhaust system (fig. 9) had a geometric nozzle area of 1170.14 in.2 (754 927 
cm-) measured at 400 F (277.6 K). 
Nozzle ConfiguraliollS,-Nozzle match had to be determined for the hybrid exhaust system 
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Figure 3B_ - JTBO-//5 Ground Test- Thrust Versus Engine Pressure Ratio With Reference Hardware 
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Figure 40. - JTBD· 115 Ground Test-Low Pressure Compressor Rotor Speed Versus Engine 
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Figure 42. -JT8D·115 Ground Test - Fan Pressure Ratio Versus Engine Pressure Ratio, 
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thes" two coni·;gur:,tions. The sizin g o f the Il igilt-ty pe ,'x il aust J uct I,"d to be accomplished 
with the rekrence fan / primary Ilow div id er an d plug becaus~ of a delay in manufa ct ure of 
the Ilibht-tyrye fan / primary Il ow di vider. 
Since both the hyl~rid and lli~ht - tYl'e ,'x hau, 1 sys lems usc tile same treated exhaust duct, a 
stud y was undertaken to J~krill ine tht: bL'st p rO(t.:J lIfl.' to mJlt.:h bot h I..:onfigurations within 
the specilied +0 .5; ; e ffective nozzie area. This study indicated that Ihe hybrid exhausl 
sys tem should hL' match~d at a nozzk area D.S';' bl.'iow tht: nominal va lue. permitt:ng tht! 
Ilight-type ,',hauSI system to fall within tile lo icra n,e band. probably 011 the high side. This 
d ifkrence W.l S due 10 Ihe dIScharge coclli cien l difr.'re nce of the Ilight-type ahaus t system, 
wit h its Jifkren! f~1I1 / rriIllary Ilow d iviucr and plug I.;on figurations. No change in th t: mixing 
plant.: pcrformalh:C: was l'xpl.'clL'd for the hyhriJ l' Xh~IlIS l Sy~ tL' 1ll reli.itivL' to tht! reference 
L'x hatlst systt.'m since bot h 1I~(, ,.'OIDmon g,,:u l11 l' try lip to thl' mixing plane. alt hough the 
fli ght-typ\..· exhaust ouct h.!d a 3.50 ( ;jil t rci;J.liv l' 10 lhe axi;.]1 n:r~rl'IH':~ fa n/ primary flow 
divider and plug.. 
, 1Ic1 [ ('hill~ PrU('l: dllft' , Nozzk match was t.kll'rrlllll~l1 by c\)In paring the JTSD-1 15 engine 
lIlatch !""amel"'s Il's-l / PI7 . 1\3 / 1'12 ' and N I I~I for th,' hybrid o r the Ilighl-Iype exhaust 
sys ll'm to th o~~ for thl' r~ r~ r~n(~ ('xlwlI st ~y s ll'lll. Tlll' ll u~ i ng figun: 45. tht: ueviation from 
110 1ll11l ,ti IHlllk l' fkr tivl' arl';! was til.'ll'rn: ilwu for l':l r h of Ihl' thrcl' C'n gine malch parameters, 
The thrt'l' valll(,s of l'rkd iv~ noz/!..: :.1 rL';j lh:via l ion Wl'rL' th~ll ;j vl' ragl'U10 ~s labli sh tht! match 
poinl of rh e nozll..:, This prOI".'l't!ure W~I S ha:-'I".'J IIpon ti le P&WA match procl.!dure for the 
basil.: JTXO ellgine. 
En~nl' IllJtch paralllc t ~r rl'lalionsil ips w it h rl· ~ p l'\.: l to nozllt' 1' 1'ft'ctivc areas (fig.45) had to 
b(' I'sta hlisht'J dllril1~ Ihi:-. tL· .... t program bl' rall ~l' Iht' Engin(' Cont ractor had no t tested 
Jifkrell t nozzle areas o n till' JTXI)- I 15 " II~lIle . However, tile [-,Ilgine Con trac lor did provide 
Ihe nozz le ma lch parameler rel a ti o n, hil' . wili cil Ihey haJ Je lerm lrled from Iheir JT8 D-I09 
cnginl.' tl'sts. in onkr 10 L' stablish Ihl! initi a! v:ti u(' or nO/liL' mio.; mJtch. The Ilighl-lypc nozzle 
for th i;' JT~ I)- 11 5 t • .'I1g.ill~ ,,:as purpust.:l y 1ll :lnll LII.: t ll f' l' J 1I 11lkr:II'L' ;j to :.JlJow trimming back the 
Ilolzk t.:xit 10 llwtdl tilL' rd'l'rl'net.' nO/z il' d 1t.:( I IVt' arl"1. After th t: first trimming of the 
t1ight-t yp...- nOlzil'. it \Vas discovl'rt.'d th aI I Ill' JTSIJ- ! 09 L'nginl! mald1 relati onships were not 
va lid for Ih" ITSD- 11 5 engi ne. T wo addili llnaln()l7 k Irims wac need ed to match Ihe hybrid 
~xhJl! s ( sysll'm with in the +O ,5 (·~ Ink'ranrl' banJ :ll loweu by IhL' Engine Conl r<Jdor. Figure 
46 is Ih e resuit of a sl alis tical an :il Y'is 01 Ill e re kren ce and hybrid exha ust sys tem runs. The 
Ilight-Iyp" no zz le area "fter 1111' fi na l cuI \v .,, 1163. 1-1 in . 2 17 50 411 em") measured al 330 F 
(2 73.7 K) . 
Lr/lllllS/ SYS/f.'1Il ilia/( IJ RCSlll/s, " ig llf' l.· 46 ~h ows tilL' pl! rl".'cnl dcvi :ltion from nomi nal of the 
thrl'L' l'nginl' match param('t l' r~ for till' hybrid an d lli ~ht-IY pc I!xhallst systems as dctermin~d 
from a s talistica l analysis o f tile tes t Jal a Also shown is the o ne slandard d eviation (1 .0 0) 
Jbollt the statisticuiiy hest ~ s limall' of t il\.! l1lean va llll' of tile t.:llgine parameter. Using !hc 
d ~lt a shown in figurt.'s 45 :.I nd 4 6. tl1l. .. ' final ma tc h o f IhL'sc two exhaust systt' ms relative to the 
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Figure 46. - JTBD- //5 Ground Test ·-Deviation From Nominal Engine Match 
Parameters Relative to the Re{I'rence Exhaust System 




















Engine pressure ratio 
Configuratian 1.8(1) 1.92 
Hybrid exhaust system Matched (1).24% averarea 
Flight-type exhaust system 0.46% overarea 0.50% cwerarea 
lhe match results for the !light-type exhaust system shauld be interpreted with caution. 
Test data indicated that the fan pressure ratio, Pt17/Pt2 , was appraximately 0.45% higher 
at a given EPR than with the reference exhaust system. This indicates that the effective 
fan-ta-primary ar.'a ratio (AF/ Ap) at the mixing plane was slightly different from the 
reference exhaust system. Therefar<', the engine is not at the same operating point with the 
flight-type exhp.ust system as with the reference exhaust system. There was na provisian in 
the test schedule to madify the flight-type fan/primary now divider to match the reference 
effective AF/ Ap. If this had been done, any modilicaUon to the nozzle exit area would 
depend on the inter~relationship of Api Ap and the nozzle exit area. 
4.1.2.3 Nozzle Performance 
Nozzle Types. - Nozzle performance for the following exhaust systems was obtained during 
the JI8Dd 15 ground tests: (I) reference exhaust system (Cig. 9); (2) flight-type exhaust 
system (i1g. 10); and (3) hybrid exhaust system (fig. l(i). 
Nozzle Performallce Data Preselltatioll.-Nozzle performance in terms of gross thrust, 
velocity, and discharge coefficients for mixed !low engines was calculated based on a mixed 
total pressure and temperature of the fan and primary now streams from the engine. Mixed 
tlew conditions for the nozzles were determinec, ",ing two methods: (I) an empirical 
relationShip derived. from test data and (2) a theoretical I 00% thermodynamic mixed rela-
tionship. The empirical relationship was used because of its ease in calculating thrust of an 
airplane in !light by measuring relatively few engine parameters, whereas the 100%-theoret-
ical mixed relationship was used in engine-airplane-noise analyses that required a computer 
simulation of the engine and were used for comparing modeHo-full-scale test results. 
Computer simulations of the JT8D-l 15 engine use nozzle performance coefficients that are 
based on the 1007o-theoreticai mixed !low conditions. A discussion of the methods for deter-
mining the mixed !low conditions is presented herein. 
The Engine Contractor uses the following empirical relationship for determining the JT8D-l 5 
and -liS mixed now total pressure (P tm7) of the fan and primary streams: 
Ptm7 = 
Po + X Ptf! 
(2) 
(l + X) 
The X-factor is the value required to provide nozzle performance coefficients as unique func-
tions of the mixed pressure ratio (Ptm7 /P amb) for all pressures and temperatures encountered 
during normal engine operations throughout the airplane !light envelope. For the JT8D-IS 
engine, this value was determined by the Engine Contractor from model tests to be 0.8. The 
model scale tests of the reference Hnd flight-type exhaust systems (ref. 6), accomplished by 
the Contractor provided sufficient information to determine that the value of the X-factor 
-l 
71 
1 j ., .. 
72 
for the JT8D-I I 5 engine was 1.35. This value was used to calculate P tm 7 for the ground 
testing of the reference, flight-type, and hybrid exhaust systems. 
The mixed total temperature (T tm7) that is used with the empirical mixed pressure to deter-
mine the nozzle performance cudficients is based on the thermodynamic relationship that 
the heat added is equal to the difference in enthalpy across the engine, since the internal 
work of the compressors and turbines cancel out. The resulting equation for Ttm7 is: 
where: 




Cp2 = specific heat at constant pressure of air evaluated at T t2 temperature 
Cpr - specific heat at constant pressure of fuel evaluated at T t2 temperature 
Cp7 = speeine heat at constant pressure of air evaluated at Ttm7 temperature 
Nc = efficiency of combustiun (assumed to be equal to 1.0) 
Hv = fuel io .. v~r h~ating value 
Since Cp7 is a function of the Ttm7 temperature. the unknown quantity, it requires an 
iterative process (by a computer program) to solve for T tm7' 
The measured primary and secondary temperatures and mass flow rates were used to calcu-
late the mixed temperature for the model test (ref. 6). This method CGuld not be used for 
the full-scale test since the primary/secondary flow split was not determined. This resulted 
in different mixed temperatures for the model test and full-scale test. Therefore, the nozzle 
performance coefficients presented in this report will not agree with the nozzle coefficients 
used in reference 6. Since the calculated values of the nozzle coefCicients are consistent 
within themselves, they can, however, hle used for comparing nozzle configurations. 
Calculation of nGzzle performance coefficients based upon 100% tlleoretical mixed total 
pressures and temperatures requires a knowledge of the flow properties for both the fan and 
primary streams at the mixing plane. Using these flGW stream properties, the 100% theGreti-
cal mixed flow pressure and temperature (Ptm8 and Ttm8, respectively) can be calculated by 
Simultaneously solving the momentum, energy, ana continuity equations for a constant-area 
mixing process ana satisfying the condition of equal static pressures fGr hloth streams at the 
mixing plane. In order to determine the flow properties entering the mixing process from 
the measured engine parameters (Le., total airflow, fuel flow, Pt7 , TO' Ptf? and Tt f7), the 
total pressure losses for both the fan and primary streams from the prohle measurement 
station to the mixing plane, the BPR, and any probe measurement errors must hle kn0wn. A 
comparison of the full-scale test data obta;ned by the Engine Contractor on the JT8D-I09 
engine with the associated computer program simulation of the same engine was used to 
derive a correction to the measured engine total temperature (T 17) to arrive at the best esti-
mate of the thermodynamic total temperature. The total pressure losses from the probe 






model and full-scale nozzle performance coeffiCients corrected to the same station (i:e., the· 
mixing plane). These total pressure loss.es wiIl be discussed later ill this section in the para-
graph concerning the correlation of model and full-seale noZile performance test resuI.ts .. 
The BPR was determined using the measuredJT8D-llS engine parameters. obtained from 
the ground testing oUhe referenteexhaust system and.an analysisprogranl thatit~ratedon . 
BPR untilcthel 009'c-theoreticalmixed· totaltemperatureagreed with Ttm 7 asdetermil1ed by·. 
equation (3). Using the above mentioned relationships for BPR, Tt7, and total pressure. 
loss for the fan and Primary streams, the I OOo/".theoreticalmixed total pressure (Ptm8) and 
temperature (T tmS) were calculated for use in determining the nozzle performance coeffi-
cients. 
Nozzle Performance Results. ··Figures 47 through 49 show the measured engine parameters 
of corrected thrust, corrected engine airflow, and fan total pressure ratio versus EPR for the 
reference, the tlight-type, and the hybriu exhaust systems tested on the JT8D-II5 engine. 
The data for the reference exhaust system are from typical test runs taken at the beginning, 
midway, and near the end of the test program. Figure 50 shows the nozzle performance 
coefficients for the reterence exhaust system obtained at the three different periods during 
the ground test. Statistically, there is a detectable difference between the three sets of nozzle 
coefficients for the reference exhaust system. However, considering the errors which affect 
the variables m determining the nozzle coefficients, these three sets of reference exhaust 
system data were considered to be equal. 
Figures 51 and 52 show the nozzle performance coefficients for the flight-type and hybrid 
exhaust systems, respectively. The hyhrid exhaust system test runs followed the first set of 
reference exhaust system rUllS (fig. SOa) and the I1ight-type exhaust system runs were 
he tween the four runs shown in figure SOc. No difference in gross thrust or velocity coeffi-
cients is detectable when the hybrid and flight-type exhaust systems are compared to their 
respective adjacent reference runs or with all of the reference runs (see sec. 4.1.3). The 
discharge coefticient for the !light-type exhaust system is statistically the same as the 
adjacent reference runs but significantly different when compured with all of the reference 
runs. The hybrid exhaust system discharge coefl1cient is differ"nt from either the adjacent 
or all of the reterence runs. The preceding comparisons were made at the takeoff Ptm7. 
Correlation of Model and Ful/-Scale Nozzle Pelj'ormallce. -Figure 53 shows the model and 
full-scale nozzle performance coefficients for the refe~ence exhaust system using the 100%-
theoretical mixed total pressure (P tmB) and total temperature (T tm8) for calculating the 
ideal thrust, airflow, and velocity. The model scale test results are from the tests (ref. 6) 
conducted by the Contractor with a correction applied to account for the total pressure 
losses from the model probe measurement station to the mixing plane of the fan and primary 
stream As mentioned previously, the full-scale tests results for the JTBD. 115 reference 
exhaust systerr. used total pressure losses from the measuremeat station to the mixing plane 
which forced agreement with the model scale test results. Since the full-scale total pressure 
losses required to close the nozzle performance coefficients were in reasonable agreemen! to 
those used by the Engine Contractor in their JTBD" 115 engine computer simulation, the 
model and full-scale nozzle coefficient correlation was considered valid. These nozzle perform-
ance coefficients for the reference exhaust system were used in the Contractor's simulation of 
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Figure 47.-JTBD- 11 5 Ground Test - Thrust Ve,sus Engine Pressure Ratio for 
the Reference, Flight -Type, and Hybrid Exhaust Systems 
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Figure 53.-Coflelation c,f Model and ,c:ull·Scale Nozzle Coefficients for 























were applied to the reference exhaust system coefficien ts to simulate the JTBD·115 with 
the tlight-ty pe and hybrid ex haust sys tems for no ise analyses. 
4 . t .2.4 Side- and Center-Engine Inlet Steady-State Perfonnance 
The side-engine inlets with and witho ut acoustic ring and the ce nt er-engine inlet were each 
tested with the hyb rid ex haust sys te m o n the JTBD-115 eng.ine . The airtlows for the 
JTBD-115 ground tes ts with side- and cen ter'engine inle ts installed were derived flOm a 
corre cted air tlow ve rsus corrected LPC roto r speed relationship de termined from the refer-
ence bcllmouth inlet and r~rc rc nce exha ust sYS [l'm testing. This rdationship was used in 
spite of an independent analysis indicaling abolll 1.5',7, mo re a irl10w at takeoff power than 
indicated by the Engine Conlractor. 
Inlet performance call bl: dl.'krmim:d by illsi:!lIing all inier tot:.1 1 pressure survey rake at the 
inle t ex it stati on o r by eva lua ting the chang.: in engine performallt.:e due to the addition o f 
the inlet. Side-engine inkt pl.' rfo fm<.lnct.' was I..'va illJtl.'d based on the change in engin e per-
formance. The center-engine inlet eva luatiull was based b011t on the dliJnge in l:J'ginc pl! r-
forma nee and an inkt totul pn:ssun: survey. 
Side-engine inlet pt'rfoflnancl' is slIlll lllarizt'd in ligu re 54 . The percent red uctions in thrust 
shown wen: obta int.'d fro m lest measun.:ment s. Tlll'St' thrust redu ctions we re combined with 
sensi ti vit y fa cto rs obta ined from th e EngintO C.lntractor 's JTSD-11 5 wmp"ter simula tion to 
obta in the to tal pressure recovery plOI teu in lile lower ha lf of the fi gure . The inlet lip loss 
is based on the model st,;ak data in refl'rCllI.:l' 5. During the LPC surge margi n testing (with-
ou t crosswind) , two selS o f in let IOlal pr.""l re rake dala were obtained with Ihe side-engine 
ink! without acous ti c ring. while the engine was al s teady-state wnditions. These total 
pressure rewvery da ta mea:;L!red by the rake are also shown in figure 54. The total pressure 
recovery map <J long with valth':s fur the Engine Contractor's distort ion p;Jnlmett! fs for one o f 
the tes t conditions is shown in fi gure 55. The rew,ery anu di'ortion parame ters a re de llned 
in the appendi x unu er Eq uations. The inle t tot al pres,urc loss is seen 10 pass through the fan 
po rtio n o f the inle t. This fact hall to be used in detenn ining the previously mentio ned 
JT8D-115 comput e r se nsitivit y fadors 
Gent-ra ll y, it ca n be stated tl1:.11 thl' ... ide·cilgillc Ink! Il'st rl"\lI)[s an.~ compafuble to mode l 
sca le results (udjustt' d to l'xc luul..' thc houndary bYI.'r los~ simi lar 10 thl..' ft'ft'n:'lh:e beiiJnollth) 
reported in refe rence 5. 
The cen ter·t'llgine inlet pt'rfOr I1lUII I.'l' i~ slimmaril.l.'d in fl!!Url' 5b. Tht' changes in LPC rotor 
speed (N I) and fan duct total pres>urtO (Plf7 11 wert' "btained from test mea surements. These 
changes were co mbinl..'d with th l' sens iti vity factors oh tJincd from (ht' Engine COI:i,·ac tor's 
JTBD-115 compu ter si mulation to o btain the total pressure rt'wvery plo tted in figure 56. 
Originally. it was planned 10 bast' Ihe tOlall'ressure recovery o n the thru st reduction as was 
do ne with the side-cngint' ink-ts, lIuwl..' vl' r. data Jllalysc s ind icJted that thl..' centt'r-engint' 
in let thrust meaSllrcm~n t s, takl..'l1 when the inkt pressure survcy rake was not instiJllcd, were 
suspect. There fore. the techni'!ue using th e paramelers N I and Pt f7 w,,, ,,·kcted. The 
results presented thus far are for both VG configura ti ons (con tigurations I ~ and 7 from 
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Figure 54.-JT8D-115 Side-Engine Inlet Static Performance 
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During som~ tests the center-engine inlet recovery was measured using the inlet total pres-
sure survey rake. The results are included on the recovery plot of figure 56. The center-
engine total pressure recovery map and the P&WA distortion parameters calculated from the 
survey rake data for two power conditions are shown in figures 57 and 5B. The recovery 
level measured with the survey rake is somewhat lower than that derived from the change ir 
engine performance: the latter agrees with model test data as shown in 'igure 56. The lower 
indicated recovery is assumed to be due to a local interference of th. upper wall VG wakes 
with the measuring probes. Vortex generators create a ·, extremely nonuniform flowfield in 
close proximity to their trailing edges. Average to tal pressure measurements are very sensi-
tive to the orientation of the pressure instrumentation relative to the local flow and to the 
number of data points in the survey. The model scale and ground test total pressure 
recovery difference is partly due to the ground test survey rakes being rotated 7.5 0 from the 
top centerline and recorded in 450 increments and the model scale pressure survey starting 
at the top centerline and recorded in 100 increments. The model scale test results for the 
center-engine inlet (ref. 4) shm.:ed a similar total pressure profile as that shown in figure 5B 
obtained during the ground test, but the model data did not have as large a depression at the 
upper wall region . Subsequent Contractor-funded testing using the survey rake and JTBD-
115 engine with a slightly modified JTBD refan center-engine inlet duct measured a higher 
pressure recovery level without vortex generators as shown in figure 56. The differen.;e 
between the pressure recoveries from the initial and follow-on testing cannot be attributed 
solely to the absence or presence of vortex generators. Rderence 4 showed only a 0.2% 
reduction in recovery due to the vortex generators at a corrected airflow of 470 Ib/s 
(213 kg/s). 
Generally, it can be stated that the center-engine inlet ground test results are comparable to 
the model s;:ale results obtained during the reference 4 testing. The lower indicated pressure 
recoveries obtained from the pressure surveys are attributed to probe placement relative to 
the VG wakes. 
4.1.2.5 Side- and Center-Engine Inlet Low-Pressure Compressor Surge Margin Results 
LPC surge margins were determined with the center- and side-engine inlets (without acoustic 
ring) installed on the JTBD-II 5 engine with a 900 crosswind blowing across the inlet. The 
LPC surge margin was also determined for the reference bellmouth inlet and the center-
engine inlet on the JTBD-115 without crosswind. No surge margin testing was conducted 
with the JTBD-15 engine during this NASA program. 
The measured crosswind velocities wrsus crosswind engine speed are shown by the solid 
symbols in figure 59. When the compressor face total pressures at the exit plane of the 
center-engine inlet obtained during this ground test program were compared to the model 
test resu lts (ref. 5), the total pressure distortions were lower for the ground test than for the 
model test at the same crosswind velocities: i.e., for the same distortion level, the indicated 
crosswind velocities for the ground test were twice as high as those for the model test. It 
appeared that the crosswind velocity calibration for the ground rig testing was in error 
because inkt lip geometries like those found on the test inlets normally separate around 
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calibration were to be believed. The discrepancy could be caused by the crosswind produced 
by the R2BOO engine installation not being a good representation of an infinite wind source. 
Additionally, the cup-shaped anemometer may not have recorded the average velocity of the 
flowfield because of axial and radial gradients in the plane of measurement. It was, therefore, 
decided to correlate the ground test compres;or face total pressure data to that of the wind 
tunnel model scale tests and to use the wind tunnel crosswind velocity as the ground test 
equivalent crosswind velocity. The three distortion definitions and the total pressure pro-
files for the ground tests were matched to the wind tunnel model scale test data for both the 
center-engine inlet (ref. 4) and side-engine inlet without acoustic ring (ref. 5). These results 
are also shown in figure 59 as open symbols. However. the data are repeatable only within 
± 7 kn (±3 .6 m/s) at the IBOO rpm crosswind engine speed. The mean line shown through 
these data points was used for correlating the LPC surge margin test results with crosswind. 
LPC surge margin testing on the JTBO-115 engine (without crosswind) was accomplished 
with the reference bellmou th inlet and the reference exhaust system. The compressor face 
total pressure survey rake was installed between the bellmouth and the engine front flange 
in order to compare LPC surge results with the center- and side-engine inlets with the effect 
of the survey rake installed. However, compressor face total pressures were not recorded 
during the LPC surge margin tests of the reference hardware. The P&WA test procedures 
mentioned in section 3.6.2 were used to locate the verge-of-surge conditions for the refer-
ence hardware. Table 9 lists all conditions where stabilized engine data were obtained with 
the cross-bleed valves open. The percentage change in LPC operating line for a given cor-
rected N I speed and the orifice size was determined from the lines that were provided by 
the Engine Contractor shown in figure bOo One verge-of-surge condition was identified at 
5 I 34-rpm corrected NI speed with a LBO-in . (4.57-cm) orifice. However, this point was 
determined with a tailwind component; i.e ., with a wind direction more than 900 from the 
engine inlet centerline. Further testing was accompli,hed without a tailwind, and a verge-of-
surge condition ~ould not be repeated near the 51 OO-rpm speed, even without an orifice in 
the cross-bleed ducts. This provided evidence that LPC surge margin testing should not be 
done with a tailwind component. 
With the cross-bleed valves open and without any restrictor orifice in the ducts, the engine 
was stabilized at 551 I-rpm correcterl N I speed for 10 min without surging. With the bleed 
valves still open, the engine was then slowly accelerated to 66B4-rpm corrected N I speed 
where the engine surged. Inadvertently, a verge-of-surge condition was not obtained at this 
higher N I speed. However, based on other verge-of-surge conditions, 6400 rpm was esti-
mate . • c> be the verge-of-surge corrected N I speed for the reference hardware with the 
cross-bleed valves open and without an orifice in the bleed ducts. This value is shown as an 
estimated verge-of-surge point in figure 60. This figure also shows the Engine Contractor's 
LPC surge line measured in a test rig with a bell mouth inlet. These ground test JTBO-115 
engine verge-of-surge data confirm the Engine Contractor's LPC rig surge data up to 5100-
rpm corrected N I speed. The estimated verge-of-surge condition does not agree well with 
the Engine Contractor's LPC rig data at higher N I speeds. It was impossible to confirm the 
LPC rig 14.5% surge margin on the JTBO-115 engine at 6000-rpm corrected NI speed, 
because the cross-bleed ducts were not large enough to provide the LPC back pressure 
required for surge. 
B9 






Table 9.-LPC Operating Line Changes for JT8D· 115 Eflgine With Reference Hardware 
Orifice ! 




















aNatural wind direction in 
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LPC O.L. Natural wind Natural wind Verge·of-surge 
increase, velocity :direction.- condition 
% kn (m/s) <leg 
10.25 4.6 ·38 No 
(2.4) 
11 .40 2.0 ·12 No 
( 1.0) 
9.75 4.2 +150 Ves 
( 2.1) 
9.68 2.5 ·80 No 
( 1.3) 
9.86 ,3.7 ·88 No 
( 1.9) 
9.97 2.2 ·57 No 
( i. 1) 
10.12 1.5 +55 No 
(0.8) 
12.20 3.0 ·62 No 
( 1.5) 
8.65 2.0 +48 No 
( 1.0) 
8.78 4.6 +36 No 
( 2.4) 
10.24 9.0 +40 Nob 
(4.6) 
Engine Ii.. 
bThe engine was slowlV accelerated to N1/J 0t2 ~ 66M rpm when the engine surged. No verge-of-surge 
condition was determined near this point, but it was estimated to be at 6400 rpm. 
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JT8D·115 engine Equivalent crosswind velocity. kn (m/s) 
configuration 
0 5 9 10 12 14 20 
(0) (2.6) (4.6) (5.1 ) (6.2) (7.2) (10.3) 
Reference bellmouth 
* 
- - - - - -
Center-enginp inlet and duct 0 .o!I - - - ¢ C 
Side·engine inlet (without ring) 
- -
Q Q 0 tV 
-
Notes: 1. Dark symbols not a verge·of·surge condition. 
2. Excludes verge-of-surge points determined with natural wind directions greater than 
±90°. except with reference bellmouth configuration . 
. 
(~':3) x 8LEED . (Pt3) NORMAL 
% LPC O.L. INCR = O.L. O.L. x 100 
(?t3) x BLEED 
O.L. 












Surge margin tes!:ng of the center-engine inlet installed on the JTSO-IIS engine, without a 
simulated crosswind, was accomplished using the P&WA procedures mentioned in secticn 
3,6,2 Compressor face total pressure data were also recorded using the inlet total pressure 
rakes defined in section 3_4.1. The hybrid exhaust system was installed on the aft flanges of 
the engine during these tests, All verge-of-surge points obtained for the 727 center-engine 
inlet are listed in table 10, including those points obtained during tailwind conditions. 
Based on the surge margin testing with the reference bellmouth inlet, the verge-of-surge 
points obtained during tailwind conditions were not utilized in further analyses; the remain-
ing points from table 10 are also shown in figure 60. This figure shows that the center-engine 
inlet without crosswind produces nearly the same surge margin as the reference bellmouth 
inlet. 
The center-engine inlet was also subjected to crosswinds up to 20 kn (10.3 m/s) to measure 
the degradation of LPC surge margin due to a simulated crosswind. The method used is 
described in section 3.6,2. Table 11 lists the verge-of-surge conditions determined for the 
center-engine inlet subjected to 900 crosswinds,_ These points are also shown in figure 60. 
Surge margin testing of the side-engine inlet without acoustic ring installed on the JT8D-IIS 
engine exposed to a 900 crosswind was accomplished using the same test procedures estab-
lished for the center-engine inlet (see sec. 3.6.2). Compressor face total pressure data were 
also recorded along with the normal engine performance data. During this testing, the 
hybrid exhaust system was installed on the engine. Table 12 lists all verge-of-surge points 
that were determined for the side-engine inlet without acoustic ring during simulated 900 
crosswind conditions. These data points are also shown in figure 60. No verge-of-surge data 
were obtained without crosswind for the side-engine inlet because of test time limitations. 
The LPC surge margin data obtained for the center-engine inlet and the side-engine i:llet were 
correlated to the equivalent crosswind velocity and are shown in figure 61. This figure shows 
that the engine surge margin data for both inlets at N 1 speeds between 6400 and 7400 rpm 
are nearly the same (i.e., within ±1.S%) for the crosswind velocities tested. It also shows that 
the LPC surge margins for these two inlets converge to a value of 11.4%, the same value as 
for the reference bellmouth inlet at zero crosswind. Figure 61 shows that a 20-kn (10.3-m/s) 
crosswind degrades the surge margin by 4% from the zero crosswind value. The LPC surge 
margin for the center-engine inlet at 4300- to 4S00-rpm corrected N 1 speeds is shown to be 
about 3% lower than that for the 6400- to 7400-rpm range. 
Testing was also accomplished with the cross-hleed valves closed to determine how much 
crosswind the center-engine inlet and the side-engine inlet without acoustic ring could endure 
without causing the HSD-IIS engine to surge. With the center-engine inlet, the JTSO-IIS 
engine was set at 7SSO-rpm corrected N I speed, and then the crosswind engine speed was in-
creased in steps to 24-kn (12.3-m/s) equivalent crosswind velocity without encountering LPC 
surge. Compressor face total pressure contour plots are shown in figure 62 as the crosswind 
velocity was increased across the center-engine inlet. Similar testing was accomplished with 
the side-engine inlet without · :lustic ring and the JTSO-IIS engine power set at 6900- and 
740Q·rpm corrected N I spee",. Figure 63 shows the compressor face total pressure contours 
as the 900 crosswind was increased in steps until the engine, at 6900-rpm N 1 speed, reached 








Table IO.-Surge Margin Results for Center-Engine Inlet on JTBD-115 Engine Without Cross-wind 
Nl / VD;2. Wa~llt2' LPCOL Certificationb 
Orifice size. increase. Certiticationa inlet distortion , 
in. (em) rpm Ibis (kg/s) % inlet recovery % 
1.58 7118 455 10.14 0.9782 16.69 
( 4.013) ( 206.6) 
1.65 7265 463 11.29 0.9760 18.29 
(4.191) ( 21 0.4) 
1.80 5742 429 11.72 0.9807 14.56 
( 4.572) ( 194.7) 
1.80 6762 431 11.74 0.9801 14.85 
(4.572) ( 195.4) 
None 4279 245 8.79 0.9942 3.96 
( 111.2) 
------ -------
Note : All points are considered to be verge-ot-surge conditions, 
aCertification recovery = Pt2/Ptl 
Where Pt2 = area·weighted average of the 80'probe rake 
bCertifieation distortion = (Pt2- Pt min) /Pt2 
Where P t min = lowest total pressure measured bV the 80·probe rake 
CNatural wind direction in 
degrees as related to engine 
centerline. 
+0 
00 -f--::. lED 
~t,nlet Engine't. 
N atural wind Natrual windc 
velocity, direction, 
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Table TT.-Surge Margin Results for Center·Engine Inlet on JT8D·TT5 Engine with 900 Crosswind 
Nl/~ Wa~Ot2' LPC D.L. Certificationb Natur I .vind Natural wind';: Orifice size, increase, Certlficationa Inlet distortion, V< ,y. direction, 
in. (em) rpm IbIs (kg/s) % in let recovery % , .m/sl deg 
1.414 4521 262 7.4 0.9954 4.20 7.0 +23 
(3.592) ( llB.B) (3.6) 
1.300 7446 472 7.4 0.973& 16.B3 B.7 +21 
(3.302) ( 214.1) ( 4.51 
1.414 7400 470 B.7 0.9745 15.71 6.1 • 10 
(3.592) ( 213.2) ( 3.1) 
1.414 6B9B 441 8.5 86 13.81 8.7 . 13 
(3.592) (200.0) (4.5) 
.. - - -
--
Note : All points are considerRd to be verge·ot-surge cond itions. 
aCertification recovery a Pt2/Ptl 
Where Pt2 a area·weighted avera"" of the 80'probe rake 
bcertiflcation distortion a (Pt2- Pt min)/Pt2 
Where Pt min s lowest total pressure measured by the 80·probe rake 
]Naiural wit,d di rection in 
degrees as related to engine 
centerlinE:'. 
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00 -+--- IE33 
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Table 12. - Surge Margin Results for Sia:~·Engine Inlet (Without Acoustic Ring) on JT8D-115 Engine with 9rP Crosswind 
'" V> 
W ViJdo I LPC D.L. N1/VOQ, Certificationb Orifice size, a t2 t2' increase Certif icationa inlet d istort ion, 
in. (em) rpm IbIs (kg/s) % inlet recovery % 
1.414 7340 468 8.67 0.9956 6.59 
(3.592) ( 212.3) 
1.41 4 6900 441 3.45 0.996Q 4.40 
( 3.592) (200.0) 
1.580 7100 455 10.15 0.9965 4.71 
(4.013) ( 206.4) 
1.500 7350 470 9.65 0.9958 4.88 
( 3.810) ( 213.2) 
1.500 6920 442 9.39 0.9973 5.07 
( 3.81 0) ( 200.5) 
1.414 7360 468 8.68 0.9965 5.65 
( 3.592) ( 212.3) 
. 
1.414 6870 437 8.44 0.9976 4.80 
( 3.592) ( 198.2) 
Note: All points are considered to be verge-at-surge conditions. 
~-
aCertificati on recovery = Pt2/Ptl 
Where Pt2 = area·weighted average of the 80·probe rake 
bcertification distortion = (Pt2 - Pt min"Pt2 
Where Pt min = lowest total pressure measured by the aO·probe rake 
CNatural wind directir)O in 
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o Ll nlet 
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Equ ivalent 
Natu ral wind Natural windc crosswind 
velocity. direction, velocity. 
kn (m/s ) deg kn (m /s) 
7.0 -124 6 
(3.6) ( 3.11 
4.3 ·3 10 
( 2.2) ( 5.11 
7.0 . 134 6 
(3.6) (3.1) 
3.5 -1 7 9 
( 1.8) (4. ;) 
1.7 ·7 14 
( 0.9) (7.2) 
2.6 ·66 12 
( 1.3) (6.2) 
6.1 ·72 12 
























Equivalent crosswind velocity . kn 
Symbols 
, 
Approximate LPC rotor speed (N 1/y'ilQ1. 
JTBD·115 engine configuration rpm 
4400 6400 6900 7400 
Reference bell mouth - ~ - --
Center-engine in let Ll 
-- ¢ 0 
Sid~engine inlet (without ring) - -- 0 0 
Excludes surge points determined with natura l wind d irection greater than ±90o. 






1.1 N,/JV;2= 7556 rpm 
leI N, /v'0,2 = 7556 rpm 
Crossbleed Valves Closed 
p t2/P a contour code: 
1 0.995 4 0.960 
2 0.990 5 0.940 
3 0.980 6 0.920 
(bl N,/,ft; = 7546 rpm 
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(b) N1/~ = 6884 rpm 
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Figure 63.-JT8D-115 Side-Engine Inlet (Without Ring) Total Pressure Contours Arriving at Verge·o f·Surge 




















another contour plot obtained at 14-kn (7.2-m/s) crosswind. but because the side-engine 
inkt lip had not separated, it showed a similar contour to the IO-kn (5.I-m/s) contours. 
At 7400-rpm corrected N I speed, the crosswind engine could not cause the side'engine inlet 
without acoustic ring to surge. The compressor face total pressure contours at four evquiva-
lent crosswind velocities across the side-engine inlet without acoustic ring are shown in 
figure 64. Figures 63 and 64 show that the compressor face total pressure contour plots for 
the 6900- and 7400-rpm corrected N I speeds for the same crosswind velocity are very 
similar. 
4.1.3 DATA QUALITY 
4.1.3.1 General 
One of the most important aspects of any test is an assessment of the data quality to deter-
mine whether the test was able to fulfill the original objectives. 
An existing statistical analysis computer program was used to examine the data for each indi-
vidual run (II data points per run in the majority of cases). A least-squares curve was fitted 
through each set of data points for a run. Then all the runs for each configuration were 
examined to deter.nine the within-configuration variances. 
The statistica l analysis was also used to compare the performance of configurations (i.e. , 
night-type inlet versus reference bellmouth, night-type exhaust system versus reference 
exhaust system, etc .) to determine what differences in performance can be defined statis-
ti ca lly. A sta tisti cal "F test." which tests the hypothesis that the performance of the con-
figurations being compared are the same at the 9570 confidence level , was used for the com-
parisons. Acceptance of the hypothesis that the perfor.nance is the same means there is a 
957< probabilily thai the assumption is correct. 
In addition , the statistical analysis was used to identify the probability of detecting a given 
increment in the lest data or. conversely, to identify the detectable increments associated 
with a given level of probability. This application of statistics provides assurance in the 
estimated performance differences between configurations and a measure of the data quality 
of the test. 
4.1.3 .2 Results of Statistical Evaluation 
"lot all the results of the sta tisti ca l analysis will be presented , since to do so would require a 
lengthy discussion and numerous graphical presentations. Instead , some typical examples 
will be used to demonstrate the use and the resu lts of the analysis. 
During the JT8D·1 15 ground lest program, the following three exhaust systems were tested 
with the reference bellmouth inlet installed on the JT8D-115: 
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Figure 64. -JTBO-115 Side-Engine Inlet (Without Ring) Total Pressure Contours 















1. Reference exhaust system 
2. Hybrid exhaust system 
3. Flight-type exhaust system 
These configurations were previol<sly described in section 3.3. 
One application of the statistical analysis was to compare for sameness the nozzle coeffi-
cients (Cg, Cy , Cd) and many of the measured engine parameters (thrust, airflow, fuel flow, 
etc.) for these three configurations. In addition, the detectable differences in the fore-
mentioned parameters at the SO% and 9S% probability levels were determined for the three 
exhaust systems. The comparisons were made at various values of the independent test 
variable (Le., engine pre"ure ratio or nozzle pressure ratio), and the results varied as a 
function of the independent variable (the acceptance or rejection of the sameness hypoth-
esis and the detectable differences depend on engine power setting). 
Table 13 shows only the results of the analysis at the takeoff p"wer setting. As shown in 
lable 13, only gross thrust coefficient and velocity coefficient ha.e been accepted for 
sam,,"ess for all three exhaust systems. It may seem cont radictory to have two of the co-
efficients accepted for sameness while the third is rejected, since C is the product of Cd 
and Cy. This can be explained by comparing the within-configurafion standard deviations. 
The velocity coefficient data have about twice the variance as that data for the other coeffi-
cients. This large varL ce hinders the ability to discern a difference. 
The distribution of the independent test variables used is such that the maximum precision 
occurs at pressure ratios lower than takeoff. Therefore, the increments in the test para-
meters with SO% and 9S% probability of detection are shown for both the takeoff condition 
and the point of maximum data quality. 
Overall data accuracy and repeatability were close to that anticipated. Both airflow and 
thrust exhibited within-configuration variances, includir'5 within-run and between-run 
variances, which showed 9S% confidence limit accuracies generally within the ±O.S% of 
full-scale reading for airflow and ±0.2S% of full-scale reading for thrust. 
4.2 ACOUSTIC RESULTS 
Analysis of ti:e "coustic data from the JTBO-IS and -lIS ground tests was carried out with 
the principal objectives of providing component noise information for both engines and 
providing lining attenuation characteristics for the JTBO-IIS nacelle. This information was 
ultimately used in an airplane flyover noise analysis to determine the acoustic benefit of the 
refan engine (see ref. I, Yol. IY of this final report document series, "Airplane Evaluation 
and Analysis" (NASA CR-134BOO». 
The ground test data analysis effort was subdivided into five main areas of interest: (I) 
description of noise component characteristics, (2) examination of the impact ('If noise com-
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lining attenuation characteristics, (4) definition of the sonic environment in the treated 
areas of the nacelle, and (5) examination of the data for repeatability and validity of test 
technique. The results of this analysis are presented in the following sections. 
Throughout this section the terms approach rpm (N I)' cutback rpm (N 1)' and takeoff rpm 
(N I) are used repeatedly to describe static engine power settings at which acoustic data are 
being presented. These terms equate the ground static engine-operating conditions to 
approach , cutback, or takeoff tlight conditions for a 727-200 airplane equipped with the 
appropriate engine (JT8D-15 or -115) through the low-pressure rotor speed (N I)' It must be 
remembered , IlOwever. that engine parameters and component noise levels are different statically 
and in night: II' ' refore, ground static noise data given for a specified tlight operating condition 
(such as dppro""h) are not necessarily representative of the noise data at the equivalent tlight 
powa setting. The designations of approach. cutback, and takeoff are intended only as indicators 
of nominal power setting ranges rather than as speci(i" operating points. 
For purposes of examining the order of magnitude of component noise reductions achieved 
by rdanning the JTBD engine , the component noise empirical models developed from the 
ana lyses described in the following sections were used to generate ground static component 
noise levels for the JT BD-I 5 and -I 15 engines. ~oise characteristics for the six noise com-
I'one,:ts and total engine noi se "re compared on an equal statk thrust basis in ligures 65 
through 7 I. 
20 
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Figure 66.-JT80· 15 and · 115 Aft Fan Noise Comparison at Ground Static Conditions 
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Figure 68. - JTBO· 15 and · 115 Jet Noise Comparison at Ground Static Conditions 
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Figure 69.-JTBO· 15 and · 115 Core Noise Comparison at Ground Static Conditions 
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Figure lO.-JTBD .. 15 and .. 115 Exhaust Duct Flow Noise Comparison at Ground Static 
Conditions 
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These comparisons are valid representations of the static noise characteristics of the JTSD 
and JTSD refan engines, but they cannot be used directly to determine the JTSD refan noise 
bene lit in flight , because forward motion affects the various engine cycle parameters differ-
ently on the two engines. For example, the JTSD-115 has a higher airflow than the JTSD-
15 at equal static thrust and, therefore, suffers a larger ram drag penalty. The noise para-
meter used in ligures 65 through 71, weighted average value of tone-corrected perceiv~d 
noise level (PNLTW) (del1ned mathematically in the appendix), is a measurement of the 
contribution of each noise component to the total noise with an angular weighting that is 
the same as that used implicitly in computation of airplane flyover effective perceived noise 
level (EPNL). 
Scanning through figures 65 through 71, one can see the important component noise differ-
ences between the JT8D-15 and -115 engines. The hard wall JTSD-115 produces zn increase 
in inlet-radiated fan noise ove r most of the operational power range (fig. 65) with a differ-
ence ranging from 0.0 PNdll at S OOO-Ib (35 5S4-N) ,hrust to 3.5 PNdB at 16 OOO-Ib (71 
16S-N) thrust. However, with the treated side-engine inlet with ring, the JT8D-115 inlet noise is 
9.5 PNdB lower at S OOO-Ib (35 5S4-N) thrust and 1.0 PNdB higher at 16 OOO-Ib (71 16S-N) 
thrust than the JTSD-15 . The JT8D-115 shows a large reduction in aft-radiated fan noise 
(l1g.66). The JTS])'115/-15 delta ranges from 11.5 PNdB at S OOO-ib (35 5S4-N) thrust to 
6.5 PNdB at 16 OOO-Ib (7 1 16S-N) thrust , but most of this reduction is because of the exten-
sive fan case treatment on the JT8D-115 engine. The exhaust system treatments provide an 
additional 2.5 PNdB reduction in aft-fan noise. Turbine noise measured on the JTSD-115 
engine is much lower than that assumed for the JTSD-15 (fig. 67); i e., the delta ranges from 
6.0 PNdB at 8 OOO-ib (35 SS4-N) to 17.5 PNdB at 16 OOO-ib (71 16S-N) thrust. The exhaust 
syskm treatments provide an additiona l 3- to 3.S-PNdB reduction in turbine noise. Static 
jd noise is substantially reduced by the JTSD-IIS cycle modification (fig. 6S) with a delta 
ranging from 5 to 6 PNdB at S OOO-ib (35 5S4-N) to 16 OOO-ib (71 16S-N) thrust. The 
JTSD-11 5 produces a substantia l increase in core (burner) noise (fig. 69) with the delta 
rJnging from 4 PNdB at SOOO-ib \ 35 584-N) thrust to S.5 PNdB at 16 OOO-Ib (71 16S-N) 
thrust. The ex haust system treatments reduce this increment by I to 2 PNdB. Exhaust duct 
flow noise is substantia ll y high~r on the JT8D-15 than the JTSD-I 15 at low power settings, 
but the delta decreases to zero near maximum power. Finally , the total noise reduction 
achieved by the JTSD-115 with fan case treatment only is seen to range from I to 5 PNdB 
at 8 OOO-Ib (35 584-N) to 16 OOO-ib (71 16S-N) thrust (fig. 71). With the fully treated 
nacelle, the refan beneilt is 6 to 7 PNdB across the ent ire power range . 
4.2.1 COMPONENT NOISE EVALUATION 
Past experience has shown that satisfactory correlations between ground and flight data can 
on ly be achieved c.n a noise componen t basis; i.e., each individual noise component is sub-
ject to a different ground-to-night increment that depends on a combination of effects in-
cluding ( I) airplane installation ~ffects such as wing shielding and fuselage reflections, (2) 
engine cycle match changes due to the inlet ram effect, (3) reduced ingested turb',lence 
levels in tlight due to improved inlet aerodynamics, and (4) relative velocity effects on jet 
noise. Up to the time of the Refan Program ground tests, five engine noise components had 
been identified as significan t contributors to JTSD total engine noise: (I) inlet radiated fan 
noise. (2) discharge radiated fan noise, (3) core engine or burner noise, (4) turbine noise, and 
(S) jet noise. Anal) sis of the acoustic data from the JTSD-IS and -115 ground tests was 
107 
. i. ... , 
/ 
. " .. '1.. ________ _ , 
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carried out with the objective of extracting the detailed characteristics of these five noise 
components from the total engine noise. 
During the analysis of the JT8D·15 and - liS ground test data it was found that the character-
istics of the aft-quadrant noise' at high power se ttings for both engines did not conform to 
previously established concepts of either jet noise or core (burner) noise. On the JT8D-15 
engine. this anomaly shows up as a broadband "bulge" in the spec trum peaking at 800 Hz; 
on the JT8D-115 the spectral characteristics are si milar except that the peak occurs at 
about 500 Hz. Correlation studies between far-field and internal microphones indicate that 
this noise is probably generated in the mixing region of the exhaust duct, and it has been 
designated as exhaust duct flow noise. This source has been treated as a separate noise com-
ponent in this report, but unfortunately it was discovered too late to be included in detail 
in the computerized airplane flyover no ise prediction models. For the purpose of fly over 
predictions, the effect of this source has been recognized by correcting the jet noise so that 
the jet noise contribut ion includes both jet and exhaust duct flow nOIse. 
The following sections describe the analysis techniques used to separate noise components 
from the measured to tal engine noise levels. The resulting component noise empirical 
models are described for the JT8D-15 and -liS engines. These models provide component 
noise information to a greater degree of detail than any previous JT8D or JT8D refan data. 
Each of the noise :omponents and/or subcomponents is described by curves and tables that 
show: (I) basic noise level of the component as a function of its correlating engine param-
eter'; i. e., ra n pressure rise for fan tones, primary jet velocity for je t noise, etc.; (2) spectral 
characteristics fo r the component if applicable; and (3) directivity characteristics. This 
order of presentation is preserved throughout this sec tion for each of the noise components 
with the exception of jet noise, where the logic of the analysis process dictates that spectrum 
shapes be de termined as the first step. An index for loca ting key component noise figures 
is given in table 14. 
All of the component noise SPL information presen ted in this section is given as 150-ft 
(45.72-m) polar arc data (except for the sample narrow band spectra which are shown at the 
as measured distances). Inlet fan, aft fan , and turbine component levels are expressed as 
free field +3 dB, while jet, core, and exhaust duct flow levels are expressed as free field 
+6 dB (ground plane microphones). Inlet fan tones and broadband noise have been nor-
malized to 300% rotor/stato r spacing a ~lIj :" a I-ft (0.3048-m) fan diameter ; aft fan tones 
and broadband noise have been "cmalized to 300% rotor/stator spacing and to a discharge 
area of I ft2 (0.093 m2). 
4.2.1.1 Inle t-Radiated Fan Noise: JT8D- IS Engine 
The following paragraphs outline the methods utilized to segregate inlet fan noise com-
ponents from total noise spectra and to establish noise/power relationships required for fan 
noise prediction. 
'Tables A-I and A-2 relating the various engine cycle parameters used in noise analysis are 
given in the appendix for the purpose of relating componen t no ise inform ation to engine 

















T"ble 14.- JTBD-15 and -115 Ground Test-Guide to Locating Key Component Noise Curves by Figure Number 
Component or 
Subcomponent JT8D·15 engine JT8D·115 engine 
Basic level Spectrum shape D irectivity Peak frequency Basic level Spectrum shape Direct ivity Peak frequency 
Inlet 
Fan tone 74 - 77 - 92 - 96 -
Harmonic 75 - 77 - 93 - 96 -
Sumtone 75 - 77 - 95 - 98 -
Compressor tone 
- - - - 94 - 97 -
Broadband 7B 79 80 - 100 101 102 -
Buzzsaw 81 85 86 - 103 107 lOB -
Aft fan 
Fan tone 112 - 114 - 117 - 119 -
Harmonic 113 - 114 - liB - 119 -
Broadband 115 79 116 - 120 101 121 -
Turbine 
Tones - - - - 125 - 126 -
Haynack - - - - 127 - 12B -
Jet 137 130 137 135 144 141 Table 19 143 
Core 147 146 148 - 149 151 152 -






, . . 
Inlet fan noise characteristics were determined primarily from narrow band analyses (20-Hz 
bandwidth filter, figs. 72 and 73) performed on the far-field noise data measured by the for-
ward arc ground microphones . 
Fall TOlles.-The JTSD-15 engine has a two-stage fan with 27 and 40 blades, respectively. 
The noise levels of the blade passing frequency tone and harmonic; for each fan stage have 
been tabulated separately, since each exhibits a different directivity and amplitude relation-
ship to power setting.' Figure 74 is a sa mple plot of the power se tting dependence of inlet-
radiated fan tone SPL. A sample plot of the relationship between the fundam~ntal and the 
harmonic tone leve:, is ,hown in tigure 75 . 
SumlOl/e of Two FallS.- At idle power a sumtone of the fundamental tones from both fa ns 
is a dominant spike in the spectrum. This tone equals or exceeds both fundamental tones 
at an enginl! setting of 2600 rpm . In the forwa rd quadrant. it decreases in level as power 
setting is increased until it is masked by buzzsaw and broadband noise at about 6700 rpm. 
A sample plot of sumtone level is shown in figure 76. 
Fall TUlle Directivities. -- Inlet fan neise did not follow a smooth spatial distribution pattern, 
and the data indicakd directivity would vary markedly with power setting without showing 
a simple correlation. A ~ample directivity plot for the first-slao' fan fundamental tone is 
shown in figure 77. 
Fall Broadbal/d Nois~. -Fan broadband noise was observed to peak at the 1/3 OB containing 
the fan second harmonic. The baSIC broadband peak level as a function of fan stage pressure 
rise is shown in figure. 78 for both fan stages. 
Fall HruJdbal/d Noise Spectrum Shaping . .. Twenty Hz narrow band spectrum plots 
showed that the fan broadband spectrum shape used in earlier NASA Refan Program pre-
dictions agreed with the JTSD-15 engine fan noise at approach rpm. Below approach rpm, 
test data from the forward quadrant showed a steeper noise decline toward the low frequency 
end of the spectrum, and higher power se ttings indicated that more noise energy is found at 
the loY! frequency e, .d of the spectrum. Data indicated that the barriers did not totally 
exclud·, jet noise from contaminating the noise measurements in the inlet quadrant ; thus, the 
measured shape of broadband noise at 400 became less representative of isolated fan broad-
band f.oise as power setting was increased beyond approach power. The spectrum shape 
shown in figure 79 has been accepted as applicable to all directivity angies. 
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Figure 72. - J T80 - /5 Ground Test - Narrow Band Spectra in Forward Quadrant, 
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(b) Cutback rpm (NI l Az = 7200) 
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Figure 73. -JT8D· 15 Ground Test-Narrow Band Spectra in Forward Quadrant, 
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Figure 74. -JTBO-15 Ground Test-Inlet· Radiated First Fan Fundamental Tone Versus Fan Stage Pressure Rise 
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Figure 78. - JT8D· 15 Ground Test- Fan Peak Broadband Noise, Inlet· Radiated for 1st or 2nd Stage 






























JT8D·15 approach power 727·200 
N1/y'F,2 = 6683 rpm 
JTBD·15 cutback power 727·200 
N1/VOQ = 7200 rpm 
Frequency/blade passing frequ~ncv 
Figure 79.-JTBD·15 Ground Test-Fan Broadband Noise Spectrum Shaping-All 
Directivity Angles 
Fan Broadband Noise Direc tivity . - Broadband noise directivity also showed some variation 
with power sett ing. The recommended wrw was obtained by taking an average of that 
obtained at approach, cutback, and takeoff power. Directivities for the inlet-radiated 
broadband fan noise arc shown in figure 80. 
Buzzsaw Nuise. - Buzzsa w noise on the JT8D·15 w"' clearly measurable at approach rpm 
(6700 rpm ), where the fan tip relative Mach number was 1.0 I. At cutback rpm the SPL of 
the fan blade passing frequency dominated over the highest buzzsaw spike except for the 
500 location . Peak buzzsaw spikes at several angles approach the level of fan tone at take-
off power, where the fan tone tends to decrease with power se tting near the top of the 
power curve. These noise spike comparisons were made on the basis of narrow band plo ts 
from an ana lyzer that utilized a 20-Hz bandwidth filt er. Fan tone remained the dominant 
forward arc tone on the basis of 1/3-0B da ta comparisons and it also had the highest noise 
level and was consequently the major contributor to communit y noise. 
Buzzsaw noise was second to the fan fundamental tone in noise contribu tion to perceived 
noise level (PN L) in the forward quadrant for the power settings where buzzsaw noise 
existed. 
Figures 81 through 83 show the peak buzzsaw noise levels at three frequency locations below 
the first-stage fan tone. Figure 84 shows the level of a fourt h spikc at a frequency of 1.3 
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Figure 80. -.lT8D· 15 Ground Test - Inlet· Radiated Fan Broadband Noise Directivity 
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Reference conditions : 
150 ft (45.72 m ) pol ar 
400 directivi ty angle 
Free field + 3 dB 
All buzzsaw noise assumed generated by the first tan 
Aft baffl ed 
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Figure 82.-JT8D·15 Ground Test-Buzzsaw Noise Level of Peak at 0.50 x BPF 
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Buzzsaw levels prese nted here have been no rmali z~d to a I·ft (0.3048-m) dia meter fan 
according to the following formula : SPLnormalized = SPLmeasured -20 log (fa n dia. in feet) 
This correction amounts to - 10.6 dB relative to measured da ta . 
BlIz;saw Noise Spectrum Shapillg. ·- Shaping associat ed with peak noise area s c·:' the buzzsaw 
spectrum is shown in figure 85. This shaping utilized spectrum shapes determin~a ;'rom 
earlier engines. Details of buzzsaw spectrum shaping were not specifically investigated for 
the JT8D-15. Data interpretation efforts were focus~d o n establishing the noise levels o f 
buzzsaw peak arc as. Spectrum shaping has bee n shown onl y fo r the first three peak buzz-
sa w regions below the first fan fundam~ntal tonc. 
Buzzsaw Noise Directj»ity. - Buzzsaw noise directivity variatio n with power ~e tting revealed 
a behavior even more erratic tl:an o ther tones produced by the fans. The selec ted directivity 
curves for the four major buzzsaw frequ~n cie s (figs. 86 th rough 89) represent average trends 
for all power se ttings where all measured directivities were normalized to 400. 
Vall e Spacillg Corrcctioll. - Fan noise bears a strong rda tionship to the spacing between the 
fan and the guide vanes (either inlet or exit) neare st the fan , and it is commo n practice to 
normalize ran noise to a reference fan /guide-vane spacing. This spacing is generally ex pressed 
as the ratio of the spacing to the fan chord length at 9570 of the tip radius. All SPL values 
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Figure 86. - JT8D· 15 Ground Test- Buzzsaw Directivity Characteristics for Peak Level 
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Figure 87. -JT8D· l: Ground Test- Buzzsaw Directivity Characteristics for Peak Level 
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Figure 88. -JT8D·15 Ground Test-Buzzsaw Directivity Characteristics for Peak Level 
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Figure 89. - JT8D-15 Ground Test- 8uzzsaw Directivity Characteristics for Peak !.evel 












based on the guide vane row closest to the rotor of interest. Figure 90 shows how proximity 
of fan airfoil rows in prior turbomachinery tests affected fan tones and broadband noise 
emitted in both the forward and aft quadrant. These corrections have the following values 
for the JTSD-IS engine. 
First-stage fan Second-stage fan 
Tones -6.S dB -7.S dB 
Broadband noise -3.2 dB -3.B dB 
4.2.1.2 IlIlet-Radiated Fan Noise: JTBD-I 15 Engine 
The major difference between the JTSD-IIS engine and its baseline counterpart is in the fun 
section of the engine. The JTSD-I IS has a single-stage fan with inlet guide vanes, while the 
JTBD-IS has a two-stage fan with inlet guide vanes and generally operates at higher tip 
speeds and stage pressure ratios. The axial spacing between airfoils on the JTSD-IS fan is 
less than one-third of that on the JTSD-IIS. Consequently, the fan noise characteristics of 
the two engines are dramatically different. With the single higher-pressure-ratio fan stage 
and the reduced jet noise, fan noise becomes a more dominant noise component on the 
JTSD-IIS. The first-stage low pressure compressor also contributes some noise energy to 
the inlet noise spectrum. The fan and first low pressure primary compressor have 34 and 
42 blades, respectively. 
For the most part, the ran noise analysis for the JTSD- i IS was carried out by methods simi-
lar to those used in the JT8D-IS fan noise analyses. One-third octave band and 20-Hz 
narrow band analyses were used to separate ran noise SUbcomponents. All data were 
measured with ground microphones and were averaged over three separate runs for inlet fan 
noise .malysis. Checks made a t several power settings ensured tha t the 1/3-0B and narrow 
band analyzer gave similar sound pressure levels for the 1/3-0B of interest. 
Inlet fan tone and broadband noise data were normalized to 300% rotor/stator spacing. All 
other inlet subcomponents were predicted for a 200% rotor/stator spacing (the actual spacing 
on the JT8D-IIS engine) as no standard normalizing procedure exists for these subcom-
ponents (buzzsaw, sum tone, etc.). These corrections have the following values for the 
JT8D-1 IS engine: 
Diameter correction Rotor /stator·spacing 
Fan tones -12.4 dB -1.8 dB 
Broadband -12.4 dB -1.0 dB 
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Fan Tones. - At low powers, accurate estimates of fan tone levels we re possible by sub-
tracting broadband noise (calculated from the 20-Hz narrow band data over the 1/3 -OB 
frequency range containing the fan blade passing frequency) from the total 1/3-OBSPL. 
However, at approach rpm and above, buzzsaw becomes 'vident in the narrow band data. 
Therefore. the fan tone levels were taken directly from the narrow band spectra. Figure 91 
shows how narrow-band data were used to identify discrete tones and broadband noise. 
The sumtone of the fan and first-stage compressor blade passing frequencies was a sub-
component of inlet-radiated noise at approach po wer which fell off rapidly at higher 
powers. Basic noise levels as a fun cti on of fan pressure rise for fan tone fundamental and 
second harm o nic. compresso r tone. and fan /compressor sumto ne are sho wn in figures 92 
through 95. respectively. 
Fan Tone Directivities. -· All directi vit y curves were plotted with refe rence to the basic su b-
compone nt noise level at 600. Figure 96 shows the direc tivity pa ttern of the fan tone radi-
ating from the illiet. This curve also se rves as the directivity fo r the fan seco nd harmonic. 
Substantial fluc;tuations in fan to ne level at any given angle present a problem in establishing 
de linite directivity characteristics at individual power se ttings. Therefore . o ne average 
directivity curve has been esta blished which takes into a<:count the fan tone levels from 
three runs of the same co nligurat ion at powe r se ttings varying from a FPR of 1.200 to 
maximum. As previously stated, the first -stabe compressor tone is only apparent at low 
power se ttings: therefore . its dire ct ivity characteri stics ha ve been based on data taken at low 
powe r (fig. 97). The sumtone directivity is shown in figure 98. As with the first-stage 
co mpressor tone alone , the sumto ne directivity was derived from power se ttings at and 
below approach power. 
Broadballd Noise.-Figure 99 sh'JWS a typical ~O-Hz narro w-band spectrum and the method 
of determining the broadband noise leve l o'.er the 1/3-0B frequency range of interest. Basic 
noise levels lor ink! Ian broadba nd noise versus fan pressure rise are shown in figure 100. 
Fun Broadband Noise SpectrulII Shapillg. - The tes t data showed pea k 1/3-0B broadband 
SPL's occurring at twice the fundamental fan blade passing frequency for power setti ngs 
belo '" FPR = 1.550. At higher power , cttings. the inkt broadband noise peaks at the fan 
fundanh' lI l;;! blade passi ng frequency. Spectrum shaping is shown in figure 101. 
r.1 11 Broadballd Noise Directivity . - Inlet broadband peak noise directivity is shown in 
ligure 102. As with the fan tone. o ne dire ctivit y pattern covers all power se ttings. There is 
far less data sca tter than was observed in the fan tone. 
Bllz:sa,v /I'oist' Buzzsaw noise was determined by subtrac ting the broadband level from 
the total 1/3-0B level. Basic buzzsaw noise ieveh fu" fO ' 1f key frequen cic'; \statcd as a per-
cen tage of fundamental blade passing frcqu"nc) arc s:·"· ··,,, in :;g',c,". 103 through 106 as a 
function of fan rela tive tip Mach number. 
Buzzsaw Noise Spectrl1111 Shupillg. - As stated in the previous paragraph. buzz!:;, w no;sl' 
levels are predicted at four 1/3-0 B frequencies as a function of the fan fundamental bl",] e 
passage frequency (0.25 , 0.5. 0 .7 5. and 1.25 times the fan !;Iade passing frequency). Spc,:-
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Figure 9B. -JTBD-115 Ground Test-Inlet-Radiated Fan and First Stage Compressor 
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Figure 101.-JTBD·1 15 Grour.d Test - Inlet-Radiated Fan Broadband Noise Spectrum 
Shaping 
Bllz:saw Direc tivity. Bu zzsaw (combjn ~l tjo ll tone ) k'vt.:' is sho wcd a sim ilar tluctuation from 
run to run as thl..' fan ton~ It'vels . An a VI' T;l lW dirl".'l.: tivit y L'UfVt,.' WUS sekcted as representative 
of all power settings and frcqllclKit.:'s ;Jlld IS ~huwn in figUH' lOR. 
Fall N()ise C()rrelalillg Part/lIleler. ·· AIl bn lone and ran bruadband noise levels presented in 
this section have been corrdaled o n fa n pr,'ss urc ri scO. Ihe hislo rically accepted ran noise 
cOfn:iating parameter. In theory . tlh.'SC curves ll f fan Ilo i ~c versus fan pressure rise can be 
used in conjunc tion with a rotor/ stator slxH.:ing cOTn.:dion and a fan diamch::r correction to 
predict the tont: and broadband noisl' kvt.,.·ls o f allY similar 1";.111 . However. comparisons of 
aco ustic data from the JT8D· I 15 groun d lest wi lh JTSD-I 09 acoustie data obtained by 
I'&WA sho wed that the two set s of inle l ran no isc' dala did 11'.1 t agree when plotted against 
ran pre",ure rise (fig. 109). The fan ,; 0 11 til,' ,~ twu engines arc idelllica l. but Ih e JT8D· I09 
has a higher fan operating line ( hi ghe r 1-'1'1{ at a giVe'n fan ma" !lowl . Furlher analysis 
sho wed th~lt the two s~ ls uf fall nuise d~ t a di d ag rl.'~ whel1 plott ed against L'o rrected low 
pressure rot o r speed IN I ) ( fi!!. 110). Th is resull ,'a'i1e as a surprise and indieales thl' need 
for a detailed study of th l' rebt ionship hl'tween f .11 noist.' Jl1d the fa n o perat ing map in 
order to be tter underst alld inld ~g ll i d l>\";II1t' fa': noise. Bl' (a U S~ o f these findings. the 
JT8D-I09 !lyo ver lI u ise predict ions reporkd in Vlll ll llll' IV o r thi s fi na l report series made 
use of the JT8 D- I 15 fall noise ,' mpi rica ' 1I""lel ,,,in!! correll cd rpm I N I) as Ihe corre lating 
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4.2.1.3 Discharge-Radiated Fan Noi~e: JTSD-\S Engine 
Discharge-radiated fan noise characteristics for t; , JTSD-IS engine were analyzed in a man-
ner similar to that used ·on the inlet radiated ran noise with a similar breakdown of subcom-
ponents. Sample plots of discharge-radiated narrow-band spectra are shown in figure III. 
Fall TOil es. - The noise levels of the blade passing frequency and harmonics for each ran 
stage were tabulated separately, since each exhibits a difrerent directivity and amplitude 
relationship to power setting.' Discharge ran tone levels were normalized to a discharge 
nozzle area of I n2(0.0929 m~) and an airroil spacing of 300% consistent with the procedure 
for inlet raCliated tones. This correction has a value ranging from -2.9 to -3.6 dB over the 
operating range or the engine. Figure 112 is a sample plot of the directivity and throttling 
characteristics for discharge-radiated ran tone . A sample plot of the relationship between 
the fundamental and the harmonic tone lcvds is shown on figure 113 for discharge-radiated 
fan noise. 
Fall TOile Directillity.-Discharge-radiated fan noise did not follow a smooth spatial distri-
bution, and the data indicated directivity to vary markedly with power setting. Sample 
directivity curves for discharge ran tone are shown in figure 114. 
Fall Broadbal/d Noise - Discharge-radiated broadband noise was established by a procedure 
similar to inlet-radi. I,·" noise prediction, except base noise levels (fig. 115) were given for 
1000 , and SPL levels were normalized to a discharge area of 1.0 ft 2(0.0929 m2) (normalized 
SPL = measured SPL - 10 log I fan nozzle area, ft 2(m 2) - rotor/stator spacing adjustment)). 
This correction amounts to -2.9 to -3.6 dll over the power range. ;,! thods of extracting the 
data were identical to those used for inle t noise exc_,,: that discharge-radiated broadband 
~ 
... 
noise from the second fan was somewhat of an approximation. The second harmonic of the 
second fan was in the same spectrum location as turbine tones . and it was difficult to segregate 
the second fan broadband from that caused by the turbines. The basic noise level curve that 
was finally chosen for the second-stage fan discharge-radiated broadband noise is the same as 
that used for the first-stage fall, as shown in figure 115 . 
Broadballd Noise Spectrum Shapillg.-Discharge-radiated broadband ran noise was deter-
mined to have the same spectrum shape as for inlet-radiated noise (fig. 79). 
Fall Broadbal/d Noise Directivity - Broadband r.oisc directivity also showed some variation 
with power se tting, and th~ resu lting curve (fig. 116) was obtained by taking an averag~ of 
that obtained at approach, cutback, and takeoff power. 
Valle Spacing Correctiol/. - All SPL values for discharge radiation ton~s and broadband nOIse 
have been normalized to 300% vane spacing as was don~ with inlet-radiated fan noise. 
'These tabulations (tables A-S through A-I~) arc included in the su pplementary data in the 
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4.2.1.4 Discharge-Radiated Fan Noise: JT8D-115 Engine 
The JT80-115 engine as tested included a heavily treated ran case; consequently, discharge-
radiated ran noise made only a minor contribution to total engine noise. Analysis or 
discharge-radiated ran noise was ~arried out in a similar manner to that used ror inlet noise. 
Discharge-radiated fan noise predictions have been normalized as follows: (I) noise levels at 
I SO-ft (4S.72-m) polar arc, (2) noise levels at lIDo from engine centerline. (3) l-ft 2(0.0929-m2) 
ran discharge area, (4) free field plus 3 dB. and (5) 300'k rotor/stator spacing. These corrections 
have the following values for the JT8D-11 5 engine: 
Discharge an'a correction Rotor /stator spaci ng 
Ton~s -6. 7 to -7.0 dB - 1.8 dB 
Broadband noise -6 .7 !0-7 0d13 -1.0 dB 
Fun TOiles. - Basic noisl' I ~vds for the dischargl'-r:ldi:JtL'd fUllthnnental fan tOile and second 
harmonic :He shown in figun.'s 117 and 11 8. as i..I fUIH.:tion o f fa n pn.'sslire rist'. The funda-
mental tone h..'vd is pn.'sented at tlu: n:fl.'rt'IKl' ;Jngk o f 110°. whik the st!cond harmonic 
lcvd is givl'1l as an increment from the fundamellt.d . 
FUll TOile DireClil'ilin. The discharge-radiatetl fan tone is subject to the same kind of fluctua-
tion as the inlet fan tone at lower powers. but is a lmost undetectable above approach power. 
Therefore. one curve which has been es tab lished from data taken at low powe r settings (fig. 
119) is used to ddine tone directivity at all power se ttings. 
Fun Broudbund Nnise. -· Basic nllise levds for discharge-radiated ran broadband noise are 
given in figure 120 as a function of fan pressure rise at the reference directivity angle of 1100. 
Fun Broud/wlld Noise Spec/rll/ll Shapillg Disl'ilarge-radiated fan broadband noise is difficult 
to separate from other discharge no ise component s. For example , at low power settings 
(appro;.H.:h pow..:r and below>. core :.md tUTbin.: noise aTC dominant noise SOUn..:eS. Sin...:C' 
~orc noise peaks around 400 or 500 Hz. it doe, not present too great a problem . Howewr, 
turbinl' noi,_. which is characterized by considerahle "haystack" broadband noise above and 
helow thl' extreme dislTdl' frcqllcIH.:il:s of thl" turnillL' stag.es, masks the f;J1l broad hand noise. 
Therefore , in the turbine frequency range. fan broadband noise lewis were estimated by 
interpobting between the levels abow anti bel",v the turbine haystack. 
At high powl'r se ttings . t:orc noise bCl.:olllcS k's~ signifkallt. ano the turbine haystack is less 
promine nt. On the other hand. jet noise is II", majm contributo r to the total discharge-radiated 
!lois\..' at fn.:qucnriL' s up to 2 kll z. Thu". broJtlh~lIld fan noise r:J!l on ly be dcfinitl'ly ilh.'nti-
ned at frequencies above ~ kH/. in thl' (utba.:k anJ takl'olT pow..:r range. 
A single spect rum shaping was ultimately derived . whi ch is the same as th e inlet broadband 
shaping I sec fig . 101). 
Fall Br()aJlw1ld Sois(' /Jir(' ('til'ily. Uisrhargc-radiatl'd hroadhand noisl.' has. o n average. a 
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4.2.1.5 Turbine Noise: JT8D·15 Engine 
Turbin~ nois~ mak~s only a minor contribution to total ~ngin~ noise on the JTSD·15 ~ngin~ 
b~cause of th~ jet noise dominance of the total noise. Conscqu~ntly, no attempt has be~n 
mad~ to analyze the JTSD-I 5 engine turbine noise, but rather predictions have b~en made 
using an ~xisting analytical model for turbine noise. This analysis is not presented here. but 
the turbine noise prediction results can be seen in sed ion 4. ~.~. I along with other com-
ponent pr~dictions based on the grollnd test data analysis. 
4.2.1.6 Turbine Noise: JT8D·IIS Engine 
Analysis of th~ JTSD- I I 5 t~s t results showed that turbine noise is a significant contributor 
to the total noise of the refan engine because of reduced jet noise particularly in the 
approach power range. The JTSD- I IS turbine has four turbine stages: one high-pressure 
stage and three low-pressur~ stag~s. The blad~ numbers of ~ach stag~ are: 
• Firs! stage (HP I) SO Blades 
• S~cond stage (LP2) R8 Blades 
• Third stage (LP3) 92 Blades 
• Fourth stage (LP4) 74 Blades 
In the analysis it was found that only th~ three low-pressure stages (LP2, LP3 . and LP4) 
could be identified as contributing to th~ turbine noise. Because of th~ similarity of th~ 
blade numb~rs , the fundam~ntal blade passing freque'KY tones of LP2 anu LP3 occur close 
tog~ th.: r and ar~ often in the same 1/3-0B. Similarly, the fundamental blade passing fre-
quency tone of LP4 and the fan second harmonic tone generally occur in the sam~ 1/3-0B. 
These phenomena mak~ it diflicult to id~ntify th~ individual turbine stag~ contribution to 
th~ 1/3·0B sound pressu r~ level. 
Far-n~ld turbine noise consists of high-frequency tones. corresponding to th~ turbine blade 
passing frequencks. su perimposed on a strong broadband no ise 1100r which peaks near each 
of the tone frequencies. The peaking broadband. called the turbine haystack, is evident at 
low power se llings and frequencies of 7 to 8 kHz in the narrow band data included in this 
,cc tion (fig. I ~2). The far·field turbine noise peaks in the aft quadrant at a directivity angle 
between 1000 and I ~Oo A reference directivity of 1200 was chosen for usc in the 
prediction procedure . Narrow band acollsti c data (20-Hz bandwidth) revealed a stead y in-
crease in turbine noise with increasing power setti ng, from a low at idle to a peak ncar 
approach power. With further increases in power se ttings. the turbine noise decreases until 
it di sappears in the noise floor produced by the jet and fan sources. 
TlIrbill (, TOlles. ·- Examination of the sa mple narrow band spectra l plots in figures 123 and 
124 for directivity angles 900 through 1600 and two power se ttings shows that turbine 
tones are generally identifiable above br"ddband noise. but often the tones con tribut e 
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data are shown in figur~ 125. Entering with log o f corr~ct~d rpm , the appropriat~ curve 
gives the I 13-0BSPL for the fundamental blade passi ng frequency tone of a given stage. The 
level is assigned to th~ 1/3-0B conta: ing the fundamental blade passing frequency. 
Tllrbille TOIl(, Directil'ity. -··Turbine tone directivities were obtained by arithmetically aver-
aging all data frolll th~ thr~e turbine stages at all power settings where turbine tone s were 
identifiable. A single directivit y curve was derived for all three !lIrbin~ stages applicable to 
all power se tlings I fig . 126). 
Tllrbille Haystack Broadballd Noise. ·- P~ak haystack broadband "'vels were determined for 
each turbine stage from the narrow band data at the intersection of the stage tone and the 
!lIrbin~ haysta ck. The resu lting peak levels arc shown in figure 117. Entering with log of 
corrected rpm. the appropriate curve gives the peak I 13-0BSPL for the broadband noise of 
a given stag~. This level is also assign~d to the 1/ 3-0B containing the fundamental blade 
passing frequency . 
Tllrbille Haystack liroadballd Spectrulll Silape. -· The spectrum shaping chosen for the tur-
bine haystack broadband is one in which the lewl delTeases at the rate of 10 dB per 1/ 3-0B 
frum the blade passin g frequency in both the high and low frequency din,ctions for all 
thrc~ turbine stages . 
Turbine f{<lY Slack Br(Jadballd Directil'ities. - Haystack broaclband directi·,ities ar,· shuwn in 
figure I ~8. The curves were derived by ari thmetically averaging broadband data frolll 
Scvt'ral power conditions at t:ach of the measurement directivity Jngks. Levels ~I rc refer-
enced to the 120" di rectivi ty angle. 
4.2 . 1.7 Jet Noise: rreC· :5 Engine 
The jet noise evaluation procedure makes use of the observation that thl.! jet Ilois!.! Spl..'L·trUI11 
shape at a gi,,·n radiation angle is nearly ind~pendent of engine power setting. Figure I ~9 
schema ti cally demonstrates the analysis proc~dure : 
I. For a given radiation angle. the SPL spectra measured at high pow~r setting< (V pri ;' 
1000 fi ls (340.8 m/s» are shifted in level and frequency until Ihey ove rlay one "nott,er. 
2. The SPL and 1/3-0B frequency of the spectral l'eaks (excluding tones and obvious 
buzzsa w) arc· plo tted versus log V pri . 
3. Thi s process is rcpeated for a ll radia tion angles. resulting in a fam ily of ,·urves with 
directivity angle as a parameter. 
Tht' SlI Cl.'ess or faihlrt' of th~ l1orl11lJ li zation procedure gives a 111l,'aSlin.' o f lhl' rciJti\\,' impor· 
t:mcc of the jl't-gl'll l.! rateo noise to the total meas ,"ed noisl.!' Il'vds. For example. in th l' 
prest."nt JT~ D-15 engine noise analysis, the normalJ . , n wa~ "cry suc(l.~ssfu l fur V pri ~ 
1000 fi l s (3 40 .R m/sl. f ';; ~ kHz. ana 900 ';; 8 .;; \300. At power conditions for whi ch 
." ori < I (JOO ft /s (340.8 l11 /s ). low frequency core or bu: ner noi" obscurc·d jet noise · 
tllrbqma l.'hinery noise masked frequencies gfe3tl!f than .2 kHz: fOf\\iard of 90u, hll/.l.SJ W Il{)isl' 
tended tv mask L'l'rtain portions of thl' low fr\!qucncy spl'ct rum : Jilt! ~I f : of 130°, :!t l..' Cffl'ch 
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Jet /Vt}ise SpeClntm. Th~ nOfmali ll:d spL'~trJ ft'sulting frUln thl: :Jllaly~is of th l' 1T8D-) 5 
data are sho wn in figure 130 for 100 th rough ISO" at 100 incre men ts. Figures 131 and 13~ 
show examples of how well the actual jet no is< data norm ali zed fo r 1':;00 and 1100 . 
respl.!ctivd y. The S(;JUer of! 1 dB b ty pical for thus\.' \.;';JSL'S WhL' fl' no o ther noise: source: \V;'IS 
throught to hl' co ntributing. i-=igUfCS 133 and 134 compa re the derived spedrum shapes ror 
1300 and 11 OU with ~pL'rtra shapl'~ from the: COlllf"-lrtor 's jl~ t prc:liiction proo.:.'uufe based on 
Tllodel-s..:ah: jL't noisl' dJla. Thl' modd lhJla show (hat thl;;' assumpti on of consiste ncy of 
spectrum sh apL' with L'ngilh' pOWl' r s\..·uing b good for primary jl'l spl'l'ds above: approxi-
matl' ly lOU~ ft / s 1 3 -l0 .~ m/s) and only faIT. :t:~ to 3 dB. when jet speeds over a mnge 4UO to 
1000 ft / s 11 21.<.) to 340.~ m!s) arl' considerl'd. 
Jet ,\ 'o is(' Peak FrcqIH'JlCY. DL'riv t.'d ClIrn's showing th l.' frCljlh..·Ih.:Y at whil:h thl.' spectra of 
figure 130 :I. b. :lnd c reach peak SI'L :Ire showlI ill figure 135 ror 900 < 8 < 150°. 
Thl.:"se" (lIrv\..·s rl.' pr\..· sl· nl lilh' ~l r lits to oata point s for jl.' t vt.'loL'iI i\..· s g r\..'ater th~111 1000 ft l s 
(340.~ m /s). At h igh powl.' r cnnditiollS. pl'ak frl.'lfll l.:" l1 ":Y dl.'cfI..';ISl.'S wi th d\..'..:rl.'asingjl.'t 
vl.' lo(i t} and illlTl';l~i ll g :Ing!t.·. HO\"·l'h'r. bl'low V pr i ;; 1000 ft / s (340.X m /s) thl.' clIrvc~ tt..'nd 
t o ( ross Oll l.' anntlh:r rl'~lIlt i llg in ;111 irrl'guiar varja ti ~Hl of pl'ak I"rl'qUl.' IKY Vl.' rSliS radiatioll 
angk . 1 hi'i in t..l i(~lks thai th l.' pl.'ak rfl'qu l.' l1 l'il·s Ill ;,), hl.' in l' r ro r by + Ol1l' I n -OB when Ihl' sl.' 
(Un'l'S ar\..· ll.'\l.' d In ph'd i ~: t j l.'t noisl.' for jl'l vl' lu( ilil' s hl.'low 1000 rt / s (340.X m/sl. This is 
nc't (ons idl' rl.' d a "'lIh~ t allt i:.tl l.' rror sin cl' it Gin bl.! Sl'l' ll in figurl' 130 a thro ugh g that thl.' 
SPL var il.· ... l'v k ... 'i lh:ll1 I d B jll'r O il\..' 1'3 OB l' ith l'r s idl.' or thl.· pl.'Jk for JII rLldiation Jngll.'s 
shown I.'Xl·Cp t 150°. 
Figurl.' 136 gh' l'~ n~:Il 11ph.'''' or thl' dala whil.:h WI.·rl' lIsl.' d to d l.· tl·nnilll.' lhl.· L"l lfVt'S shown in 
rigllrl' 135. fill.' I.·x:llnph::-. sho wll ar \..· rOf 13Uo ;,JJ1d 11 0° f:..rdi a lion :lng!t.·s. Induded in thl.'sl! 
figure s arl' 11l'a k frl.· ql h,· Ill'Y poin l ~ (~d (lI bt l.'d hy th l.· ('ontrador's jl.'t noise prl.'di c tion pro-
l'.:dur.: prl'v io ll sly di~cus~l'd. ;J ~ wl'i l:l s thl: li nl'a r fit t o th\..· ground tl.·s t l:a' .l rlo ttl'd in 
figllf~' 135. T h\..' P(lillh h u m till' p rl'dktit.lll pnh:l.·dufl.' Wl.'rl' lIs\..'d as ~ I guidl.· in lilt ing;.) linl.' to 
thl.' data po int s. 
Jet No ;.\'(' Le rt'is. Thl' final ~Il.' p in j l'l nuisl..' lkfinition pro .... l'ss is to dl.'finI.' tht' variation of 
SPL with jd v\.' lul.·it y. Figurl..' I J 7 ~ h ows th l.· rl· ... ulting .... lIf\· \..·~ of SPL pl.'ak v\..·rsus log (V pri) 
for .... 0° an d f0 r ~OU thro ugh 1500 . Ang!l.' .~ fllfW;lfd n f .... 0° 1t;IVl' th l.· sLlm l.' s lo pl.' l.'un'I.':.iS 
.... ou with k vl'l (klTl':lsing a ~ Il l\' allgk ... k(n.' :I ~l·S. Thl'sl..' (' Uf\\'S n.· pl\·~I.· nt Iil ll..'a r lih to th ... , 
l'ngine dat a for jl' t :-, pl.·l·d ... abo\·I.' 1000 ft l s (340.X Ill ' ~) Mo~ 1 o f thl.' \..' urvl'S hl'havl.· in :..r 
rl.'asu n:lhk llI alHlI.·r \\itll th\..·l.'\ ... ·l.' ptiun of thl' I JOo lin Thl' \..·fO ... 'it)\'1..'f of th i:, (un't' through 
thl.· ()UO h) I ~OU \..'u n ·l·S hl'low 1000 t't : ... (340.X 111 ~ ) is not k it to hI.' ;J('(u ra t ... · hut nu ration-
:, 11-' (oll id hI,' flHIIH.1 ffom th l..' dal :1 to (' h al1g~' thi~ bd1;1 viu r. FigUfl.''i I IN ;JIlJ 139 arl.' I.'X:J 111-
pk~ o f thl' d :Jta pin" u ... ,,:d t tl lkVL'lop th l' ~.:lI r ... l'''' III fi gur\..' 137. In addition to th l.· h igh 
POWI.' f sl'Ilin~ I.·n gin l' d:I(;1. Il)W pOWl'r 'idting d:11.1 :, ... wl'il :1 :-. poinb f ru m 1 h I.' ('t)ntr~ll'IlJr's 
pr ... ·Jil'liull prO(l.'Ullrl.' :11'1.' "huwll. I hI.' fin :i1 11I1l',1I' fit to thl.· J ~lta dlO~l'l1 t o lk ....... rihe th l.· jl'( 
lIui ~l.· lwh.l\ ') r W~I ~ 1ll.IJ ... · ... o ~I '" ilut to hI,' in ... ·l)n .. l ... !I..'llt \"ilh I h I.' luw pu w\..·r set ting UJIJ pnin ls. 
h gllr\..' 14U i .... 1 ]1lu; l,r I hI.' \'1..'!~1(lt) ':\ jllllh.'111 "II " llt-finl..' ... 1 hy th l.· rl'i ;lt ion ship 
l·,J!\.u l.llI..'d "rulIl I h\..· ... 1\IP~·" ~lr I Ill' (' lIn·l·" III Ilgu !'\' 137 ... \ 1,, 1 ... lhlWIl .Irl' \I.·h)(ll) 1.· .\p{lnl· lIt ~ 
from I Il l' prl' dl ... li \lll prll ... · ... ·durl.·. 
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Figure 131.-JT8D· 15 Ground Test- Normalized Jet Noise Spectra, 13rP DirectivIty,' ngle 
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Figure 132.-JT8D-15 Ground Test- Normalized Jet Noise Spectra, 11cP Directivity Ang.te 
for Several Power Settings 
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Figure 133. - JT8D· 15 Ground Test- Jet Noise Spectrum Shape Comparison, 
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Figure 134.- JT8D·15 Ground Test- Jet Noise Spectrum Shape Comparison, 
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Figure 136. - JTBD-15 Ground Test- Sample Working Plots for Determination of Jet Noise Peak Frequencv 
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Figure 138.-JTBD-15 Ground Test- Sample Working Plot for Determinat IOn of Peak Jet 
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Fig,tre 139. - JT8D· 15 Ground Test- Sample Working Plot for Determination of Peak Jet 
Noise Level, IlrP Directivity Angle 
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Figure 140. - JTBD-15 Ground Test - Peak Jet Noise Velocity Exponent 
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Tabulated Cur\les. - The curves shown in figures 130, 135, and 137 form the basis for a pro-
cedure for calculating JT8D-15 jet noise as a function of primary jet velocity , V pri ' The 
spectra shapes are tabulat~d in table 15. For a g;v~n angle" (J , " th~ frequency of the SPL 
peak is determined by : 
10 log f peak = M«(J) log V pri + 8(0) (5) 
whe re MUll and Jl( (J) are given in table 16. The SPL for the 1/3-08 centered at the determined 
freq uency is given by the relationship : 
SPLpeak = NCO) log V pri - C(8) 
where N(O) and CC 0) arc tab ulatd in table 17 . 
Table 15.-JT8D·15 Ground Test - Jet Noise Speclrum Shapes: 150 ft (45.72 m) 
Polar, Ground Microphones 
Directivity an9 1 ~. deg 
10 log f 150 60 30 160 70 40 10 
minus 170 140 130 120 110 100 90 80 50 20 
10 log fpeak 
SPL minus SPLpeak' dB 
·10 ·25.0 ·18.1 ·17.0 ·12.9 ·13.0 ·9.9 ·9.5 ·9.8 ·10.3 ·8.0 
·9 ·22.4 ·16.1 ·15.0 ·10.9 ·11.0 ·8.4 ·8.0 ·8.3 ·9.3 ·7.0 
·8 ·19.8 ·14.1 ' 13.0 ·9.4 ·9.0 ·7.0 ·6.5 ·6.8 ·7.7 ·6.0 
·7 ·17.2 12.1 ·11.0 ·7.9 ·7.0 ·5.5 ·5.3 ·5.1 ·6.3 ·5.0 
·6 ·14.6 ·10.1 ·9.0 ·5.6 ·5.6 ·4.1 ·4.0 ·3.8 ·4.9 -4.0 
.-5 ·11.8 ·8.1 ·7.0 ·4.0 ·4.0 ·2.6 ·3.0 ·2.7 ·3.8 ·3.0 
·4 ·9.2 ·6.1 ·5.0 ·2.9 ·2.6 · 1.3 ·2.0 ·1.6 ·2.6 ·2.0 
·3 ·6.6 ·4.1 ·2.9 ·1.6 ·1.5 ·0.6 ·1.0 ·1.0 ·1.7 ·1.3 
·2 ·4.0 ·2.2 ·1.3 ·0.65 ·0.6 ·0.3 ·0.3 ·0.5 ·1.0 ·0.8 
·1 ·1.4 ·0.7 ·0.3 ·0.2 ·0.1 ·0.1 ·0.1 ·0.1 ·0.5 ·0.2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 ·1.6 ·0.5 ·0.2 ·0.1 ·0.2 ·0.3 ·0.1 ·0.1 ·0.1 ·0.2 
2 ·5.0 ·1.6 ·0.6 ·0.9 ·0.8 ·0.4 ·0.2 ·0.3 ·0.4 ·0.8 
3 ·8.0 ·3.5 ·0.8 ·2.0 ·1 .1 ·0.7 ·0.4 ·0.6 ·0.7 ·1.3 
4 ·11.0 ·5.5 · 1.0 ·2.5 ·2.0 ·1.4 . 1.1 ·1.0 .1.:1 ·2.0 
5 ·14.0 ·7.1 ·2.0 ·3.6 ·3.0 ·2.3 .1.7 ·1.5 2.J ·2.7 
6 ·17.0 ·8.6 ·3.3 ·4.8 ·4.0 ·3.2 ·2.5 ·2.1 ·2.9 ·3.3 
7 ·20.0 ·11 .6 ·5.0 -5.8 ·5.0 ·4.1 ·3.3 ·3.0 ·4.0 ·4.1 
8 ·23.0 ·1 3.1 ·6.0 ·6.8 ·6.0 ·5.0 ·4.1 ·4.0 ·5.0 ·5.4 
9 ·25.0 ·15.6 ·7.6 ·8.2 ·7.0 ·5.9 ·4.9 ·5.0 ·6.7 ·6.7 
10 ·28.0 ·18. 1 ·9.6 ·9.6 ·8.0 ·6.8 ·5.7 ·6.0 ·8.4 ·8.0 
(6) 
192 
Table 16.-JTBO-15 Ground Test- Bad Number for 1/3 DB at which Jet 
Noise Spectrum SPL Peak~ 
Directivity angle Empirical constants for band no. equationb 
0 M (0 ) 8 (0 ) 
- -
170° 3.64 6.04 
160° 3.64 7.04 
150° 4.01 8.26 
• 
1400 6.57 0.62 
130° 6.93 0.57 
120° 6.66 4.39 
11 0° 6.99 3.83 
100° 9.27 - 2.79 
90° 8.37 0.13 
80° 8.37 0.13 
70° 8.37 0.13 
60° 8.37 ·0.87 
50° 8.37 ·0.87 
40° 8.37 ·0.87 
30° 8.37 -1.87 
20° 8.37 -1.87 
10° 8.37 -1.87 
alSO ft (45.72 m) polar, G,ound microphones 
b8and no. !peak) = 10 log fpeak = M (0) log V pri + 8 (0), V pri in fils (m/s) 
4.2. 1.8 Jet Noise: JT8D-\\S Engine 
Noise spectra measured in the aft quadrant at high power settings on the JT8D-115 engine 
showed spectral characteristics which did not conform to previously established concepts of 
either jet noise or core (burner) noise. Speci fically at directivi ty angles of 1400 and 1500 , 
a pronounced "bump" appeared in the spectrum with a center frequency of about 500 Hz. 
Noise data measured by P&WA on a JT8D-1 09 engine showed a much less pronounced 
bump in the noise spectrum under similar conditions, and for this reason the JTBD-I 09 
acoustic data were used to derive the core and jet noise component empirical models for tho 
JTBD-109 engine. The JTBD re(an engine jet noise characteristics described here are the 
results of the Contractor 's analysis of the P&WA JT8D-109 acoustic data. 
Isola ted jet noise was defined fo r a Jf~D-l 09 engine with a hardwall exhaust duct and fanl 
primary now divider (splitter). The jet noise description was compiled from test data 
measured from JTBD-109 noise tests conducted by the Engine Contractor. The core noise 











Table 17.-JTBD-15 Ground Test - SPL of 1/308 at which Jet Noise Peak~ 
Directivity angle Empirical constants for peak SPL equationb 














50° 57 .0 
40° 57.0 
30° 57 .0 
20° 57 .0 
10° 57.0 
"150 It (45.72 m) polar. Ground microphones 

















· 91 .5 
· 95.0 
·98.3 
turbine noise prediction models to calculate a composite spectrum of all noise components 
except the jet. These calculated spec tra were subtracted from the to tal noise spectra 1', , 
lhh reference engine configuration to calculate the jet noise. 
Jet Noise Spectrum Shape. - The shapes of jet spectr" resulting from a sub tractio n of all 
o ther engine noise components from the total measu red ' pectra were somewha t irregular for 
all angles except 1300 through 1600 where jet noise stron!;ly dominated the spec trum. 
Because of the riature of the sound enerb'Y subtraction proces,. small errors in predicted 
noise components (fan, turbine, and core) lead to erratic shapes :'1 the resulting jet spec tra. 
Each angular position around the engine was treated as a separate case;jct spectra were 
faired to a smooth curve and overlaid for sha pe comparison for alli S engine power condi-
tions tested . Good agreement was found for the spectrum region between 50 Hz and 
1000 Hz, and it was decided that spectrum shape would be considered as independen t of 
engine power setting for each 100 angular position. This is in agree ment with a similar con-
clusion fo r the JT8D-15 jet noise described in section 4.2. I. 7 . 
The average spectrum shape for each angle for the isolated jet noise component is shown in 
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Figure 142. - JT80-709 Ground Test - ForWArd Quadran' Jet Spectrum Shapes, 












Frequency Balld ufPeak Noise Lel'el. - The peak noise level in thrjet spectrum tended to 
occur at higher frequen cies as jet velocity wa s increased, as shown in figur~ 143. This peak 
frequency relationship to je t velocity was somewhat different for each angular location. 
Table 18 was constructed to show this information for 17 locations around the e ngine at 
increments of 100 intervals. The increase in peak frequen cy wirh jet velocity became less 
pronou nced at the ex tremc aft angles (1300 and rearward). 
Speffrlllll Pea k SOl/lid Pressure Lel'e/. - Peak SPL in the 1/3-0B jet spectra was defined for 
each of the 17 angies around the engi ne. The relatio nship between jet spectrum peak noise 
level and primary jet velocity is plo tted in tigure 144 for the 1200 loca tion . 
The jet noise level and ve loci ty relatio nship was different at each angular location , so the 
results for each angle were summari zed in table 19. The region where log V pri is 2.92 
(V is in ft /s) or great er (2.40 or greater if V is in m/s) represented the envelope of Ilight 
intere st, so the upper :lOrti on o f the curve in figure 144 was used in calculation of the wlo-
cit y exponent. Table 20 was induded to ta bu la te the velocity ex po nent for all 17 angular 
locat ions for thc power regime o f night int eres!. 
4 .2, 1.9 Core Noise : HMO-IS Engine 
Core Noh;(' 1: l'u /uurioll Tecimi{/ill'. Thl' jd noise curves dl'fint!d in scdion 4 .2. 1. 7 WCfe used 
to estimate the jet noise ..:ont ributi on to the to tal low freque ncy no ise level at low engine 
power settings. The measured low frequency noise, which could no t be accounted for as 
jet no ise. was assumed to be primarily low frequl'ncy co re ~ngine noise . 
The characteristics of the low frequen c~ core noise ca lculated in thi s manner were used to 
update the Cont ra..:tor's empirical core noise model. According to thi s model. the SPL leve l 
of the w re noise is de tc rmincd by tlw rdationship: 
[ , ,(w . .fts)) SPL = 10 log !TtS)- (PtS / Pt 7 1- \ P~5 + co nstant (7) 
where T tS is the combustio n exit temper" turc: PtS/ Pt 7 is the pressu re rat io across bo th stages 
of th e turbine : Wpri is th e core engine airilow : 85 = TtS/5 19 : and 0S = Pt S/ 2116. 
Cort' Noise Spectra. Exampks o f dcrivt ll (":un: nuise spectra resulting fro111 subtral:ting cal· 
clIlated je t noi se (on an en er~y basis ) fr(' m total measured low frequency noi se at low 
engine power sl'tti ngs arl' shown in figure 145 for 1000 , 1200 , and 1400. It shou ld be 
noh:d that thl.' two lowl,.' ~ t j..:t vt:iority ~u[H.hti()I1 S W1.·r~ tht! on ly conditions for whi<.::h lh .: 
,:akulatcd je t nuist.: was at least () dB helow the to tal 111t.:';JslIn .. 'd noise across the entire spec-
trum. Whl'n the jl' t !l oisl.' and the to tal Tll l';JS lITl' U noise a TC Ill'arl y thl' same kvd . minor 
errors ill the assu med j nuise h:vd or In l . .'asun:d data wi ll l..'allSC a magnified t! rror in the 
dCJ'ivl~d con .. ' noise. AIt~ollgh l OIll:S arc appan.'llt III the dl.!rivcd spectra at 125 I-I l <Jlltl pos-
sibl y 250 Hz. th ... , major fL-atufl' l)f thl' low rr ~ qlll'ncy port ion of till' dl'rivnl ('o rl' 1l 0 iSl' 
spect rum is a broadband pc"k III th e 2SlJ- to 31S- lI z region . It i, thi s feature that IVa, taken 
to bl.' fl' prl'SI,.'lltati\": of tlt t.! <.:orl.' !lui,,·: ~pl.'drum . Thl.' gt.!neralill!u SPl'\,: tfllTll chosl.' l1 for thl' 
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Figure 143. - JT80 · / 09 Ground Test Sample Plot o f Fr/J' luencv o f Maximum Jet 









Table 18.-JT8D·109 Ground Test- Frequency of Peak Jet Noise (1/3·08 Number of Peak SPL) Versus Log Vpri 
Vprj . Log V pn' 1/3·0 8 Number of Peak SPL, deg 
It /, It l , --- -_ ... _--- -.~ . Angle from inlet ti 
Im/,I Iml' l -10 20 30 40 50 60 70 ! 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 
375 2. 574 22 20 21 18 22 21 21 20 22 22 21 :?~ 24 22 18 18 
11141 12.0581 
478 2.679 22 20 21 18 22 21 21 20 22 22 21 21 24 22 18 18 
11461 12.1631 
568 2.754 22 20 21 20 22 22 22 20 22 27 21 22 22 21 18 17 
11731 12.2381 
656 2.817 21 20 22 n 22 22 23 20 22 22 22 22 22 19 18 17 
12001 12.3011 
735 2.866 21 20 23 22 23 22 23 22 23 22 23 22 22 19 18 17 
12241 12.3501 
773 2.888 21 21 23 22 23 22 23 23 23 23 23 22 22 19 18 17 
12361 12.3721 
.-
805 2.9061 22 22 23 22 23 22 23 23 23 23 23 23 22 19 19 17 
12451 12.3901 
84 1 2.925 22 22 23 22 23 22 23 23 23 23 23 23 22 19 19 17 
I 12561 12.409) 
881 2.945 23 22 23 22 23 23 23 23 22 23 23 23 21 19 19 17 
12691 12.4291 
959 2.987 23 23 23 22 23 23 23 23 22 23 23 23 20 19 19 17 
12921 124661 
r- " .. --r-- -
1076 3.032 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 22 23 23 24 20 19 19 17 
13281 ! 12.5161 
c-- - I - . - ----
1211 I 3.083 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 24 20 19 20 17 
13691 12.5671 
1361 3.134 24 23 23 24 24 24 23 23 24 23 24 24 20 19 20 17 
14 151 12.6181 
1524 , 3.183 24 24 24 24 . 4 24 24 24 24 25 25 24 21 21 20 17 lli i ( 4651 ( 2.6671 · 1644--:--;-;;;; 1 24- 24 r--;4 24 24 24 24 24 24 25 25 24 21 21 20 17 
15011 ! (2.7001 1 
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Figure 144. -JT80·109 Ground Test - Sample Plot of Jet Noise Spectrum 


















. Table 19.-JT8D-l09 Ground Test - Jet Nr>!se Spectrum Peak SPL 
Ground micropholle noise levels [15u ft (45.72 m) polar) 
(Use linear interpolation between given coordinates) 
Di rectivity angle. deg Log V pri' Itls (m /s ) Jet ~ pectrum peak level, dB 
10 2.60 (2.084) 68.0 
3.25 (2.734) 98.8 
20 2.60 (2.084) 71.7 
3.25 (2.734) 100.1 
30 2.60 (2.084) 72.0 
3.25 (2.734) 101.0 
40 2.60 (2.084) 68.9 
3.25 (2.734) 102.1 
50 2.60 (2.084) 69.6 
3.25 (2 .734) 102.6 
60 2.60 (2.084) 67 .7 
3.25 (2.734) 101 .8 
70 2.60 (2.084) 69.3 
3.25 (2.734) 102.0 
80 2.60 (2.084) 71.7 
3.25 (2.734) 102.4 
90 2.60 (2.084) 73.9 
2.95 (2.434) 93.7 
3.25 (2.734) 105.9 
100 2.60 (2.084) 76.0 
2.93 (2.414) 93.0 
3.25 (2.734) 106.3 
110 2.&0 (2.084) 76.0 
2.91 (2.394) 93.2 
3.25 (2.734) 110.3 
120 2.60 (2.084) 75.0 
2.92 (2.404) 95.6 
3.25 (2.734) 111 .9 
130 2.60 (2.084) 80.6 
3.25 (2.734) 116.5 
140 2.60 (2.084) 76.9 
3.05 (2.534) 110.0 
3.25 (2.734) 121 .2 
150 2.60 (2.084) 76.4 
3.04 (2.524) 112.0 
3.25 (2.734) 123.0 
160 2.60 (2.084) 76.8 
3.02 (2.504) 110.4 
3.25 (2.734) 118.9 
170 2.60 (2.084) 79.8 
3.01 (2.494) 110.0 
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Table 20.-JT8D·109 Ground Test - Primary Velocity Exponent for 
Jet Peak SPL Relationship to Log Vpri 




































aFor primary jet velocities greater than 1000 ftls (340.8 m/s l. 
Core Noise Level. - T:i, SPL of the derived core noise for the 1/3-08 with center frequency 
of 315 Hz is plotted in figure 150 for 1200, 1300, and 1400 The SPL's are normalized by 
the factor (20 log T tS + 10 log W pri V6J6S) and plotted versus 10 log PtS/Pt7 . The lines chosen to represent the core nOise1evels are also shown in figure 147. It is seen that 
the same slope was used for each angle. TIle relationship for 1300 is: 
W . ../9: 
= 2010g TtS + 10 log p~ 5 + 20 log PtS/Pt7 + 0.5 5 SPL 1300 31S Hz, IIJ.Q8 
lSO-ft (4S.12-mJ polar 
grdmk 
(8) 
The SPL for the remaining angles are related to the 1300 SPL by an additive constant. This 
constant is termed the directivity factor D(8) defined by: 
(9) 
Core Noise Directivity. - Since the core noise SPL slopes and spectrum shapes are the same at 
all angles, the directiona l characteristics of the core noise are independent of power setting . 
Figure 148 shows the curve of directivity factor D( IJ) versus radiation angle. The peak is 
seen to occur at 1300 from the inlet axis. Since the same spectrum shape is assumed for 
each angle, this curve applies to all 1/3-0B cente r frequencies . 
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Figure 145.-JT8D, 15 Ground Test- Sample Working Plot For Evaluation of Core Noise 
(Measured Total Noise Minus Predicted Jet Noise): 150 ft (45.72 m) Polar. 
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Figure 146. - JT8D· 15 Ground Test - Normalized Core Noise Spectrum Shape, Average for 
All Angles and Power Settings 
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Tablliated CllrI'es.- The curves shown in ligures 146 through 148 arc the basis for a predic-
tion procedllre for low frequency core noise for the JT80-1 5 engine. The SPL for a core 
noise 1/3-0B center frequency at any angle is determined bv 
where 






= 20 log T tS + 
+ 0(0)+ ISPLlf)-SPL(3IS Hz») (10) 
W .Y8,. 
1010g pn 5 
65 
(II) 
0(8) is shown in figure 147 and tabulated in table 21 and I SPUf) - SPL (315 Hz») is shown 
in figure 146 and tabulated in table 21. 
4.2.1.10 Core Noise: JTSO-IIS Engine 
Core noise levels for the JT80 refan engine were established from acoustic data taken on a 
JT8D-109 engine test conducted by P&WA (ref. 7). Predicted je: noise SPL levels were log-
i~;ithmically subtracted from measured total noise spectra to yield core noise spectrum 
shapes. 
The core noise empirical model that resulted from the P&WA lT80-109 test has been 
adopted for usc also for the JT80- IIS engine and for the Contractor's airplane Ilyover noise 
analysis. It is this core noise model that is reported here rather than results of the 1T80-IIS 
test data analysis. However. comparisons of predictions made using this model with me,s-
ured JT80-IIS data show no contradictions (as shown later in sec. 4.2.2.2) and. at this 
point, there is no reason to believe that the JT80-1 09 core noise model is not also applicable 
to the JT80-1 15. 
Resultillg Core Noise Empirical Model. - Oetails of the core noise empirical model estab-
lished by P&WA were changed only slightly in format by the Contractor for computer pro-
gramming purposes. The JT80-109 core noise component calculated for the final refan 
program airplane Ilyover noise analysis was computed by the method outlined in the follow-
ing paragraph. It should be noted this model was developed specifically for the JT80-1 09 
and can not be directly applied to noise predictions of different types of engines. 
Core Noise Basic Level. - Sound pressure level of the peak (400 Hz) band was correlated 
with a core noise parameter: 
IOglo[VWpri(Pt4/14.7)(TtS - T(4») Tt4/S19 
(12) 
Figure 149 was used to de fine the bask noise Iewl of the core noise spectrum at any angu lar 
location . 
. , ~ 













Table 21.-JT80·15 Core Noise Empirical Model: 150 ft (45.72 m) Polar, 
Ground Microphones 
Directivity factor Spectrum shape 
IJ,deg O({)) , dB f , Hz SPL (I). SPL (315 Hz), dB 
170 ·15.0 50 ·18.0 
160 ·11.0 63 ·15.0 
150 · 6.9 80 ·12.0 
140 · 2.9 100 · 9.0 
130 0 125 · 6.0 
120 · 1.5 160 · 3.5 
110 · 3.8 200 · 1.5 
100 · 5.9 250 · 0.5 
90 · 8.2 315 0 
80 ·10.5 400 · 0.5 
70 ·12.7 500 · 2.0 
60 ·14.9 630 · 5.0 
50 ·17.1 800 · 8.0 
40 ·19.3 1000 ·11.0 
30 ·21 .5 1250 ·14.0 
20 ·23.7 1600 ·17.0 
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Figure 149.-JTBD· 109 Ground Test-Core Noise Basic Level 
Core Noise Spectrum SiJape. - Th~ sp~ctrum shape shown for the cor< noise com ponent in 
figure 150 is very similar for the three different power se ttings shown. Consistency of 
spectrum shape for all angles in the a ft q uadran t was similarly evident. so on~ spectrum 
shape was adopted as an average. It was used to define core noise al all power se ttings and 
all locations in both the forward and aft quadrant (fig. 15 I ). It was noted that for al( can· 
ditions the spec trum peak noise occurred at th e 400-Hz band in the ( /3-0B spec trum. 
Cure Noise Directivity .- Mdxi mum noise levels from the core no ise sOll rce were found to 
occur at 1200 from the inlet axis as shown in figure 15 2. This curve was intended for use in 
establishing the SPL of the peak (400 Hz) in the spectrum for al( loca tions o ther than 1200 
from the inlet ax is. 
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63 125 250 500 1 000 2 000 4 000 8000 
1/3·08 center frequency. Hz 
Figure 150.-JT8D·109 Ground Test- Core and Jet Noise Levels: 150 ft (45.72 m) Polar. 
Ground Microphone at 12fT- Directivity Angle 
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, \ :::, 
3150 6300 10 000 
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Figure 151.-JT8D·l09 Ground Test- Core Noise Spectrum Shape. 
Average for All Angles and Power Settings 
4.2.1.11 Exhaust Duct Flow Noise 
The source , which has been given the name exhaust du ct now noise , was not anticipated in 
the acoustic data of either the JT8D-15 or -115 ground ksts. I t shows up as a bump in the 
spectra measured in the aft quadrant at high power settings, peaking at 800 Hz o n the 
JT8D- 15 and at 500 Hz on the JT8D- 115 engine . During the early stages of data ana lysis. 
the source of this spec trum bu mp was entirely speculative. It was attr ibuted at various 
times to iet noise, to bUrntT noise. and even to faci lity irregularities. It was not until lat. in 
the JT8D-115 data analysis that cross correla tion studies between fa r-field microphones and 
flush-mo unted microphones in the ex haust duct sho wed that this noise was ge nera ted in 
the mixing regio n of the ex haust duc t. The following sec tions descrihe the analysis of the 
noise data re lating to this source and describe its level. spectral. and directivity characteristi cs 
to the extent that the present data will permi!. However. much work rema ins to be done to 
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Figure 152 -JTBD·l09 Ground Test- Core Noise Directivity, 
Average for All Power Settings 
4.2.1.12 Exhaust Duct Flow Noise : JT8D·IS Engine 
150 160 
Th~ jd noise ~valuation procedur~ discussed in section 4. ~ . 1 . 7 was based o n the independ· 
ence of the jet noise spectrum shape with engine power setting variations. Examples were 
given demonstrating the ability to match the measured high po wer selting lo w frequency 
spectra at a given angle onto one curve with prope r shifting o f the SPL Jnd frequenc y co· 
ordinates. However, this procedure was not successful at angles close to the jet axis (1400 
to 1600 ). When the spectra at one of these angles were normalized so tha t th~ region in 
which the peak SPL's occurred overlaid. it was evident th at the frequency ranges 600 to 
800 Hz for all three angks and also those fo r 250 Hz at I SOo and 1600 followed a different 
power se tting dependence . The resultin g curves are shown in fi gures 153 and 154 for 1400 
and 1500. The peak SPL regions of the spec tra arc considered to be jet noise controlled 
and were used to define the peak frequency and peak SPL versus log V l'ri relationships in 
the je t noise prediction procedure. Curves showing the variati o n o f the 800-Hz 1/ 3 OBSPL 
with log V pri compared with the peak SPL r~ gion are sho wn in fi gures ISS and I S6. The 
velocity exponent for the 800·Hz regio n is seen to he approx imat<'iy 10 compared to the 
approximately eighth .. power relationship fo r the peak regi on. T his be havior !s very 
similar to the 500-Hz noise o bserved with the JT XD- II S engine . discussed in sec tion 
4 .2. 1. 13. It is be lieved that the generation mechanism IS the sa me fur bo th engines. As 
discussed in sectio n 4.2.2. this noisc ;s proba hl y genera ted within the exh aust du ct of the 
engine. Tht.' increased engine diameter asstll.: iall'd wi th till.' JT XO fl'f'-l tl engine pro ba hl y 
accounts for the changt" in fre- q lh:ll c y of thi ... IIll hl', T hl' r;Jt io ll f !1l'ak frc (] lIcll l' il's for the 
two engines (800 Hz/ SOO Hz) is within the ran gc' o f rat ius " f tota l diame ters. primary diam· 








Symbol V prj ' Itls (m/s) 
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Number of bands from peak frequency (10 log f "peak) 
10 15 
Figure 153.-JT8D·15 Ground Test-Normalized Spectra Showing Influence of Exhaust Duct 
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Figure 154. -JTBD· 15 Ground Test - Normalized Spectra Showing Influence of 
Exhaust Duct Flow Noise, 1500 Direc ti vity Angle 
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Figure 155. -JT8D-15 Ground Test-Jet and Exhaust Duct Flow Noise 
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Figure 156. -JTBD-15 Ground Test-Jet and Exhaust Duct Flow Noise 
Comparison, 1500 Directivity Angle 





4.2.1.13 Exhaust Duct Flow Noise: JTSD-IIS Engine 
Two methods of noise data anlysis were used to determine the internal noise component in 
the measured aft arc far-field spectra from the lTSD-115 ground test . In one. a direct cross 
correlation and coherence function technique was applied to internal exhaust duct and ex-
ternal ground microphone data . In the other. a predicted jet and core noise spectrum 
(obtained from lT8D-1 09 data) was subtracted from the measured total noi se . The two 
methods show good agreement on the level and direc tivity of intern~1 noise but differ on 
the spectrum shape. These analyses indicate that the internal noise component dominating 
the aft arc spectra at engine takeoff power results from a turbulent fl ow process in the 
exhaust duct. 
Correlatiun Analysis. - Internal exhaust duct no ise measurements were obtained as part of 
the diagnostic testing to identify the internal noise component. Internal microphone loca-
tions for the exhaust sys tem arc shown in IIgure 22 . These data lVere direct ly correia led 
with ex ternal ground microphone data. Two correlation functions were used in the 
analysis; cross correlation . den ned as : 
r . I IT 
tp (T)= IlnIt_ f (t)f (t+r)dt (13) 
xy T .... oo2T -T x Y 
and coherence : 
(14 ) 
where P xy(W). the Fourier transform of <P xy( Tl. is the cross power spectral density function: 
(15) 
For noise measurements at a source x and re ceiving point y. the coherence function yields a 
number which is equal to or less than the fraction of the power at y due to the source at x. 
For example, a 100% coherence implies that all energy at y has a commor origin with the 
energy at x. a 50% coherence implies that at least half the energy is common. and so on. If 
the signal at x is totally dominated by the source of interest. the coheren ce yields the exact 
fraction of the energy at y due to the source of x. but the presence of a high noise floor. 
locally reverberant lIeld, or nonradiating flu ctuating pressures at point x. will diminish the 
measured coherence. 
Coherence spectra between different microphones were examined: pairs of internal micro-
phones, and pairs of internal and external microphones. Signillcant coherence was obtained 
from 50 to 800 Hz for plug and exhaust duct microphone combinations. but no conclusions 
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and external microphones, no coherence was found between fan duct and far-field ground 
positions, and only small coherence was obtained between the plug and far field. Low 
coherence between internal and far-field microphones may be due to insufficient precompu-
tation delay time; i.e., a limitation of the electronic equipment coupled with the fact that 
transit time is a significant portion of sample length. 
The highest coherence values found were between a measurement at the exhaust duct exit 
and the 1400 near-field aft arc ground microph one. Figure 157 sho ws a comparison of the 
two measured spectra and the coherence spectrum at takeoff power. These data indicate 
that betw"en 400 and 700 Hz there is more than 50'70 common power between the two 
points. The measured coherence spectra decrease mpidly with decreasing power setting as 
shown in figure 158. which shows smooth curves formed through the coherence spectra at 
several power settings. This trend with power sdting is consistent with the decreasing im-
portance of the 500-Hz bump in the 1400 far-field spectrum. 
Using the measured coherence spectra. the internal noise com ponent was separated from the 
total noise as shown in figure 159. The internal noise. so identified, ranges from 300 to 
1000 Hz with a peak at 500 Hz. These spec tr" r"prcse nt a lower limit o n the exhaust duct 
now noise source. 
Exhallst Dllct Flow Noise Basic Level. - Basic noise Ievds for the exhaust duct now noise 
component determined by the two techniques (coherence spectra and component decom-
bination) show substantial agreem<'nt (fig. 1(0) at the highest power se ttings. At lower 
power settings the coherence technique gives o nl y J slightl y lower level th"n docs the cam-
ponent decombination techn ique. The correlating parameter. which has been used here for 
exhaust duct now noise , is the same one that is used for .:ore (burner) noise. and predic ted 
core noise curves arc shown in th·.' same plot (fig. 1(0). This shows that the exhaust duct 
now noise has substantially different throttling ~hara te ristics from burner noise. It is 
believed that there should exist a better correlating pammet"r which relates the exhaust 
duct now noise to the physics of the noise-generat ing mechanism. Further work is needed 
to find this appropriate correlating parameter. 
Exhallst Duct Flow Noise Spectrulll Shape. · Spectrum shapes for the exhaust duct now 
noise determined by the two techniques are compared in figure 161. The broader spectrum 
shape determined by component decombination is probably more nearly true than the 
coherence spectrum shape, because the coherence spectrum is based o n the assumption that 
the signal at the internal microphone is to tally sa turated by exhaust du ct now noise whil e 
the far-field microphone signal is a mixture of ex haust duct now noise and noise from other 
sources. While this condition is probably met near the peak frequency . at other frequencies 
the signal at the internal microphone is likely to be affected by o th er sou"es. thus. reducing 
the coherence level and narrowing the coherence spectrum. 
i:xhallst Duct Flow Noise Directivity. - Directivity characteristics for exhaust duct now 
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4.2.2 TOTAL STATIC ENGINE NOISE 
As stated earlier in section 4.2.1, total static engine noise levels cannot be used directly for 
prediction of airplane nyovcr noise levels. and for the same reasons a direct comparision of 
static noise levels does not yield a valid measure of the noise differences between the 
JTBD-IS and -liS engi nes. However. total static noise levels are presented here to illustrate. 
on a spectral basis. the relative contribution of each component to the total measured 
noise level. and to evaluate the degree t<J which all of the measured noise is included in the 
prediction modules. Tile reader is cautioned against dralVing c()nell/sions from tilese data 
regarding tile noise benefit of tile JT8D refan mgine r<'iatil'e to tile JT8D (baseline). 
A complete study of the JT8D refan engine noise benefit at airplane night conditions is 
prese nted in Volume IV of this final report document series. "Ai rplane Evaluation an d 
Analysis," NASA CR-134800 (ref. I). 
4.2.2.1 JT8D-IS Engine 
Measured static noise spectra for the JTi'D- I S engine arc prese nted in figures 163 and 164 
along with predicted spec tra for each of the noise components generated by the empirical 
models developed from the JTBD-IS ground test data analysis as described in section 4.2. 1. 
Two forward-quadrant and two aft-quadrant directivity angles and two power settings 
(maximum power and approximate approach power) are included in these figures. The 
comparison between the PNL of the measured and predicted tota l spectra is shown 
numerically in the legend of each plot. 
By scanning figures 163 and 164, one can sec till' shift in emphasis from one noise compo-
nent to another with changes in directivity angle and power setting. At approach rpm (N I ) 
at a 400 directivity angie (fig. 163a), the inkt fan tt' lles are totall y dominant over all other 
components. At 600 (fig.163b) inlet tones are still dominant but less so than at 400. At 
1200 (fig. 163c) jet noise has ta ken over dominance of the spect rum with a substantial con-
tribution to the high frequencies being made by the aft-fan compo nent. At 1400 (fig. 163d), 
jet noise is tot 'lily dominant over other sources; hcrl ,t ca n be see n that there is a substan-
tial contribution to the measured midfrequcncy noisl' level which is not accounted for by 
any of the predicted components. This excess noise is attributed to the exhaust duct now 
noise source which. as stated earlier. was not identified in time to be included in the empiri-
cal model. However, the effect of the ex haust duct fl ow noise on PNL is only about I 
PNdB at this condition. At maximum power. jet noise and inlet fan ton,' sha re dominance 
of the spectra in the forward quadran t (fig. 164a and b). while in till' aft quadrant jet noise 
is totally dominant (fig. IMc and d). 
In figure 164J at 140°. the effect of ex ha ust dllct no w noise' is again seen in the mid and 
hi '\ frequencies, and the measu red PNL is underpredictcd by 3 PNdB. 
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4.2.2.2 JTSD-\\S Engine 
The JTSD-115 ground test offered a wide range of nacelle acoustic trea tment configurations 
from which the component noise could have been extracted. The configuration chosen for 
this purpose included a hard wall inlet without ring and hardwall exhaust system with a fully 
treated fan case. Predictions for other configurations are a.rrived at thro ugh trea tment deltas 
as described in section 4.2.3 . The predictions presented here arc compared with measured 
static data for this basic hard wall nacelle. and corresponding spectra are presented separ-
ately for the various treated nacdle contigurations. 
Basic Hardwall Nacelle. - The sa me se t of measured total and predicted component noise 
spectral comparisons is presented here for the JTSD-II 5 engine (figs. 165 and 166) as was 
presented in the previous section for the JTSD-15 engine. It is important to reca ll tha t the 
jet and core noise predictions presented here are based on JTSD-I09 engine data (as they 
are ultimately intended for JTSD-I 09 Ilyover noise predictions), while the measured 
noise and the other component spec tra arc from the JTSD-115 ground test. The JTSD- I 09 
and JTSD-II S differ from each other through a "hot rema tch" of the primary/secondary ex-
haust system; this rematch causes the JTSD-115 to have a higher primary exhaust temperature 
and, therefore, lower primary density tha n does the JTSD-I 09 at a given primary jet vel-
ocity. There are substantial differences in the exhaust hardware of the two engines, and 
primary/secondary stream mixing characteristics would be expected to differ. For these 
reasons, the empirical model noise levels disagree with measur d JTSD-1 15 to tal noise 
spectra in the frequency range where jd noise is dominant. However, with only minor mod-
ifications this jet noise model could be adjusted to fit the JTSD-115 data. 
By scanning figures 165 and 166, one can see the shi ft in emphasis from one noise com-
ponent to another with changes in direc tivity angle and puwer se tting. At approach rpm 
(N I) at 400 and 600 directivity angles (figs. 165a and b), the inlet-radiated fan tone over-
whelms all other sou rces. On these figures it can be seen that the empirical model over-
predicts jet noise at these angles by abo ut 3 dB. for the reasons explained in the previous 
paragraph. The procedure also overpredicts inlet fan broadband noise in the frequency 
range 1000 to 2000 Hz. This is caused by the use of a single average broadband noise di-
rectivity , independent of power setting. However, these errors are of negligible consequence 
to the PN L of the spectrum, since the inlet fan tone so totally dominates the spectrum. At 
1200 (fig. 165c), jet noise has taken over dominance of the spectrum with substant ial con-
tributions from the core and turbine compunents. At 140°, jet noise is tota lly dominant 
(fig. 165d). Here it is seen that the prediction procedure ovcrpredicts je t noise again by 2 
to 3 dB. At takeoff power, jet and inle t fan noise contribute about equa lly to the spectra 
in the forward quadran t (fig. 166a and b). In the aft quadrant at 1200 and 140° directivity 
angles, the exhaust duct flow nuise SOllrce dominates the spectra (fig. 166c and d) and, con-
sequently, the PNL is substantially un derpredicted (approximately 6 PNdB). At these 
angles it also appears that the empirical modelundcrpredictsje t noise slightly, alt hough it 
is difficult to tell because of the influence of the exhaus t duct flow noise. 
Treated Nacelle Configurations. - Measured total JTSD-11 5 static engine noise spectra for 
the five treated refan nacelle configurations ar 'hown in figures 167 and 16S. These 
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Figure 167. -JT8D· 115 Ground Test- Total Engine Spectra for Various Nacelle Treatments : 
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nacelle treatment configurations. The reader is cautioned that a valid evaluation of the treat-
ment effectiveness cannot be made from this data. A complete evaluation of lining atten-
uation characteristics of each nacelle treatment is presented in section 4.2.3 based on 
analysis of source isolated noise data. 
By scanning figures 167 and 168. one can sec the important effects of the various nacelle 
acoustic treatments and the variation of these effects with directivity angle and power set-
ting. At approach rpm in the forward quadrant (lig. 167a and b). the heavily treated 
center-engine inlet conliguration is seen to be 12 to 15 dB below all other nacelle configura-
tions. At the 400 directivity angle. the treated side-e ngine inkt with ring appears to 
provide approximatdy 10-dB reduction in the inlet fan tone compared with the side-cngine 
inlet without ring for both exhaust configurations. Howeve r. at 600. there is no appreciable 
difference between the side-engine inlet with ring and without ring. This apparent ano maly 
is attributed to the very large data scatter in the inlet fan tone level as discussed in section 
4.2. 1. In the' "ft quadrant (fig. 167c and d) there are few important differences among the 
five treatment conligurations, although the two full y treated exhaust wnfigurations do 
appear to have measurably lower midfrequency noise than the peripheral exhaust treatment 
configurations. At takeoff power in the forward lJuadrant (fig. 168a and b), the center-
engine inlet is again well below all side-e ngine inlet conligurations. Again o nly small differ-
ences arc seen among the various side-engine inlet con liguratio ns. In the aft quadrant (fig. 
168c and d), there are no signifi cant differences among the five configuratio ns within the 
limits of data scatter. 
4.2.3 ACOUSTIC LINING ATTENUATION 
Reduction in SPL's due to acoustic linings was measured for a side-engine inlet both with 
and without ring, a hybrid exhaust system. and a flight-type exhaust system. These measure-
ments were used to evaluate the effectiveness of these Iining.~ and to provide lining attenua-
tion inputs for the nyover analysis that is presented in reference I. To facilitate the nyover 
analysis objective, SPL's were also measured for a treated center duct. 
To facilitate comparison of measured SPL reductions with predicted va lue" the SPL values 
have been space averaged and compared with predicted values of power insertion loss. Space 
averaging was performed over a 150 to 950 arc for forward radiated noise and over an 850 
to 1550 arc for aft-radiated noise. 
4.2.3.1 Side-Engine Inlet Without Ring 
Definition of the side-engine inlet (without ring) acoustic liners, as they were built for the 
ground test, is given in figure 15 . The linings were designed to achieve optimum noise atten-
uation at the approach condition o f the 727-200 airplane by using a cylindrical duct wave 
attenuation model and incorporating adjustments based on experimen tal (JT9D engine) data . 
A comparison of the predicted design point power insertion loss WIth the measured space 
average SPL reduction for the same value of corrected low rotor speed (fig. 169a) indicates 
that the optimum design point noise attenuation is nearly achieved o r exceeded at all 1/3 
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Figure 169. - JTBO-115 Ground Test-Measured Versus Predicted Lining Attenuation 
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(e) Takeoff rpm 
Figure 169.- (Concluded) 
To se~ the effect of the acoustic linings at oIT-d.'Sign power settings, the measured space 
averag~d SPL reduo;tion is com pared to the predicted power insertion loss for corrected low 
speed rotor values corresponding to the n7-200 airplane cutba"k and takeoff conditions in 
figures 169b and c, respectively . While the' peak measured attenuation ~xceeds the pre-
dicted values for both cases, these peak values occu r at lower than predicted frequencks. 
This phenomenon is due to the tendency for linings to be more effective for the lower fre-
quency buzzsaw noise than for the higher frequency fan tone and broadbanrl noise. 
4.2.3.2 Side-Engine Inle t With Ring 
Definition of th~ side-engine inlet (wi th ring) acoustic liners, as they were built for the 
ground test , is given in figure 16. This was a compromise design, based on incorporating a 
ring into the previously defined inlet without ring. With the diffuser and nose dome thus 
fixed. an annu lar duct wave attenuation program was used to o ptimize the lining paramete rs 
of the ring for maximum noise attenuation at the approach condition of the 727-200 ail-
plane. The power insertion loss that was then predicted fcr ihis condition is com pared with 
the space-averaged SPL reduction measured at the sa me value of corrected low !J tor 'peed 
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Figure 170, - JT80-115 Gnund Test- Measured Versus Predicted Lining Attenuation 
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(e) Takeoff rpm 
Figure 170,-(Conc/uded) 
Th~ e ffec t o f the acollstk linings at off-til'sign powcr sl.!tting~ i~ shown in figures 170b and (, 
where the measured space averaged SPL redu c tion is compared to the predi c ted power in-
sertion loss for corrected low spe~d ro tor va lues corres po nding to th e 7 27,200 airplane cut-
back and takeoff conditions. The t uning fre'lu eneies are setOn tu be lwlow both the pre-
dicted values and thl fan bladr "ass<Jgc fn.:qllCllL:il' S. Again th~ ;.ltll'llliation spectra afC 
.. rreded by high buzzsaw attenuation . 
Directivity indices of the SP L attenuation, defined as the ratio of th t' SI'L reduction at a 
given angle to the power inSt'ction loss . have been ,alculated for the sidt' ,engine inle t with 
ring for incorporation into the nyowr anal ysis, An awrage o f the dirt'ctivity va lues of the 
seven 1/ 3-0B's surro unding the fa n tone ( 1250 to 5000 Hz) is shown in figure 17 1 for low 
speed rotor values o f 49 1 0 , 5380, 57 10, and 6330 rpm. Tht: curvc show n represe nts the 
va lues used for the n yover analysis. 
It is noted that the noise reductions shown ahove for th, inlet with ring arc the differences 
in measured noise between the treated inlet with ring and tilt" h'lf(lwall inlet without ri ng. 
This shou ld have negligib le effect on the space-averagt'd attenuatIOn , p c'clr:!. th,,, allow ing 
the di rec tivit y indices that were ddcrmillt'd above to 1",tt er rellt't'\ the 11, oVe r effect "I' the 
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4.2.3.3 Center-Engine Inlet 
Tht:' ~cnter-t:l1gine inkt J COllsti \.' Iilh.' rs. as thc..:y w ..... n: bu ilt fur th ..... ground lese aTC defined in 
figure 17. Thl:! line rs Wt'rc..: <.il.· signL'd to attl'lllia tc ~o l11bin~ttion t Olll'S ~lt th ... , 7 27-200 ~l irpl an l' 
enlist' and takeo ff .. :olldi tions ~lIld to pnw id e o ptim ulIl fan tonI".' alh.:!lu :ltion ;..It the ;.t ppro:H: h 
condition. 
The sp,,~ ..... -avt.'ragcd fa r-fidd SPl of thl,.· trl.'J t l' u centL'r d u(t is com parL'd to til;l t or thl' 
treated sidc-l'nginc illid with rin g in figure 17 2 for th l' 7 2 7- 20U airpLJIll.' ;lpprlJ: lI.:h co nditio n. 
This co mpari son indiG..Itcs that thL' nuise radiatin g fro m th ..... tr c~lt l'L1 cl.' llkr du c t would he a 
negligible contributo r 10 the tot al inkt mlllllil ity Ilu i ~I..' of the ;ti rpl alll'. pan iL- lIlJrl y w th.'n 
(ompan:d to rhl' ou tput fro m two siliL'-l'nginc.: i!lld S, Wing and fll :-'l'lagl' :-. hi ,,' llii ng wou ld hL' 
l!x peL'ted (0 fUfthc.:r fl'du cc tltl' signifiL'allL'l' of th ,,' br-fidd nl)i~,,' l' \Hl lrihul iull fro m thl' 
trt'~tL'd L'l'n(t:f dlh':t. 
4.2.3.4 Flyuver Analysis Inputs 
Inlet lUling atlL'llliatioll spl' elm Wl!rl.' cktc.:rmint' d for a \ '~lr iL- l y l)f Pl)\\'l.'r ~l' tl il1g~ for lI:-'l' in 
thL' ll yoVt'r ~lIlal y s i s tlt~lt i ~ prl'Sl'lllc tI in rl' fL'f c.:11 Cl' I . TIll'''l' spe Llr:! rq)l'l'sl,:nt tlll'L'O mhil1l'tI 
lining ~tlL'llliatioll or thL' cClltl!r-L' llginl.' il1kt and two ~id l'-l'llgilh' in k' is wi th rings. Thl' a tt L' n-
lIat ion sp 'l' tra WL'h.' dL'tL'rmillL.' tI by t h L' par;J lI l'i 'LillL:t ;Joditioll 0 1' thl' lll L'as lIrL'd spal'L' -a vl.' ragl!d 
noise redlll.:tioll of thl' L'l'ntl' r-L'n gint' inkt :.Ind sidl.'-L'llginL' ink \'>; \vitll rings. Equal Ll r- fiL'ld 
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Figure 172. - JT80· 11 b Ground Test - Comparison of Space A veraged SPL of Center-Engine 
Inlet and Side-Engine Inlet With Ring: Aft Baffled, 150 ft (45.72 m) 
Polar, Ground Microphones, Approach rpm 
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noise r"diation was assu med for each of the untreated source s, each of the measured atten-
uation spectra were referen ced to the sa me hard wall side-engine inkt without ring, The dif, 
ferences in space-average SPL va lues o f treated ce nter-engine inlet and the Iwrdwall side-
~ngine inlet without ring arc shown for the thn:~ corn:ctcd low specd rotor values corres-
ponding to the approach, cutback, and takeoff conditions of the 727,200 airplane in 
figure 173 , 
The direc tivity indices used in the Il yovl' r an"l ysis "re tho,,' that were detCfmined above for 
the side-engine inlet with ring in figure 171 . Sincl' the contribution of the ce nter-engine 
inkt noise to the to tal inlet noise is small , no appreciable error is incurrl'd by not induding 
the efkcts of the cen ter-engine inlet all enu"tion directivity into the directivity indices. 
4 .2.3 .5 Hybrid Exhaust System 
Speciti ca tions of the acoustic liners for the exhaust du ct (wedge duct and nozzle) used in the 
hybrid conliguration are those listed in fi~ure 15. The hardwall plug and spliller used in the 
hybrid conliguration were the reference hard wa re tiS show n in figure 'I . The space-averaged 
SPL reduct ion achieved with the hybrid l'xhaust system is co mpared to the predicted po wer 
inse rtio n loss at values of N I corrl'sponding to the n7-eOO airpla ne approach , cutback, and 
takeoff conditions (fig. 174a, b, and c. resped ivel yl. 
The disappointing noise reduction measured for the hybrid exhaust sys tem is at least p"r-
tiall y caused by jet noise Iloor. Because of this. !I11'"sured "ttenuati(1n direc tivity indices 
would be as ITIlH.:h or J fUIH.:tion of variolls IlOis\,.' sources as o f the noise reducti on due ttJ 
the tlcollsti c liners. Th~ refon: . directivity illd k..:s WL'rc not determi ncd for this exh.Hlst 
system . 
Additional fa ctors that co uld adversdy allect the measu red performance of the aco ustic 
liners include : ( I) the P&WA fan ,,"Se li ners. which may have reduced tl1l' re"dily attenuabk 
fan modes more than predicted: and Ie) noise radia ting from the turhine. as a result of shear 
layer between the primary and secondary jel streams, which might be relatively unaffected 
by the exhaust duct lining. 
4.2.3.6 Flight-Type Exhaust System 
Spl!c ifi cations of the a..;oustic liners for this ~onfigllratiun arc g iven in figure I S. Noise 
redu ctions reported for this exhaust system are the dirkrences in noi,,' between the flight -
type ex haust sys tem and the Iltlrd\\,lI11 hybrid exhaust system. The hyb rid exhaus l system 
was made hardwall by taping over the exhaust duct (Iwdge duct and nozzle) treatmen t. The 
space-averaged SPL reductions thereby achieved are co mpared with the predicted power in-
se rtion loss at values o r N I corresponding to the 727-200 airplane "11I'roach . cu tback, and 
takeo ff conditio ns in figures 175a, b. and c. respectiwly. 
T he disa ppo inting noi se reduction measured for the tlight-type ex hausl system is at least 
partially ca used by a noise Iloor at some of the mi cro pho ne locario ns. T herefore, di-
rectivity indices were, aga in , no t determined for this ex ha ust system . 
The addit ional factors given for the po"ihle lack of noise a t tL-Hllatio n o f the hybrid exhaust 



















Figure 173.-JT80· 115 Ground Test--Oifferences in SPL Between the Hardwall Side-Engine 
Inlet Without Ring and the Treated Center·Engine Inlet at Approach, Cutback, 













(a l Approach rpm 
Figure 174. - JT8D· 115 Groo.Jlld Test - Measured Vel sus Predic ted Lining A ttelluatlon 
































lei Takeoff rpm 
Figure 174. - {Concluded! 
Figure 175. - J780-115 Ground Test - Measured VerSlls Predicted Lining A ttenIJation 
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(b J Cutback rpm 
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Figure 175. - (Conc/uded) 
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4.2.4 INTERNAL MICROPHONE DATA 
Internal microphones were used in the cen tcr",ngine inlet, si de-engine ink! both with and 
without ring, and exhaust sys tem to allow determination of the noise spectral con tent , the 
variation of SPL's with circ umferential and axial locatio n of the treated surfa ces. the vari-
ation of SPL with power setting, and the general noise levds at the trea ted surfaces. Radial 
variations of SPL's were measured for the side-engine inlet with ring to test the lining design 
assumption that there was zero radial gradient of the overall sound pressure leve l (OASPL). 
4 .2.4.1 Center-Engine Inlet Duct 
Internal micro phones were mOdn ted Oush on the treated surfaces of the ce nter-engine inlet 
duct at the loca tions indicated in fi~'"e 21. Data (awraged over three runs) o f OASPL. fan 
tone 1/3 OBSPL and the ma xi mum 1/3 OBSPL in the combination tone frequency range 
(based on spectra measured nearest the fan face) are re lated in table 22 for values of N I 
corresponding to the approach and cu tback conditions and to a higher N I value of 6800 rpm . 
It is observed that at microphone plane I (microphoncs located nearest th e fan fa ce) there is 
virtually no variation of OASPL with circumferen tial loca tion of the microphone . There is 
Table 22.-JTBD- 115 Ground Test-::'PL's at Various Surface Locations in the Center-Engine 
Inlet Duct for Various Values of N 1a 
Microphone Approach condition , Cu tback condition, 
plane and Nt = 5800 rpm N 1 = 6300 rpm 
clock position Combi· Combi · 
Fan tone nation Fan tone nation 
SPL tone SPL SPL tone SPL 
OASPL band 35 band 27 OASPL band 36 band 27 
Plane 1 - 12 146.8 138.9 138.0 150.1 143.7 140.7 
6 147.2 142.8 132.4 150.2 145.1 137.2 
3 147.4 139.3 135.0 150.1 144.0 140.7 
9 145.9 140.2 133.5 149.3 144.0 137.3 
Plane 2 - 12 143.4 139.5 125.6 146.2 139.1 134.9 
6 142.1 135.5 124.9 145.1 137.8 135.6 
3 141.2 137.9 120.7 142.5 136.5 131.4 
9 142.1 139.3 123.9 144.1 138.3 134.0 
Plane 3 - 12b 138.3 130.0 121.9 139.8 129.3 130.4 
6 137.8 129.1 124.1 140.8 127.8 134 .9 
3 139.1 130.0 124.61 140.1 127.7 129.1 
Plane 4 - 9 136.3 123.4 120.7 136.8 124 . ~ 125.9 
Plane 5 - 12 133.6 125.9 115.2 134.2 125.1 117.1 
6 138.7 121 .3 118.2 138.0 124.0 123.1 
3 131.6 121.2 113.8 133.1 122.6 119.2 
aUnless otherwise noted. data are the average values of three measurements. 
bOat.1 are from a single measurement. 
N 1 = 6800 rpm 
ComlJi· 
Fan tone nation 
SPL tone SPL 
OASPL band 36 band 27 
149.8 140.9 138.6 
149.0 143.8 133.1 
150.0 143.0 141.C 
147.8 140.2 133.6 
146.0 136.0 131.6 
144.0 133.1 131.1 
142.2 133.8 128.4 
144.5 135.3 135.2 
142.3 128.8 130.9 
1400 125.6 130.0 
141 .1 126.1 129.9 
137.5 124.8 126.3 
133.9 123.5 118.5 
138.6 125.4 126.5 


















howewr. some ~ircumferelltial variation in the fan-tone-contain~d 1/308 and the combina-
tion-toile-contained 1/308: with the fan·t one SPL being highest at the bottom microphone 
location and the combination-tone SI'L being highest il t the top microphone lo~alion. It is 
at least conceivable that in~reased turbulence ncar the top of the duel. due to the dose 
proximity of the vort ex generators. causes more of the total noise to be channeled into 
combination tone il t this location . 
Except at the furward must lined section. neither the OA SI'L nor spectral content varies 
~x '':l! ss ivl.'!y with (.:irclllll fl' rential l o~atiun or pOWl.'r sl'tting. Thus. it would not seem neces-
sary !o attempt tu increase the balldwidth u f the fairl y sharply tuncd linings except for the 
detuning e ffect of Mad! Numher. Howevc-r. it is noted that the measured OASPL is approx-
imatel y 10 dB !L'ss at 1:.'~If.: h lin ing sL'ction than was assumed in the dt!s ign o f the linings. 
Making use of the measlIn:d values could kad to slight ly impro\, \..'u Ct . .'n tcr-cngine inlet duct 
linings. 
The OASPL is ploited a, a functi o n of th e stati on distan ce from the far face for values of 
N I corresponding to appro ,lch ,,,"l cutback conditi o n and to N ( hIlOO rpm in nl'''r~ 176. 
Similar plots arc shown for the fan·tone SI'L. and th~ ahove-selected combination-tone SI'L 
in figure s 177 and I i 8. re spe~tiw l y. It is int eresting 10 no te that in each case (OASPL. 
f"'1-Ion e SI'L. combination-tone SI'l) the lu tal SPL redu ction along the duct is rela tively 
independent uf N I' alth ough there is variation with N I in the SPL reduction of individual 
lining sections for th e fan tune and cum hi natio n tone 1/3 OB 's. 
Station dis tance from fan face, em 
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Figure 177. - JTBO-115 Ground Test-Center- Engine Inlet. Internal OA SPL 's 
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4.2.4.2 Side-Engine Inlet (With and Without Ring) 
Surface A/ollllfl'd Mil'l'opllUlICS. --In ternal minophones were mounted !lush on the treated 
surfaces of the inlet with ring at the locations that arc indicated in figure 20_ Microphones 
were ident ically located on the diffuser and the nose dome' of the inlet wit hout ring. 
Inspection o f the SPL data recorded from these mi crophones rewals that there is no sign ifi-
cant variation in sound levels due to the circumferential location of the microphones. nor 
docs the sound level differ significantly bet ween identical locations of the inlet with and 
without ring. Therefore , data from all circumferential locations of the inlet both with and 
with out ring have been averaged . These averaged values of OASPL. fan tone 1/3 OBSPL, and 
the 1/ 3 OBSPL of ma ximum value that lies within the combination tone frequency range 
(band 27) were tabulated in table 23 for values of N I corresponding to the approach and 
cu tback conditions and to a higher N I value of 61100 rpm. 
OASPL's at the midaxial positions at approach co ndit ion we re between 5 and 10 dB below 
tht: valu..!') that Wl'r~ assurlO~d for lining d~sign purposes. A look at th~ combination tone 
1/3 OBSPL's indicates that combination tone noise is largel y confined to the outer channel 
"I' the inlet with ring. At the midaxial positions in this channe l, the combination tone tend s 
to rise above the fan tone at power settings above approach po wer. 
Table 23.-JTBO-1 15 Ground Test - SPL 's at Various Locations in the Side-Engine Inlet 
for Various Values of N 1 
Microphone 
Approach condit ion, Cutback condition, 
Nl = 5800 rpm Nl = 6300 rpm N 1 = 6800 rpm 
location 
and station Fan tone Combi- Fan tone Combi- Fan tone Combi-
nation nation nation 
no. SPL tone SPL SPL tone SPL SPL tone SPL 
OASPL band 35 band 27 OASPL band 35 band 27 OASPL band 36 band 27 
Diffuser 
Sta 86 in . 12.18m) 149.4 145.4 136.3 152.9 145.4 143.2 153.2 146.1 141.6 
Sta 72 in. 11 .88m) 145.6 13 1.9 127.8 149.3 139.9 141.6 148.4 139.6 138.6 
Nose dome 
Sta 86 in . 12.18m) 147.0 144.3 118.2 I 147.4 141.5 122.7 145.9 140.5 123.7 Sta 82 in. 12.08m) 144.1 138.6 118.4 146.5 140.2 122.6 144.3 137.8 124.1 
Ring outer 
surface 
Sta 86 in. 12.18ml 146.7 140.9 132.4 • :11. 1 140.0 141 .2 149.1 141 .9 138.8 
Sta 77 in. 11 .96ml 141.0 129. ~ 137.7 14;;.6 133.7 139.9 144.8 130.8 139.9 
Ring inner 
surface 
Sta 86 in. 12 .18ml 146.6 141.7 122. 0 146.7 138.9 126.9 147.5 140.2 129.8 
Sta 77 in . 11.96ml 142.6 134.5 11 6.2 142.6 132.2 121 .6 142.1 132.3 121.5 
NOh:: SPl values are averaged for a number o f runs includ ing an inlet w ith and without ri ng and for all 
microphones that di ffer only by ci rcum ferentia l locat ion. 
• 
I I • 
, - 4 
1 
• 
_____ ,'.'6... , .' . 
Radial Survey. - Radial variations ill SPL were measured by tltting a rake containing 10 sur-
face microphones spaced approximately c in. (5.08 cm) apart into the side-engine inlet with 
ring. The rake was located just aft of the inlet ring at approximatdy the circumferential 
location "A" described in figure 20. Data, averaged over two runs of OASPL, fan tone 
1/3 OBSPL, and the maximum valued 1/3 OBSPL that lies within the combination tone 
frequency range (band number 77 or 781, are plotted for the value of N I corresponding to 
the approach condition in figure 179 and for the values of N I corresponding to cutback and 
takeoff conditions in figures 180 and 181 , respectively. 
A noise gradient is observed that gene rally tends to iner,'ase with radiu s indicating tlwt the 
lining attenuation of an inlet with ring should be increased by increasing the ring diameter: 
zero radial gradient was assumed in the current desigil. 
A~ain the combination tone tends to be conlined to the ou ter channel indicating that com-
bination tone could be controlled with deep linings o n the diffuser on ly. This result should 
be confirmed, however, by an analysis of the frequencies of combina tion tones. 
4.2.4.3 Exhaust System 
Internal surface micro phones were mou nted in a set of three wnce ntri c rings as shown in 
tlgure 22. These rings were then mounted between the engine proper and the exhaust 
system, and nh' ~ ~, urcmcnts were taken lI sing both a I.,;cnter-t.:nginc inlet and a side-engine 
inlet. In the' latter case, dat:: were obta ined from only six mil:rophones because of a micro-
phone failure at location E3. However. the data recorded from the microphone at loca tion E2 
anJ also from the mkrophonc at loca tion E Ie on the exhaust duct were suspect. Therefore. 
these data have not been included in the analysis. 
There is no significant difference between data taken with the center-engine inlet and the 
side-engine inlet. Values of OASPL and of fan-tone or turbine-tone SPL at the approach 
condition have been averaged over lour rUlls (two with each inkt) and are re corded in 
table 24. 
There is no circumferential variation in OASPL a"d fan-tuHe SPL indicated by the remaining 
two microphones on the ex haust duct. The measured OASPL of the secondary channel is 
about 5 dB below the value assumed to design the linings ; whereas, the measured OASPL of 
the primary channel is approximately equal to the value that was assumed in the design of 
the linings. 
4,2. 5 DATA VALIDITY 
The following sections discuss the validity of the far-field acoustic data frolll the standpoint 
of data repeatability and test technique. 
4.2. 5. 1 Data Repeatability 
For purposes of examining acoustic data repeatability , one engine configuration in each test 
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Table 24.-JT8D·115 Ground Test- SPL's at Various Surface Locations in the Exhaust 
System at Values of N 1 Corresponding to the Approach Condition 
Microphone location OASPL ~==..:.:..:..::-----+-
Exhaust duct 
(wedge duct and no zzle ) 
A 
B 












Turbine tone SPL 
131.7 
On th ,' JTilO· 1 5 lc,l. tlh' b",i,' h"rdw,, 11 ,,<,n rigu ral ion wilhoU l ba rn es wa s run a 101"1 or 
" 
fi v\,.' ti mes for th i~ pli rplI!'ol'. On Ih\,.' J1'80 · 115 tl',r lilt..' fl';l\.';JUhility (o llfigllr~ t iofl was an 
unbafllL'd \"' ngi nc.: with tht..' t r ... 'ah.' d si J I.'-enginl..' ink'l wi th o ut r ing and hybrid I.'X h UllS l sysh:lll. 
This (ollligll r~lt i0n wa:o. f Ull a tota l o r nint..' ( illh.·~ during lh l' k~ l. Bo th :,ds ur rqJcatabi iity 
data hav!.!' bl't.'!1 In .. dYII:d and :-.huw simibr fl':.,tdb . but u nl~ thl..' J T~D-1 1 5 da!;.! ~1rI.· showil Ih.'n: 
b\.'ca us\.' mOfl.' fl' pl'at poin ts an,' in\,.'iu(kd. f\ll s latbtil' .. 1i ana lysi s of th is data wa s (,,'O IHtUL' IL'd . 
Th\..' data ~I rl" simply prl..'~l.' nh.'d h\.·n· to show til\.' !'I1.:a ttl.'r among 1111..' repea t rUlls. Thi .., set s I Ill..' 
PI..' fSIJI..' I.: t in.· ill whi ch a ll gruund h .. '~t JI..:u ll ::,til.: d;J{a 11l1l~ t bl..' vil..'wl.·d. 
O ll l.'·third 013 Spl..' l· tra from \l'k' I..· ll'u mi cfOphU Ih.'s Wl..'fl.' I..·OJl1IX.l fl..' J fl))' th l..' n inl..' rq k'a t rllll !'l to 
giVL' a b;I Il J-by·balld Jllli angk·by. ";lllgk I1lI..·a~lIfI: <,r th\.' al..'lHI .... tiL' dala ~GIIII..'r. PI..' rformall L'I.' 
p~ l fanll..'lI..'fS for Ihl..' IWl) ~ l..'!l..'dl..'d powl..·r ::'l..' lli ll g:- a l' l.' shown in la hk 2:' . Spl..'dral plot s n f thl..· 
rl..' pl..'a ta bi lity dJt ~ 1 for 10 llliL' rophOIlI..'S ~II1 J {wn pllWl'r S l..' tt illg~ ;lfl..' :o, hown in n!!url..' :-' I X2 and 
183. r.xJmining thl..·sl..· figUfl· ..... ill..·an lll..' ~I..' I.'11 that I1l U~ t of ti ll.' d:aLI du..;tl.'f in :1 ~1..·;lth·r hand 
o f abou t ± I .S d ll. with sum\..' notabk' l.'X l'I..· pt iulh. In pank-lIliJr . at ti ll..' powl..'r sl..·lting:-. and 
dirl.'L'tivi ly angll's wha l' bn 10011..'S ~HI..' rrl·d l}l1lin .11l 1 O\·I..' f hru~ldh;.IIld noi .... I..,. till' tOil\'" kvl'is 
show J tot a l SL'Jttl..'f o r liP 10 12 dB (fig:' IS2c and dl. It i .... rl'asonahk to 1.'\ 1' 1.'1...' ( that ";0 III l' 
da ta SL':attL'r wuu ld Ol...' l· Uf :-.i mpl y 1 ~"L'all ""L' u f fllll ·to· rlln \·; lri ;ttil)ll ~ in :ItIlH"'ph L· riL· 1.'l)lld i ti lHh 
and bl..'l'J lISl' or small di IT· .. II..' Il L\.'''; illl ' l1giIlL'''u pl' r ~Hillg ({HHlit io lh tru m fllll · tu· rUJl (vari :t li uns 
in N l' jl't \'d(.lI..'il~ ' . tu:·hinl' \.'xil IL'tlIpl.'r;lIurL' .. 1...'11...'.), Furthl..'rmOrl', th \.' IO:l~ l: hail~ 
uf'" l·k' l..: troniL' \..'l}u ipl111·n l lI :-'L'd 10 rl..'I...'J n.i and p rdL"l''''~ t ill' ;J l...'lllh ti L' d a t. I Wl Hlid hI..' 1..'\!1L'L·kd til 
add SO 111 1..' \,"Jriability tll I h I.' tin a l d ; I :~1. .. \ \,·l ltnhi l1. ll illll Il f th l· .... \..· Lid OI'''' prllb ; lbl ~ ;I\,·l'u linh 
for t hI..' Iy. pi L'ai ";1..·:11 IL'r (! 1.5 dB) .... ':1..·11 ill I Ill' brH.ld h.1I 1l1 P:lfh I. If fig.url.· .... I X 2 anu I H3 . I low· 
I..'Vl' r. it i..; bl'lil.:\'l..'d that th l.· fLlll·tll·rUIl \'~Iri ~tliull"" III Lan .. tullL' 11.· \l'I l.' :l11lhlt hI...' ~1 1...'l"lHlnlL·d i"llr by. 
thL' ~ \'" 1.1L'lur ..... IndL·l·d . til l..' mi nul l..· .. t'HllilllllL' 1l 1ldll:ltIO Il ~ in fan·t nnL· k\'I..'1 within a !!in'll 
run ,11'1...' fOllnd (0 bl..' ±3 dB \.) f grl'ah'r (fig. I X4). I k lll..'l.·. thl..' \ 1..·:.ltlL'r ill til l.: Lin· toill.' SPL h 
altribull..'o primari l} to llu l...'t ua till lh Iii Ihl..' .... l'lII L·I.' ihl'lf. I, fllh,lbly d ill.' til tllll..lli ;ltioll .... III 
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Table 24.-JTBO-115 Ground Test-SPL's at Various Surface Locations in the Exhaust 
System at Values of N 1 Corresponding to the Approach Condition 
Microphone location OASPL Fantone SPL Turbine tone SPL 
Exhaust duct 
(wedge duct and nozzle) 
A 141.4 126.4 
B 142.4 129.1 
Splitter. fan flow side 
D 136.0 122.9 
Plug 
D 144.3 131.7 
On the JT8D-15 test. the basic h"rdwall configuration without baft1es was run a totd of 
five times for this purpllse. On the JT8D-115 test the repeatability configuration was an 
unbarned engine with the treated side-engine inlet without ring and hybrid exhaust system. 
This configuration was run a total of nine time's during the lest. Both sets of repeatability 
data have been analY/ed and show similar result>, but only the JTI>D-115 data are shown here 
because more repeat points are inelud,,,1. 1\0 statistical analysis of this data was conducted. 
The data 'lfe simply presented hen' to show the scatter among the repeat runs. This sets the 
p~rsp~ctivc in which all ground tcst :.1L'OlIStiL' data must be vicw .... ,d. 
One-third 08 SpCdf:.l frol11 selected microphones wen .. ' t...'omparl'u for the nine repeat runs to 
give a band-by-band and anglc-by-angk I11c;.btlre o\" thl' i.h:Ollstk data scatter. Pl'rformanct.: 
parameters for the two selected power setting, are shown in tahk 25. Spectral plots of the 
repeatability data for 10 microphones allll two power settings are shown in figures 182 and 
183. Examining these figures. it can be seen that most of the' data e1uskr in a seat ter band 
ofahout ±1.5 dB. with some notabk exceptions. In particular. at the power settings and 
directivity angles where fan tones arc predominant Ol'er broadband noise'. the' tone kvels 
show a total scatter or liP to I ~ dB (fig; 182c and dl. It is r,'asonab'" to "'peet that some 
data scatter would occur simply b:~L'all~e of rtln~to-rtln variations in :ltmo~rhL'rk conditions 
and because of small dilTucnccs in l!nginc-opcrating condition:-, I r0111 fUIl-to-fun l v':lriations 
in N I' jet vdocity. turhine exit tempL'raturc. de.), Furtill'rmorc. the lon~ dHiin 
of t:iectronic cquipIl1I.'nt u:-.cd to fl'CJrd and pn)\,.'css thl' .H.:otlsti .. ,: data \\.'ouid hl' l'xpL'cted to 
add some variability tu the linal daliL A (omhinatioll of thl'\I.' fadors probably aL'colll1h 
ror the typical seatter 1:t1.5 dB) s·:en in the broadband par" of figures 182 and 183. lIow-
ever. it is believed that the rUIl-to-fUIl variation.' in fan-tOIle Ievl'l t.:<lnllot he accountL'd for by 
the~_~ LII..:tors. InLil'ctl. the minuh.'·t(Hllinute Illh.'tllations in fan-tone h.'vd within a givl.!l1 
run are round to he ±3 dB or grca(er(fig. 184). lIel1':e, the ,,'attL'r ill the rail-toile SI'L is 
attributed primarily to tluetuatit>lls ill the S[lllrL" ibcli'. prohably dlle ttl tlllLluatio", 111 
atmospheric turbukllee ingested by tilL' ellgille. 









Table 25. -JT8D-115 Ground Test-Performance Data for Selected Conditions 
from Acoustic Repeatability Runs Plotted in Fi(;:.:.-c;; 182 Through 184 
Aun no . - Plot Svmbol 
15 16 31 32 43 44 93 94 113 





Cond 7. nominal approach rpm 
Nl /~RPM 5795 5827 5778 5790 5800 5766 5792 5785 5798 
V prj' It /s 1189 1200 1 168 1 177 1 163 1 151 1 154 1 157 1 171 
IV prj' m/s) 13621 13661 13561 13591 13541 13511 13521 13531 13601 
Thrust . lb 9206 9 318 9130 9182 9237 9096 9118 9100 9274 
(Thrust. NI 1409481 141 4461 1406101 1408411 141 0861 1404591 1405571 1404771 41 2511 
V
w
' mph 4.3 4 .2 5.2 7.1 :>.1 5.0 2.5 2.4 14.6 
IV
w
' m/s) 11.91 11.91 12.31 13.21 11.51 12.21 11.11 11.11 16.51 
N, rpm 5798 5817 5687 5 ·714 5666 5636 5647 5652 5691 
T OF 
ambo 59.7 57.1 42.8 45.6 35.3 35.9 33.4 35.4 40.0 
lT
amb, KJ 1288.41 1286.91 1279.01 1280.61 1274.81 1275.21 1273.81 1274.91 1277.41 
0 Tt7 , A 1287 1 290 1 286 1 290 1 287 1282 ;" 6 1 289 1 292 
IT t7 . K) 17151 17171 1714) 17171 17151 17121 17141 17161 1718) 
Cond 12. nomInal ta keo fl rpm 
-
Nl /~rpm 7520 7569 7623 7615 7 617 7613 7592 7604 
V prj ' h Is 1 759 1760 1 752 1 752 1 737 1 736 1 727 1 737 
IV pu' m /s } 1536) 1536) 15341 15341 1529) 15291 15261 1529) 
Thrust.lb 17776 17 820 17935 17 950 18046 18050 17878 18015 
(Thrust, NI 1790681 1792631 1797751 1798421 (80 26~\ 1802861 1795211 1801311 
V
w
' mph 3.0 5.7 5.1 6.9 5.4 3.2 0.7 4.1 
IV
w
' m/s l 11.31 12.51 12.31 13 .11 12.41 11.41 I 10.31 11.81 
N, rom 7524 7536 7514 75 16 7449 7445 7409 '7438 
0 T
amb, F 59.6 54.4 44 .2 45.5 36.4 36.2 34 .3 10.6 
(T
amb, KI 1288.31 1285.4) 1279.8) 1280. ~) 1275.41 1275.3) 1274 .3) 1275.6) 
0 Tt7 , R 1489 1495 1450 1498 1 50 1 1500 1499 1504 
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Table 25.-JT8D·115 Ground Test-Performance Data for Selected Conditions 
from Acoustic Repeatability Runs Plotted in Fi[;:;~a3 182 Through 184 
Run no. - PlOt Symbol 
15 16 31 32 43 44 93 94 113 
+ X Y K A 'i' X 
* 
;! 
Cond 7, nominal approach rpm 
N, /V£;; RPM 5795 5827 5778 5790 5800 5766 5792 57B5 579B 
V prj' ft/s 1 lB9 1200 1 168 1 177 1 163 1 151 1 154 1 157 1 171 
IV prj' m/sl (362) (366) (356) (359) (354) (351) (352) (053) (360) 
Thrust.lb 9206 931B 9130 91B2 9237 9096 911B 9100 9274 
(Thrust, N) 140 94B) 141 446) (40610) 140 B411 141 086) (40459) (40557) (40477) 41 251) 
Vw,mph 4.3 4.2 5.2 7.1 3.1- 5.0 2.5 2.4 14.6 
(Vw,m/s) 11.9) 11.9) 12.3) 13.2) 11.5) 12.2) 11.1) ILl) 16.5) 
N, rpm 579B 5 B17 56B7 5·714 5666 5636 5647 5652 5691 
T OF 
ambo 59.7 57.1 42.B 45.6 35.3 35.9 33.4 35.4 40.0 
(T
amb, Kl 12BB.4) 1286.9) 1279.0) 1280.6) 1274.8) 1275.2) 1273.B) 1274.9) 1277.4) 
0 Ta , A 1287 1290 1 2B6 1290 12B7 12B2 "I '}' 6 1289 1 292 
ITt7 • K) (715) (717) (714) (717) (715) (712) (714) (716) 171B) 
Cond 12. nominal takeoff rpm 
-
N,/ve;;: rpm "7520 7569 7623 7615 7617 7613 7592 76u4 
V prj' hIs 1 759 1 760 1 752 1752 1 737 1 736 1727 1737 
IV prj' m/s} (536) (536) (534) (534) (529) (529) (526) (529) 
Thrust,lb 17776 17 820 17935 17 950 lB 046 lB 050 17 B7B lB 015 
(Thrust, Nl (79068) (79263) (79775) 179 B42) IBO 2691 1802B6) 1795211 IBO 131) 
V w' mph 3.0 5.7 5.1 6.9 5.4 3.2 0.7 4.1 
(V
w
' m/s) 11.3) 12.5) 12.3) 13.11 12.4) 11.4) 1 10.3) 11.B) 
N, rom 7524 7536 7514 7516 7449 7445 7409 7438 
0 T
amb, F 59.6 54.4 44.2 45.5 36.4 36.2 34.3 10.6 
ITamb• K) 12B8.3) 12B5.4) 1279.8) 1280.<;) 1275.4) 1275.3) 1274.3) 1275.6) 
0 Tt7 • R 1489 1495 1450 1498 1 501 1500 1499 1504 
IT t7' K) (827) 18311 (806) (832) (834) (833) IB33) (836) 
267 
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Figure 182. - JT80-115 Ground Test- Acoustic Repeatability, Side- Engine Inlet (Without Ring) 










(b) 40° Directivity Angle 
Figure 182. -JT8D·115 Ground Test ACDustie RepedtaiJilitv, Side· Engine Inlet (Without Ring) 
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Figure 183.-JT8D· 115 Ground Test- Acou.tic Repeatability. Side· Engine Inlet (Without Ring) 
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Figure 183.- (ContinCled) 
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Figure 183. -(Continued) 
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Figure 183,-(Continued) 
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Figure 184. - JT8D· 115 Ground Test- Time History of Inlet· Radiated Fan Tone Sound Pressure 
Level for Hardwall Side· Engine Inlet (Without Ring): 3fYJ Directivity Angle, 
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These results have s~rious impli cations with re~ard to analysis or ran no ise data , because an 
uncertainty or ±6 dB is certainly intolerable for purposes or predicting airplane Ilyover noise . 
However, a more detailed analysis of the data shows that the Iluctuations in ran-tone kvd 
at a given microphone are due more to Iluctuations in the direct ivity pattan than to t1uctua-
tions in the source total power level. That is, the distribut io n or fan-tone energy among t" 
various measurcm~nt angles is highly variable. but the total energy i" .1lIch less variable. as 
is shown by the plot or space-averaged fan-tone SPL \'~ rsu> N I for lhe nine repeatability 
runs (fig. 185). On Th is basis. a mu ch higher degree 0 1 confidence may be associated with 
t1yover noise predictions than wou ld bc implieu by the fan-tone data SClllter shown in 
Ilgure IB2c and d. 
4.2.5.2 Comparison of Ground-Level and Elevated Mi cro phones 
The use of surrace-Iewlmicro phones ro r acquisition of far-fi eld acousTic data has a der ided 
advantuge over engine centl.!rliJlt! height mil:ro phon~s in that rhe ground-level microphones 
eliminate the need ror an interrerence pa ttern spec trum correc tion in the lo w rrequency 
regio n. For this reason . ground-kwl microphones haw been used ro r some time at Boa rd-
man in the art quadrant for acquisition of je t noise data . bu t on ly elevated micro pho nes 
were used in the forward quadrant. The presen t tes t used ground microphone, as the 
primary acous tic data sys tem in both the rorward and aft quadrants. but ror comparison 
purposes, aCOL:st ic data were also taken on three ekva ted microphones in each qu adrant , 
with each elevated microphone mounted directly above a corre sponding ground mi crophone. 
Comparisons of some corresponding gro·.II1d and eleva led micro phone data taken on the 
JTBD- IS test are shown in Iigure 186. 
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Figure 185.-JT8D·115 Ground Test- Space·Averaged Fan Tone SPL Versus N l A/Tft2 for Nine 
Repeatability Runs, Side· Engine Inlet (Without Ring), and Hybrid Exhaust 
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Figure 186. -JT8D·15 Ground Test- Comparison of Elevated and Ground Level 
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Figure 186. - (Continued) 
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Direct comparisons of mean data from ground and elevated microphones for two angles and 
two conditions are shown in figure 187. Examination of these spectml comparisons shows 
the marked improvement that the ground microphone gives in definition of the low fre-
quency spectrum. thus, eliminating the need to correct fo r the "gr'Jlll1d dip" at 200 Hz and 
the "ground peak" at 400 Hz. From a repeatability standpoint. there appears to be little 
difference between the ground and elevated microphones. It is concluded that ground 
microphones provide some advantages 'Jnd no disadvantages compared to elevated micro-
phones. 
4.2.5.3 Acoustic Barrier Evaluation 
For purposes of isolation of engine noise componen ts, sewn aco ustic bllrriers, each 8-ft 
(2.4-m) wid~ by 20-ft (6. I-m) high. wer~ arrang~d alongside the cngin~ in such a way as to 
s hi~ ld one end of the engine (either inlet or exhaust) from mdiating directly into the 
acoustic arena while allowing the other end to radiate freely (figs. 27 and 28). Arrangement 
of the barriers to isolate one of the two major component sources (inlet or exhaust) provides 
noise reduction at a given angle up to the limit determined by one or the other of the following 
limitations: ( I) the maximum attenuation of the baffles determined by transmission 
through the barnes and diffraction around and over the bafl1~s: and (2) the noise noor from 
the unbaffled source. Because a combination of these effects occurs simultaneously . it is 
not possibl~ to determine precisely the exact attenuation provide!~ by the baftles for all 
angles and power settings, but it is possibk to place a lower limit on this attenuation and, 
thus, demonstrate that it is at least sufficient for the purposes of the present test. 
It is reasonable to postulate some genccal charactcristks of the attenuation phenomena 
which would allow an approximate determination of the barne a ttenuation spectra: 
( I) For a given angle, the attenuation sp~ctrum should be r~asonably independent of power 
setting ; (2) for noise radiating from the inlet. the baffle attenuation spec trum should be 
reasonahly independent of directivity angle si nce the sound energy emanates essl'ntially 
from a " point" source c~n tered at the inlet ; and (3) for jet noise radiating into the art 
quadrant, the noise sources are distributed downstream from the nozzle. and this noise is 
therefore attenuated less effecti vely by the baftl~s than is the inlet noise . 
In order to estimate the barne attenuation. noise da ta from the fo rward and aft-shielded 
configurations were compared to those from the unshielded configuration. The reade r is 
referred to figure 28 for a planview sketch of the inlet and aft-shielded configurations. 
Two se ts of increments be tween the shielded and unshie lded data were computed and have 
bee" plotted for different directivity angles and power se ttings ( fi g. 188). This method of 
comparison has the limitation that the baffled inlet configuration has an unburned exhaust 
so that exhaust-generated noise may innuence forward quadrant noise levels and limit the 
extent to which the barne attenuation spectra can be measured . It is impossible to measure 
the amount by which inlet noise radiating into the aft quadrant is atknuated by inlet 
shielding because of the innuence of the aft-generated noise noor. A similar argument holds 
for the inlet noise noor. For this reason inlet-shielded barne attenuation spectra have been 
computed only for the fo rward quadrant and aft-shielded spectra only fo r the aft quadrant. 
Even with this limitation , the innuence of n(lise noor is still seen in the data , particul arly 
that of aft noise in the forward quadrant at high pow~r se ttings. 
• 
• 
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Figure 187.-JT8D·15 Ground Test- Direct Comparison of Elevated and Ground Level 
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Recognizing that noise floor. influence the data, it is possible to estimate th~ barne attenu-
ation spectra at all angles. Figures 188a through 188c show the increments between tlie 
inlet-shielded configuration and the unshielded configuration at three rorward quadrant 
directivity angles. At thp 200 directivity angle. where the influence of the aft-generated 
noise floor is expected to be minimal , the data duster together rairly well, although some-
what I~ss attenuation is seen at the highest power se tting. It is bclkved that aft noise oor 
is just beginning to influence the attenuation data at the highest power-setting. Thus. th~ 
data measured at the low power settings is probably a true measure of the barne attenuation 
spectrum at the 200 dir"ctivity angle. The true inlet noise attenuation spectrum should not 
be significantly less than the 200 spectrum for any angle in the forward quadrant . as postu-
lated earlier, and should not be significantly less at the most important aft quadrant angles 
(900 through 1400 ). At the 500 directivity angle lfig. 188b), the attelll'"tion spec trum for 
the lowest power se tting is seen to agree fairly well with that at 200 • but at the higher power 
settings, the aft noise floor is see n to have considerable influence o n the data . At the 800 
directivity angle (fig. I 88c), the data at all power settings arc affec ted by the aft noise Iloor. 
A more accurate measure of the baftle atknuHtion near norm"1 incidence is given by aft 
barne data for the high power setting measurement at the 1000 directivity angle ( fig. 188d) 
where aft noise is totally dominant. For lower power se ttings. the high frequency aft-barne 
attenuation is seen to diminish. This effect is attributed to the inlluence of inkt noise Iloor. 
At further art direchvity angles the attenuation or aft-generated noise appears to diminish, 
having a peak attenuation of about 25 dB at 1200 (fig. 188e). This is believed to be a real 
drop in the effectiveness of the barnes because or the substantial con tribution to art noise 
generated far downstream of the nozzle and the corresponding increase in diameter of the 
jet "cone." 
As mentioned earlier, the method of comparison used to ~atermine the attenuation spectra 
shown in figure 188 is suitable primarily for determina tion of the rorward quadrant attenu-
ation spectra fo[ inlet-mounted barriers and the art quadrant attenuation spectra for aft-
mounted barriers. Because or noise floor problems, it is not generally possible to determine 
directly the attenuation of aft-radiated inlet noise by inlet-mounted barnes and vice versa. 
It has been observed that aft-mounted barnes produce an increase in low-freq uency noise in 
the forward quadrant when compared to the unbarned co nfiguration. Comparison of for-
ward quadrant noise spectra with no barnes and with a ft bartles only (rig. 189) shows th;lt 
for higher power settings the aft barnes produce an increase in SPL of up to 4 dB for fre-
quencies below 200 Hz. This phenomenon is believed to be due to the multiple re flection 
of jet noise between the bartles and the stand and engine itself in such a way that the jet 
noise, which eventually arrives at the forward quadrant microphones, is of a higher level than 
the original direct wave. This effect is of small consequence, but it must be accounted for 
when doing the inlet fan noise ana lysis discussed later in this report. It is believed that the 
use of a se t of "horse collar" barnes (not used in the present test) would have eliminated 
this problem . 
Based on these data and the observations previously mentioned, estimates have been made 
of the minimum barne attenuations for both forward and aft-shielded configurations at all 
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Figure 189.-JT80-15 Ground Test- Effect of Aft-Mounted Baffles on Forward Quadrant Noise: 
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FigiJre 190.-JT8D-15 Ground Test-Estimated Attenuation of Inlet-Radiated Noise by 
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Figure 191.-JT8D-15 Ground Test-Estimated Attenuation of Discharge Radiated 






















frequencies may be substantially greater than the est imated values shown, it can be seen that 
for frequendcs above 1000 Hz the baffle attenuations are at least su ffi~ient to provide com-
ponent noise isolation to the ex tent necessary to determine the absolute levels of two com-
ponents in a region where there is significant contribution from both components to the 
total noise level. 
4.3 STRUCTURAL 
Analysis of structural data from the JT8D-115 ground test was carried OJ t with two principal 
objectives: (I) interpretation of structural loads and defle,;tion data fo r the center-engine 
inlet duct; and (2) determination of thermal stress characteristics in the exhaust duct 
assembly and fan/ primary flow divider. The following sections describe the analysis pro-
cedures and present the results of the se structural ana lyses. 
4.3.1 CENTER-ENGINE INLET DUCT 
Stabi lized pressures were compared to the duct model lest result s (ref. 4). The stabilized 
pressure-stress data were compared to predicted results from the structural analysis model of 
the center-engine inlet duct. Further evaluation of the surge conditions compared the test 
pressures, stress levels, and detlection time histories, illustrating the dynamic response of 
the duct to the surge pressure. 
Test of a takeoff power condition yielded the traces shown in ligures 192 through 195 (see 
Iig. 25 fo r gage locations). This was a multiple peak surge c"ndit ion. and for comparison, a 
single surge at idle power is shown in figures 196 and 197. Lngine data for these conditions 
are shown in table 26. 
The stabilized pressure data fo r the multiple peak surge condition at takeoff power shows 
fair correlation with the predicted du~t internal pressure distribution . Test pressures are 
shown plotted together with predicted compatible duct internal pressure distribution in 
figure 198. Comparisons of the average test. predicted. and design pressu res are shown in 
table 27. 
Comparison of the axial and circumferential strain gage responses genera lly indicated a much 
higher response from the circumferential gages than the axial gages. Therefore. verilicati on 
with the duct structural analysis was made using the cir~umferential gages. 
The duct was designed with a clearance between the duct wall and the fin front spar fitting. 
This elliptical section was unrestrained or free with negative pressure and positive pressure 
up to 1.10 psi (7.58 kN /m2) when contact was made with the titting. Howeve r, with in-
creasing positive pressure. contact with the fitting restrained the duct al this cross section. 
These two conditions were ana lyzed using finit e clement compu ter techniques in the center · 
engine inlet duct structura l ana lysis (ref. I J. The nnite element computer program had no 
dynamic analysis capability. and o nly stabilized internal pressure conditions were considered. 
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Figure 192.-JTBD-115 Ground Test- Center-Engine Inlet Duct Surge Strain Gage Trace, 
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Figure 193. - JTBO-115 Ground Test- Front Spar Forging Surge Strain Gage Trace, 
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Figure 194.-JTBD·115 Ground Test- Center·Engine Inlet Duct Surge Deflection Gage Trace, 
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Figure 196.- JTBD-115 Ground Test- Typical Pressure Gage Traces for Single Surge 
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Table 26.-JT8D·115 Ground Test-Stabilized Engine Data for Structural Runs 
Analyzed and Illustrated 
Nl /~ Mass airflow, 
Condition rpm EPR Ibis (kg/s) 
Multiple peak surge-takeoff power 7390 1.90 466 (211.37) 
Single surge- idle power 4835 1.22 280 (127 .01) 
---&-. -Calculated top 
- - - <> -- - Calculated side 
A Calculated bottom 
+ Test top 
0 Test side 
x Test bottom 
Body station, m 
28 30 32 34 4.~ ________ ~~~ _______ ~~ __ ~ ____ " 
x 
°1'1·0·0 ................ -1-2Lo-o .... .r.--........ ~~-13~OO--.... -- o 
Body station, in. 
Figure 198. -JT8D·115 Ground Test-Center·Engine Inlet·Duct Pressure. 












Table 27.-Comparison of Ground Test and Predicted and Duct Design Average Pressure 
for the JT8D-115 Center-Engine Inlet Duct 
Test Predicted Design Limit 
-
Condition Itakeoff power) psi (kN/m2) psi (kN/m2) psi (kN/m2) 
Stabilized. sea level ·2.81 (·19.374) ·2.90 ( ·19.995) ·3.00 ( ·20.684) 
Surge minus, sea level ·4 .40 ( ·30.337) ·5.00 ( ·34.474) ·5.00 ( ·34.474) 
Surge plus. sea level +4.94 (+34.060) 
Extrapolated to altitude +12.50 (+86.185) +10.50 (+72.395) +12.00 (+82.737) 
Th~ predicted stress-pressure relationship for both the free and restrained duct are shown in 
figures 199 and 200. 
Static ground test stabilized pr~ssures were negative, and test stresses were compared to the 
predicted stress levels for a free duct. Test stresses at the top. bottom, and sides of the duct 
compared favorably with the computed st resses. The duct was restrained by the fitting d .I r-
ing the surge positive pressure impUlse. and ignoring the oscillations, the test stress traces 
showed good correlation with the predicted stress levds for a restrained duct. 
The duct elliptical cross s~c t ion respond~d to the saw tooth surge pulse. (approxi mate ly 10 
Hz) with a vibra tory response of approximately 60 Hz, which represen ted a duct fundamen· 
tal mode . The vibratory response predominated in the axial strain gage results, since stress 
levels induced by the surge pressure were low. The circumferential dynamic response of the 
duct to the surge pressure wave was further illustrated by plott ing stress, deflection, and 
pressure against a common time base (fig. 20 I ). The stress and deflection curves illustrated 
the duct inertial resistance to the surge pressure and the duct vibra to ry response super· 
imposed on the forced response. The dynamic response of the duct is also seen by the devi-
ation.of the stress-pressure rdationship from the linear stabilized pressure curves (figs. 199 
and 200). 
The deflections of the duct major and minor axes measured at du ct section CC (fig. 25) com-
pare reasonubly well with those obtained from the structural analysis. These results arc 
shown in table 28 for 5.0-psi (34.47-kN/m2, duct pressure. 
Deflec tions measured at the flexible seal compare favorably with structure analysis results; 
however, the surge dynamic deflections were higher than predicted though still within seal 
design to l~rances (table 28,. 
4.3.2 EXHAUST SYSTEM 
The temperature data were amplified and recorded directly onto oscillographs and also, dur-
ing stabilized conditions, stored in the data system for ~omputer reduction and printout. 
Correlation checks showed consistent results with bo th systems of data storage. Temper-
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Figure 199.· JT8D· 115 Center· Engine Inlet Duct. Predicted. and Ground Test Gage Dynamic Response-
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Figure 201. - Typical JT8D-115 Center-Engine Inlet Duct Surge Profile (for Multiple Peak Surge 










Table 28.-Comparison of Ground Test and Predicted Deflection Data for the 
JT8D·115 Center-Engine Inlet Duct 
Load condit ion : Internal duct pressure + 5 .0 psi (34.474 kN/m2) 
Test result Predicted 
Gage locationa in. (mm) in. (mm) 
Section AAa 
Top G.. Gage 02 ·0.15 (·3.810) ·0.198 (·5.029) 
Side Gage Oland 03 +0.42 (+10.668) +0.376 (+9.5501 
Bottom G.. Gage 04 ·0.33 (·8.382) ·0.241 (·6.121) 
Seal 
Tap G.. vertical Gage 05 ·0.033 (·0.B38) 
Lower G.. vert ical Gage 07 ·0.133 (·3.378) 
Average G.. vertical movement ·0.083 (·2.108) ·0.074 (·1.880) 
Top G.. horizontal Gage 06 ·0.183 (4.648) 
Lower G.. hor izontal Gage 08 0(0) 
Maximum dynamic deflections at seal 
Vert ical I +0.330 (+8.382) ±1 .0 (25.40) '0.320 (·8.128) 
Horizontal +0.860 (+21.844) ±1.0 (25.40) 
·0.550 (·13.970) 
aSee figure 25 for gage locations and descript ion of section AA 
Thermo~ouple lo~alions are shown in figure 20. and engine dala ror lhe runs considered 
are shown in table 29. 
Test temperature tra~es for the idle-to-takeoff and takeotl- to-idlt conditio ns ar~ shown in 
figure ~02 . These l.'urvL'S illustratl.!' th~ tl'mpl'raturt' ri st: with inCfL'ast.'d engine power and thL' 
rapid fall in temperature of the In c )!ll'l honeycomb fo llowing power redu ction. 
The fan / primary n,)W .1ivida kmpo:ratures fur the takeoff to cruise and idl e to engine shut-
down art.' sho\\'Jl in figure ::!GJ . 
Takw ff condition (EPR 1.96) data were used fo r evaluation uf the fan /primary 110 w divider 
tlh.' rlllal :lIl :.1 lysis. T~mperat ur~s obtainl.!d from th~ le !) t data storage sysh.'m an~ ~oll1parl.'d in 
figure 204 with the prcdi~tions. 
Primary- and fan-!l ow side surra~c tempe ratures showed good correl" tion with the analy sis 
resu lts. but bo th the I n~o nel an d titanium honey comb inner skin tempera tures were lower 
than those calculated . However. review or the thermal analysis model indi ca ted the fo llow-
ing differences that signifka ntly afrected the calcula ted resul ts ro r the titanium pane\. 
The thermal analysis was made ror the o riginal ran/ primary !low divid er design in which the 
titanium honeycomb depth was ta pered . However. to fa cili tate manura~ture. the tested 
asse mbly honeycomb was unirorm in depth . This redu.:ed the ho ney co mb depth and in-
.:reased the ai r gap at the .hermocouple loca tions. Al so. tlh' analysis used the hea t tra nsrer 






Table 29.-JT8D·115 Ground Test-Stabilized Engine Data for Structural 
Runs Analyzed and Illustrated 
Temperature Temperature Temperature 
Nlv'8t2 ambient 
primary fan 
EPR of K of K of K 
7501 1.93 40 278 1032 829 157 343 
2031 1.03 44 280 779 688 73 296 
7570 1.96 44 280 1043 835 158 343 
6941 1.74 44 280 956 786 144 335 
7561 1.95 44 280 1044 835 159 344 
2074 1.03 44 280 760 678 73 296 
ob lained from the titanium hone ycomb acoustic lin ing struclural and thermal tests (ref. 8). 
These pands had a much lower hea t transfer coet'licient than aluminum-brazed titanium. 
si nl.'e;!' aluminum is not lI st'd as thl,;' brazing IlHth.'rjal. Tht' amollnt of aluminum in th t' honey-
comb nodes varks during l11 a nllra~tun.! and also inllul,;'!1l.:cs the heat transfer sin..:c it is tht! 
major ~ond lh': for bctWl't'1l thl' fa .... c Sheds. Thl.' in .... rt'asl.'d air gap and higher hl.!at transfer 
through the titanium wo uld result in lo wer tempera tures consiste nt with the test results 
obtai ned fo r the titani um asse mbly . 
Revkw of th e thermal program inpu t da ta for the I; lCund asse mbly does not rewal any 
major justificatio n for th t' IOWt'f inner skin tempt' ratu fe and. therefort' o the condi tion of tht' 
tes t artkle and int erpretati on o f the test thermol·ouple temperatures may acco unt for the 
iIH:Ollsistt!' tH:Y. Tht' In .... and assl.'mbly was rt.'pOJirt'd during manurac turl' bt'callst' of delamina-
tion be:twe:t'll the: skin and hOlll'Yl'o mh (Ofl', This may hav~ bl't'n (allsed by inslI rn(knt 
braz~ alloy. which wou ld have reduced conduct ing material and con,eque ntly the heat 
transfe r. Th~ resulti ng lack of m~ta lli c continui ty whae the sk ins were ddaminated would 
;Jlso contri bu t ~ to lowef inllt"r sk in tt:'111pt..!fatufes, 
A further in co nsis t e n~y t'xisted in the t~ s t data . Tlw primary now side thermocouple ~ on 
the Incone l ho neycomb. which was pai red with thermocouple 9 on the inna skin . did not 
record during the test. and so only the temp~rature from th~rmocou pk 16. which was 
loca ted diamdrica lly opposite. was avai la1:>k to estab li sh the sk in temperature and differen-
tial a~ross th~ Incond honeycomb. Thi s mav have resu lted in some erro r caused by ho t 
streaking in the exhaust gas primary now. Withou t fu rthur test data. <va luation and analysis 
of th~ Incond honeycomb panel a r~ inconciu·,iw. Ho wever. heat tran sfe r co~fficie nts were 
est imated fo r the te sted ass~mbly using sim p:illed m~thods. The hea t transfer codTicie nts 
derived from the test resuits are co mpared to the predicted coefficien ts in table 30. 
Maximum su rface tempera tures recorded were less than the allowable d~sign temperatures 
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Figure 202. -JT8D·115 Ground Test-Exhaust System Assembly Thermocouple Temperature 
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Figure 203. - JT8D·115 Ground Test-Fan /Primary Flow Divider Thermocouple Tempera ture 
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Table 30.-JTBO-115 Ground Test - Comparison of 










Heat transfer coefficient 
Thermal analysis 
results 
W/m2 Blu/l12 hr W/m2 
53.592 7.5 23.644 
23.013 18.0 56.745 
11.823 13.9 43.820 
Predicled lesl 
configuration 




Table 31.-JTBO-115 Ground Test - Maximum Recorded Temperature on Titanium and 
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S.O SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The JT80-15 and JT80-115 ground static test program provided results in the major areas 
of: (I) propulsion performance, including static thrust and specific fud consumption 
(SFC), inlet and exhaust system component performance, and engine surge margins; 
(2) acoustic performance, including static com ponent noise increments between the two 
engines, refan lining attenuation, and measurement repeatability; and (3) structural data, 
encompassing JT80-115 center-engine inlet duct loads and deflections. and JT80-1 15 
exhaust systeT'1 thermal environment. 
The ultimate use of these results is realized in the analysis and prediction of 7:.7 airplane 
performance and noise characteristics with the JT80 refan engine. The major ground test 
results and conclusions are presented in this section. 
5.1 PROPULSION 
The static SFC at takeoff thrust of the JT80-115 is 12.5% to 13.2% lower than the JT80-15 
for side-engine inlets with and without a ring. 
The JT80-115 center- and side-engine inlet total pressure recoveries were found to be as 
predicted from modd sca le tests. At a corrected takeoff airflow of 470 Ibis (213 kg/s), 
recoveries (relatiw to the reforence bellmouth inlet) for the center-engine inlet, the side-
engine inlet with ring, the side-engine inlet without ring were 0.984, 0.9925, and 0.995. 
respectively. 
The JT80-115 center-engine inlet and side-engine inlet without ring gave a low pressure com-
pressor (LPC) surge margin nearly the same as for the referonce bellmouth inle t at static 
conditions. A 900 crosswind of 20 kn (16.3 m / s) degraded the LPC surge margin 4% rela-
tive-to-static conditions. 
The night-type exhaust system and the reference exhaust system were found to have identi-
cal gross thrust coefficients over the full range of nozzle pressure ratios from 1.2 to 1.95 . 
The flow coefficient of the night nozzle was found to be 0.0035 higher than that of the 
reference nozzle. 
Statistical analysis of the propulsion performance data showed that propulsion data accu-
racy and repeatability were close to those anticipated : with 95% confidence. mass flow 
accuracy was within 0.5% of full scale and thrust accuracy within 0.25% of full scale. 
5.2 ACOU STIC 
An'alysis of component noise data showed that the full y trea ted JTBO- 115 engine (and 
nacelle) produced a reduction of 6 to 7 PNdB in a weighted average value of tone corrected 
perceived noise level (PNLTW), rdative to the JT80 -15 hard wall engine compared at equal 
static thrust. Separated into noise components, the JT80-11 5 showed signifi cant noise 







reduction in inlet fan noise, aft fan noise , exhaust du ct n o w no ise. turbine no ise , and je t 
noise rela tive to the JT8D-15 ; however, core noise was increased. The je t noise reduction of 5 
to 6 PNdB is due en ti re ly to the JT8D-115 cycle modifications, while the inlet and aft-fan 
no ise reductions are a ttributed primarily to acoustic lining a ttenuatio n. 
The lining attenuation characteristics for the JT8D-1 15 inlet acoustic trea tme nts were found 
to be generall y as predic ted . The trea ted side-engine inkt with ring gave an a ttenua tion in 
inkt fan no ise of 9.5 PNdB at approach power. However. the apparent attenuations of the 
exhaust system lin ings were disa ppointing. Although this is at least pa rl ially due to a no ise 
fl oor. measured internal sound level data showed that the assum,'d sonic environmen t 
design conditions were in crror in many cases. Lining redesigns bascd on this new soni .: 
environment information would be ~xpccted to provide some improvement in actllallini ng 
aUclluatioll chiJractL'ristics. 
Ana lysis of acousti c data showed that good acoustic repeata bilit y was achieved for all noise 
l:omponcnt s ext.:c pt inlet fan to nes and buzzsaw , providing testing wa s TL's trictc:d (031."CCP ll.'d 
wea ther limit s. The large varia tion in measured inkt fan tone kvels is ,'ompatihk with the 
COlltrador's earlier test experience and is attributed to tl, ,,; tuatiolls in atmospheri c turbu -
kll ce ingested by the en gine in a static mode. 
5.3 STRUCTURAL 
Anal ysis of struc tural test data showed that the cent er-engine inkt du ct is su bject to 3~! 
lower stabil ized pressures and up to I lJ% higher surge pressures than predic ted by the modd 
tests an d du ct n o w analyses. 
For the stabi lized pressure conditions, the test and ana lysis ddlec tions were wi thin accept-
abk tolerances: howl'vcr. the tle xible.! engine seal surge ddl~t ti ol1 ~x(,llr~ions Wl'r~ higher 
t han anti cipated . tho ugh still within the seJ I design mowl11cnt envelo pe. 
Measured ex haust syste m hardware tempe'" tures were within the design stru cturall il11 it s. 
The parti al loss of test dat a for the In co nel honeycomb ass<'mbly on the fan / primary no w 
d ivider rendered the ana lysis of the n ow divider thermal stresses as qualitatiw . However . the 
aluminum-braze d titanium portio n of the n ow divider would haw acce pta ble durabilit y 
relative to the predi c ted thermal st resses while the brazed Incond hone ycomb portion is 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
2.5 
Area 







Engine stati on numbers 
Burner 
17 
5 6 7 
F:.m-to-prilllary arca ratio OIt mixing plan!.' of the exhaust strea ms 
Effectiw nozzle ex it area 
Nozzle exit area 
exit 
Exhaust 
Unit of wmmunications measuremen t and a number o f adjacent bi ts 
that contain an elt-menl of intdligelH':c 
Blade passing rrcqllcll~Y 
Body station ( longitud inal location) 
British thermal unit 
Civil Air Regu lations 








j CDC Control Data Corporation 
1 
Cg Nozzle gross thrust coefficient 
ct. Centerline 
cm Centimeter 
CORGE [JW:: Ct4/ 14.7) ] Core noise correla tion parameter. log pri (Tt5 - Tt4) Tt4 /5 19 
I Cpr Specific hea t at constant pressure or ruel evaluated a t T t2 temperature 
I 
- 'j Cp2 Speciric heat at constant pressure or air evaluated at Tn temperature 
Cp7 Specific heat at constant pressure or air evaluated at T tm 7 temperature 
Cy Nozzle velocity coefficient 
daN Dekanewton 
• dB Decibel re 0.0002 Ii bar 
deg, 0 Degree (u nit or plane angular increment) 
dia Diameter • 
Dw Wind direction 
D(8) Directivity ra ctor 
EGT Exhaust gas temperature 
EGY Exit guide vane 
EPNL Effective perceived noise level 
EPR Engine pressu re ratio, Pt 7/ Pt 2 
r Frequency 
FAA Federal Aviation Administration 
FAR Federal Aviation Regulation 
Fg Gross thrust • 








Fn Net thrust 
• Fn /6 Corrected net thrust 
fpeak Peak frequency 
FPR Fan pressure ratio including fan exit guide vane loss, Pt2.s/Pt2 
Fsg Fuel specific gravity 
ft Foot, feet 
fwd Forward 
fX , fy Sound pressure functions 
of Degrees Fahrenheit 
g Acceleration due to gravity 
gal U. S. gallon 
gpm Callons per minute 
• 
HPC High pressure compressor 
HPI First turbine stage 
hr Hour 
Hv Fuel lower heating value 
Hz Hertz 
ICV Inlet guide vane 
in . Inch 
K Kelvin 
kg Kilogram 
, kHz Kilohertz 








kn Knot, nau tical mile per hour 




LPC Low pressure compressor 
LP2 Second turbine stage 
LP3 Third turbine stage 






Millimeter .. mm 
mph Miles per hour 
N Newton 
n Velocity exponen t 
Nc Efficiency of comb!> ' • (assumed to be equal to 1,0) 
nmi Nautical mile 
N\ Mechanical low pressure compressor rotor speed 
N 1/.,ft(2 Corrected low pressure compressor rotor speed 
N2 Mechanical high pressure compressor rotor speed 
OASPL Overall sound pressure level 
OB Octave band • 







O,L. Operating line 
• 
• 
P&WA Pratt & Whit:ley Aircraft 
Pa• Pamb Ambient pressure 
Pb Burner static pressure 
PNdB Perceived noise in decibels 
PNL Perceived noise level 
-' - PNLT Tone corrected perceived noise level 
PNLTW Weighted value of tone corrected perceived noise level 
psi Pounds per square inch 
psig Pounds per square inch (gage) 
• 
Ps2 Static pressure at engine station 2 
Ps3 Static pressure at LPC discharge 
Ps4 Static pressure at HPC disc ilJrge 
Ptf7 Fan duct total pressure at engine station 7 
Ptm7 Empirical mixed total pressure of Po and Ptn 
Ptrn8 I OO%-theoretical mixed total pressure 
Ptl Total pressure at in let entrance 
Pt2 Total pressure at engine station 2 
Pt3 Total pressure at LPC discharge 
Pt4 Total pressure at HPC discharge without bleed now 
PtS Total pressure at turbine inlet 
Pt7 Total pressure at LP-turbine outlet 
... 
pxx. pyy Auto power spectra 
Pxy (w) Cross power spectrum 
3 19 
• Ij ... 
1 t ~ • .. ----, 
Po Standard s"a level day ambient pressure 
oR Degrees Rankine < 
, 
Coherence function r-
re Reference valuc 
ref RcfereTH;e 
i i 
RH Relative humidity 
.'-
rills Roo t mean square 
rpm Revolutions per minute 
RTS Relative fan tip Ma ch number 
~. sec Seconds 
SDDS Standard Digital Data System 
SFC Specific fuel consumption 
, 
SI Systeme Internationale 
SPL Sound pressure level 
SPLpeak Peak sound pressure level 
Sta Station 
sym Symbol 
T , t Time 
Ta. Tamb Ambient tempera ture I,., 
~ 
Tfuel Fuel temperature 
TPR Overall turbine pressure ratio . PtS/ Pt7 I 
TSFC Thrust speci fi c fuel consumption I I' 
T t f7 Fan duct total tempera ture at engine station 7 
J 




••• .J~ _______ _ "' .~... .... . ' . 
y 
~ 
Ttm8 100o/G'"theoretical mixed tolal temperature 
• Tt8e 
Primary flow ideal total temperature at nozzle exit plane 
typ Typical 
TO Standard sea level day ambient temperature 
Tt2 Total temperature at engine station 2 
TI4 Total temperature at HPC discharge 
T tS Total temperature "I turbine inlel 
Tn Tolal temperature al LP-turbine outlel 
VG Vortex generator . ' 
Vpri Primary jet fully ex panded veloci Iy 
t 
Vsec Secondary je l fully expanded velocity 
Vw Wind velocity 
• W Watt I wa' Wal TOlal airflow 
Wa -fi(i/6t2 Ccrrected lotal airflow I Waf Fan airflow 
Wap Primary (engine) airflow 
I -
wI' Engine fue l flow 
Wpri PI ;mary jet weight flow I I I ~~ Wsec Secondary jet weigh t flow 
! 
Wind angle relative to engine centerline (00 down inlet); + Q I Q trom the 
acoustic field during JT8D-IS testing; - Q from Ihe acoustic field 
,-
during JT8D-1 15 lesting 
... 
.., Racio of specific heats 
A Della (incremenl of change) 
321 
• 
1 •• 0 ----' 
• 
... 
6" 6am b P amb/PO 
6 t2 Pn/PO -
65 PtS/ 21 16 
8 Direc tivity angle 
8t2 Tn/TO 
85 TtS/ SI9 
a Statistical standard deviatio n 
T Time 
4lxy Cross correlation function 


























As used in this document, the engine nacelle includes all components of 
an ex ternally mounted propulsion package, including the engine plus 
all engine-mounted parts and accessories: the in k t, cowling, and thrust 
reverser (i.e ., all components suspended from the engine mounts). 
A structure that se parates and supports the nacelle externally from the 
ai "frame , including primary and secondary stru cture and provisions for 
installation of airplane and engine systems components. 
Components req uired for engine o perati on and airplane systems com-
ponents, which are mounted on the engine and strut. 
The dry engine provided by P&WA. 
The portio n of Ihe nacelle forward of the fan case, including internal 
and external fairings and all co mponents attached and normally 
rer"oved with the inlet assembly/nose cowl. 
The stru cture and mechanisms required to reverse engine Ihrust. 
The current production mode l 727-200 airplane, with a BRGW of 
172 SOO Ib (78 24S kg), which was used as the baseline in the eva l-
uation of the refan concept. 
The 727-200 airplane equipped with JT8D-1 09 (refan) engines and 
having a BRGW of 172 SOO Ib (78 24S kg). This airplane/engine co m-
binalion was derived through analysis. 
The P&WA JT8D paren t engines used as the baseline in the evalua tion 
of the refan concept included the JTBD-9 and JT8D-IS untrea ted 
engines with hard wall nacelles . 
• The JT8D-9 was se lec ted for use as the base line in the analysis of 
the 727 refan airplane because of its wide usage in the curren t 
airplane fleet. 
• The JT8D-IS engine was selected for use as the baseline in thc full-
sca le ground tests because of it s avai labili ty from the Contractor's 
inventory at greatly reduced progra m costs compared to a JTBD-9 
engine. 
For brevity in this tinal report, these parent engines will be referred to 
as the JT8D exce pt when it is important to establish specific identifi-






























The refanned P& W A JT80· 1 00 serks engines devdo ped from JT80 
parent engines during the Refan Program included the JT80-109 and 
JT80-1 15 engines . 
• The JT80-109 is the refan derivative of the JT80-9 engine and 
was used in the ana lysis of the 7:'7 refan airplane . 
• The JT80-115 was selected for full-scale ground test because of 
the availability of the JT80- 15 parent engi ne. The JT80-115 was 
tested with a wide va riety of nacelle hardware : therefore. the 
name JT80-115 lloes not imply any specific nacelle but does 
imply peripheral engine treatmcnt in the fan duct and fan easc. 
For brevity in this final report. these refanned engines will be 
referred to as JT80 refan except when it is important to establish 
specific identification: then they will be referred to as JT80- 109 
(or JT80- 109 with treated nacelle or JT80-109 with hardwall 
nacelk) and JT80-11 5. 
The P&WA bellmouth inlet (inlet lip, diffuser, and nose dome) and 
exhaust system (ex haust du ct. fan / primary now divider. and plug) 
without acoustical treatment , which was used as a calibration refer-
ence during the full -scale ground tests. 
The Contra"tor's exhaust duct (wedge duct and nozzle) with peri-
pheral acoustic treatment , fan / primary now divider (splitter) with 
acoustic treatment on both the fan and primary now sides. and plug. 
The Contractor's night-t ype cxhaust duct (treated wed ge du ct and 
nozzld and the P&WA reference (hMdwall) fan / primary !low 

























Measured Thrust + Wind Correction 
(F)measured + WaY w cos Q 










6t 2 KC KH 
+ WO ) / 2] HYR 
6t2 KC KH 
fuel flow indica ted by now meter no. I 
fuel fl ow indicated by flow meter no. 2 
fuel flow temperatme correction factor supplied by P&WA 
specilic humidit y correction fac tor supplied by P&W A 
fuel lower heating valuc ratio, Hy/ t-.yO 
fuel lower hea tin g value of test fuel 
standard fuel bwer hea ting value 
CORRECTED TOTA L AIRFLOW : 
Based on calibrated P&WA be llmouth in lets for JTSD-I 5 
and JTSD- IIS engines. Airllow for fligh t-type inlets were 
obtained for the corrected Wa versus correct LPC rotor speed 
relationship determined with P&WA bc llmouth/ reference 
exhaust syste m tests. 
ENG IN E STATION 2 TOTAL PRESSU RE : 
Pamb for P&WA bellmouth inlets and th e Boeing side-e ngine 
inlet (without inlet ring, wi th bellmouth lip); for side-engine 
inlet (wi th ring and /or production lip); Pt2 was determined 
from model test recovery curve; with inlet pressu rl' survey 
rake installed , Pt2 is the area-weighted average of the SO 













EMPIRICAL MIXED TOTAL PRESSURE: 
ptm? = (Pt7 + 0.8 Ptf7 )/ 1. 8 for JT8D-15 engine 
ptm? = (Pt7 + 1.35 Plf7 )/ 2.35 fcc JT8D-IIS engine 
EMPIRICAL MIXED TOTAL TEMPERATURE: 
T tm? = ITt? + T tf? )/ 2.0 for JT8D-15 engine: 
and for JT8D-115 engine , see equation (3) 
THRUST SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION : 
WfHVR 
TSFC = 
Fg KC KH 
NOZZLE GROSS THRUST COEFFICIENT: 
where: 
Wai = idea l nozzle mass Ilow based on ptm?, Ttm ? , and Aj 
Vi = idea l fully expanded jet velocity based on ptm ? and TIm? 
NOZZLE DISCHARGE COEFF ICIENT : 
NOZZLE VELOCITY COEFFICIENT: 
Cv = CgICd 
CERTIFICATION DISTORTION: 
Certification distortion = (Pte - Pt min)/ PI2 
where : P . = lowest tol"1l pressure measu red by Ihe 80 probe rake tmIn { 
CERTIFICATION RECOVERY : 
Ce rtification recove ry = Pt2IPt I 












P&WA DISTORTION PARAMETE RS : (Based on steady-state data for this report) 
(I' ) - (P ) 
t max ring avn t local ring avg Radial distortion = __ e _______ _ 
( I' ) 
t max ring avg 
where: rin g averages are taken over a full 3600 
(I') -(1') 
t ring a"!'! t min sec tor avg Circumferential distortion = ____ -________ _ 
(P ) 
t ring avg 
where: ring averages arc taken over a full 3600 and minimum secto r averages arc the lowest 
average total pressu re at a give n rauius for the sec tor of concern (either a 600 or 
1800 sector). 
WEI GHTED A VERAGE VALUE OF TONE-CORRECTED PERCEIV ED NOISE LEVE L 
(P)'ILTW) 
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Table A - l. - JTBD-15 Ground Test - Engine Performance Parameters Used in Noise Analysis 
EPR F g/6 FPR RTS Wpn Vpri w sec v sec TPR Tt8e 
Ib INI Ib/ . Ikg/.' It /. Im/., Ib/. ; kg/ .1 It /. (m/ .1 oR K 
1. 19 3600 (160131 1.28 0.75 84 (38.11 800 (243.81 113 151.31 640 ( 195.11 4.15 1135 (6301 
1.34 G 000 (266881 1.48 0.91 90 (40.81 1060 (323. 11 133 (60.31 790 (240.81 5.40 1180 (6561 
145 7000 (31 1361 1.54 0.985 104 (47.21 12 10 (368.81 143 (64 .91 870 (265.21 5.95 1225 (6811 
1.62 9600 (42 7011 1.69 1.07 118 (53.51 1400 (426.71 158 (71.71 970 (295.71 6.40 1315 (7311 
1.82 12 100 (538211 1.86 1.16 135 (61 .21 1610 (490.71 169 (76.71 10110 (329.21 6.75 1400 (7781 
2.01 14400 (640511 1.98 1.25 153 169.41 1790 (545.61 172 178.01 1150 (350.51 7. 10 1480 (8221 -l > 








Table A -2.-JTBD-115 Ground Test - Engine Performance Parameters Used in Noise Analysis ::tl 0 
EPR F g/6 FPR RTS Wprl Vpri w5ec vsec TPR Tt8e 
c: 
C'l 
Ib (NI Ib/ . Ikg/.I ft / s 1m/ 51 Ib/ . (kg/., ft /s (m/. 1 OR K CORGE ::c 
1 14 3700 116 4581 1 14 0.78 6 1 (27.71 660 1201.21 170 (77. 11 450 ( 137.21 4.05 1105 (6141 4. 18 > 
• 
1. 18 4700 (209061 1.18 0.88 69 (31.31 77~ 1234.71 193 (87.51 510 (155.41 4.6 1145 (6361 4.29 -N 
1.24 6000 (266881 1.225 0.975 78 135.41 Il~u 1271 31 214 (97 . 11 570 11 73.71 5.1 1185 (6581 4.40 
1.33 7800 1346941 1.295 1.08 92 (4 1.71 1040 1317.01 240 (108.91 650 (198. 11 5.8 1240 (6891 4.53 
1.44 9900 1440351 1.375 1.185 106 (48. 11 1200 1365.81 265 ( 120.21 725 (221.01 6.4 1310 (7281 4.65 
1.58 12400 155 1551 1.46 1.29 122 155.31 1380 (420.61 287 ( 130.21 800 (243.81 6.95 1380 (7671 4.78 
1.74 15 100 (67 1651 1 1.55 1.41 138 (62.61 j 1550 1472.41 309 1140.21 875 (266.71 7.35 1450 (8061 4.89 
1.90 17400 (77 395JL1.6~ 1.52 154 (69.91 17 10 (52 1.21 322 1146. 11 930 (283.51 7.65 1530 (8501 4.97 
-- - - -
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Table A ·3. - JTBO·15 Ground Test - 1 F 1 H First Fan BPF Inlet Radiated Noise at 150 ft (45.72 m) Polar 
r---
10" 20" 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 
FPR · 1 SPL FPR -1 SPL FPR -1 SPL FPR ·1 SPL FPR . , SPL FPR - 1 SPL FPR . , SPL FPR . , SPL FPR ·1 SPL 
0.02 58.9 0.02 60.9 0.02 57.2 0 .02 50.9 0.02 49.9 0.02 44 .9 0.02 43.9 0.02 40.2 0 .02 39.3 
0.115 58.9 0.10 60.9 0.07 61.6 0.068 67.9 0068 71 .4 0.068 70.9 0.068 64.9 0.068 60.9 0.068 59.4 
0.21 75.9 0.20 89.9 0 .21 88.4 0.12 64.9 0.12 69.9 0.12 69.4 0.12 62 .4 0.12 57.9 0.12 54 .9 
0.32 79.9 0.26 79.9 0.26 86 9 0.26 87.4 0 .2'5 827 0.26 73.9 0.17 63.9 0.26 67.9 0.215 65.9 
0.38 84.9 0.32 89.9 0.35 81.9 0.32 79.9 0.26 78.9 0.32 r 8.9 0.38 75.9 0.375 69.4 0.32 65.9 
0.50 56.9 0.50 64.9 0.50 75.9 0 .51 74.9 0.50 78.9 0.50 71.9 0.50 66.9 0.50 54 ,9 0.50 53.9 
'----
Notes : The listed SPL values - Imeasured 1/3·0B levels minus 20 log 0 minus vane spacing correction I. 
For dB levels beyond 1000 . linearly extrapolate the nOI'. levels determined for 900 and 1000. 
Table A·4.-JTBO-15 Ground Test - 2F1H Second Fan BPF Inlet Radiated Noise at 150 ft (45.72 m) Polar 
10" 20" 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 
FPR -1 SPL FPR ·1 SPL . FPR ·1 SPL FPR ·1 SPL FPR · 1 SPL FPR . , SPL FPR · 1 SPL FPA . , SPL FPR -1 SPL 
0 . ~2 60.9 0.02 61 .9 0.02 61.9 0.02 58.9 0.02 64 .9 0.02 63.9 0.02 58.4 0.02 58.9 0.02 55.9 
0.068 60.9 0.068 61 .9 0.12 74.9 0.12 77.4 012 74.7 0.12 60.9 0.068 50.1 0.068 45_9 0.068 46.2 
0. 17 69.9 0. 12 74.4 0. 17 65.4 0. 173 67.9 0.21 61.9 0.17 58.9 0.12 54.7 0 .12 50.9 0.13 50.4 
0.21 69.4 0.26 68.4 0.215 65.4 0.215 72.9 0.26 60.3 O.:{1 58.9 0. 17 53.9 0.17 52.4 0.26 48.9 
0.375 62.4 0.38 62.9 0.26 71.4 0.26 62.9 0 .32 64.9 0.375 54.4 0.26 55.9 0.215 48.4 0.315 43.9 
0.50 43.9 0.50 43.9 0.50 48.9 I 0.50 57.9 0.50 52.9 0.50 48.9 0.50 46.9 0 .50 42.9 0.50 43.9 
Notes: The lilted SPL \talues .. Imeasured 1 (3-0B levels minus 20 log 0 minus vane spacing correction). 






FPR ·1 SPL 
0.02 34.9 
0 .068 52.9 
0 .12 52.9 




FPR -1 SPL 
0.02 51.9 
0.068 43.9 

























Table A -5.-JTBO-15 Ground Test - lF2H e. First Fan (Second-First Harmonic) Inlet Radiated at 150 ft (45.72 m) Polar 
. 
-
1(r' 20° 300 . 0" 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
FPR ·1 SPL FPR · 1 SPL FPR . , SPL FPR · 1 SPL FPR · 1 SPL FPR · 1 SPL FPR ·1 SPL FPR ·1 SPL FPR ·1 SPL FPR -1 SPL 
0.02 +- 12.5 0.02 + 11.5 0.Q2 .'0.5 0.02 +7.0 0.02 +5.0 0.02 +4 .5 0.02 0.0 0.02 +4.0 0.02 +7.0 0.02 ·1.5 
0. 12 +19.0 0.068 +17.3 0.12 +2.0 0.068 ·1.5 0.068 ·9.5 0.068 · 11.0 0.068 ·9.0 0.068 ".5 0.068 -10.0 0.12 ·3.5 
0.17 +11 .5 0.12 +10.0 0.17 ·2.0 0. 12 + 15.5 0. 12 +0.5 0.12 ·1.5 0.12 ·7.0 0.17 ·3.5 0.12 ·2.0 0.215 ·8.2 
0.26 .. 7.0 0 .17 ·3.2 0.218 ·7.3 0.26 ·5.5 0. 17 ·5.5 0.17 +2.0 0.17 +2.5 0.26 ·14.0 0.17 -6.8 0.26 ·5.5 
0.32 ·5.0 0.26 ·6.5 0.315 ·6.7 0.375 ·5.5 0.215 ·1.0 0.30 ·7.0 0.215 ·5.5 0.32 ·11.3 0.21 ·12.5 0.32 -12.5 
0.50 ·17.0 0.50 ·17.0 0.50 · 17.0 D .•• ·15.0 0.50 ·15.0 0.50 ·15.0 0.40 ·17.0 0.40 ·15.0 0.40 -17.0 0.50 -17.0 
Notes For 1100. 1200. 1300 , and 1400. Use the Tabi! for 1000 and Apply the Increment to Previou sly Calculated Values for Fan Tone at Those Angles. 
First fan third harmonic I1F3HI inlet noise: 
• The third harmoniC Will necessarily be calculated after the second harmonic values have been calculated for all angles . 
• All lIalues for the third harmonic Will be established as 7 dB lower than the second harmonic for same locat ions. 
Table A -6.-JTBO-15 Ground Test - 2F2H e. Second Fan (Second-First Harmonic) Inlet Radiated at 150 ft (45.72 m) Polar 
10" 20" 30" 40" 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
FPR I SPL FPR . , SPL FPR ·1 SPL FPR ·1 SPL FPR ·1 SPL FPR . , SPL FPR · 1 SPL FPR ·1 SPL FPR ·1 SPL FPR ·1 SPL 
002 0.0 0.02 35 0.02 ·6.5 0.02 ·10.5 002 ·11.0 0.02 ·15.0 0.02 ·14.0 0.02 ·1' .0 0.25 ·20.0 0.02 ·2.0 
0068 ·8.5 0068 100 0123 ·95 0.068 ·13.8 0.068 ·11.0 0.068 · 11.5 0.068 ·9.0 0.068 ·11.5 0.068 ' 16.0 0.068 ·7.0 
0 12 ·6.0 a 12 17 a 0.17 75 0.26 -4 .5 0.12 ·13.4 0 12 ·6.0 0.12 ·10.6 0.17 ·13.5 0.17 ·14.0 0.17 ·9.5 
02 1 95 017 -20 026 12.2 032 11 .0 017 ·3.5 0. 17 +2.0 0.21 ·0.5 0.21 ·8.0 0.2 1 ·5.0 0.215 ·12.5 
030 11 .8 0215 13.S ;J 10.5 0.38 ·13.0 0.21 0.0 0.21 "1.0 0.32 ·8.0 u.32 ·7.5 0.32 ·6.5 0.26 ·6.5 
0.50 I~. O 040 IS 0 0.45 15.0 0.45 · IS.O 0.40 ·17.0 A." ·15.0 0.50 ·15.0 0.50 ·15.0 0.50 ·10.0 0.50 ·12.0 
-- - -- - ----
. . 
Notes For 1100 , 1200. 1300 , and 140° , Use th~ Table for 1000 and Applv the Delt, to Prevlouslv Calculated Values for Fan Tone at These Angles. 
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Table A- l _ - JTBD-15 Ground Test - 1 FI H + 2FI H Fans Sum-tone Inlet Radiated at 150 ft (45.12 mJ Polar 
10" 200 300 40" 500 60" 700 80" 900 100" 
FPR " SPl FPR ·1 SPl FPR . , SPl FPR I SPl FPR 1 SPl FPR . , SPl FPR · 1 SPl FPR . , SPl FPR . , SPl FPR ·1 SPl 
0.02 614 0.02 64.4 0.02 68.4 0.02 63.4 0.02 70.4 0.02 66.4 0.02 59.4 0.02 55.4 0 .02 44 .7 0.02 34.4 
0.07 71.0 0.07 66.9 0.068 68.4 0.066 68.9 0.066 65.4 0.068 66.9 0 .068 65.9 0.068 52.9 0 .068 48.3 0.12 47.9 
0.17 65.4 0.12 74.4 0.17 75.4 0. 12 774 0.12 73.4 0.12 72.4 0.12 59.4 0.12 55.4 0.123 53.2 0.17 44.4 
0.21 69.4 0.26 60.4 0.21 70.7 0.17 70.4 0.21 66.4 0.17 67.9 0.17 6 1.1 0. 17 52.4 0.175 45.1 0.28 35.4 
0.32 55.4 0.32 59.4 0.375 484 0.26 63.4 0.30 574 0.32 54 .4 0.26 49.9 0.215 46.9 0 .263 39.4 L 0.40 35.4 
0.50 44.4 0.50 39.4 0.50 45.9 0.50 43.0 0.50 44.4 0.50 39.4 0.50 41.4 0.44 39.4 0.40 39.4 0.50 35.4 
------ __ , 
Not.s: The Iis1ed SPL values · (measured 1/3·0B levels minus 20 log 0 minus average van e spacing correction for the two fans) . 
For dB levels beyond 1000 . linearly extrapolate the noise levels determined for 900 and 1000 . 
Table A -B. -JTBD-15 Ground Test - IF 1 H First Fan BPF Discharge-Radiated Noise at 150 ft (45.12 mJ Polar 
400 500 600 700 800 900 100° 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 
FPR· I SPl FPR·I SPl FPR-I SPl FPR· I SPL FPR·I SPL FPR· ' SPL FPR· l SPL FPR-I SPL FPR-I SPL FPR·I SPl FPR-l SPL FPR-I SPL FPR·I SPL 
0.03 47.2 0.025 42.2 0 .025 41.5 0.02 48.3 0.02 47.2 0.02 51.0 0.02 54.2 0.02 51.9 0.02 53.9 0 .02 55.2 0.02 48.4 0.02 54.2 0.02 53.2 
0.066 57.4 0.066 58.2 0 .068 57. 7 0.17 74 .2 0.120 63.9 0 .12 70.2 0 .123 66.6 0.17 84.2 0.066 66.5 0 .17 14.2 0 .123 66.9 0.214 70.5 0.214 69.5 
0.12 58.7 0. 12 57.2 0 .12 58.2 0 .26 16.1 0 .17 76.2 0 .21 80.2 0.2 12 91.2 0.21 11.2 0 .12 80.1 0 .2 13 19.2 0 .17 61.4 0 .26 70.9 0 .26 69.9 
0.185 15.2 0.20 73.7 0 .18 73.7 0 .32 75.2 0.26 76.2 0.32 80.2 0.40 80.2 0.26 86.2 0.17 83.2 0 .258 73.0 0 .213 72.8 0 .32 66.6 0.32 65.6 
0.302 75.2 0.26 73.7 0 .315 73.3 0.37 71 2 0 .375 75.2 0 .41 78.4 0 .45 87.7 0.38 80.2 0 .375 81 .2 0 .32 74 .4 0.38 69.7 0 .41 66.6 0.4 1 65.6 
0 .50 59.2 0 .50 63.2 0 .50 65.2 0 .50 75.2 0 .50 86.2 0 .50 97.2 0.50 94.2 0 .50 87.2 0.50 81.2 0 .50 73.2 0 .50 75.0 0.50 80.2 ~ .50 79.2 
Note No narrOW-band data were available for 1600. 
All vatu" given here for 1600 were deterrOined bv subtracting 1 dB from the levels at 150°. In turn. for 1701l reduce the tone levels tJ·, 1 dB below the levels for 1600 . 
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iableA -9.- JT8D· 15 Ground Test - 2F1H Second Fan BPF Discharge· Radiated Noise at 150 Ft (45.72 m) Polar 
40° 50° 60° 70° SOO 90' 1000 1100 1200 1300 
FPR-l SPL FPR·l SPL FPR-l SPL FPR ·l SPL FPR· l SPL FPR· l SPL FPR -l SPL FPR · l SPL FPR·l SPL FPR-l 
0 .02 47.2 0.02 53.4 0 .02 53.1 0.02 56.2 0 .02 54.2 0 .02 5S.2 0 .02 60.6 0.02 63.2 0.02 65.9 0.02 
0 .068 62.2 0 .095 62.8 0.122 57.2 0.215 66.1 0 .214 68.7 0 .21 72.9 0 .12 73.7 0.068 63.2 0.068 70.2 0 .12 
0 .26 51 .9 0 .182 54.0 0213 66.0 0.26 71.4 0.26 77.2 0.26 81.2 0.21 76.2 0.26 78.7 0.26 79.9 0 .26 
0.32 53.0 0 .26 55.6 0 .26 59.1 0.32 72.2 0.3'15 64.7 0 .32 78.7 0 .26 79.0 0.32 76.0 0 .315 73.2 0.32 
0 .37! 54.2 0 .375 53.6 0.32 58.9 0.426 65.4 0.426 73.6 0 .375 84.2 0 .315 76.2 0.38 79.2 0.41 79.2 0 .41 
0 .50 56.5 0 .50 62.7 0 .50 65.1 0 .50 65.4 O.SO 73.6 0 .50 81.2 0 .50 86.2 0.50 91.2 0.50 79.2 0.50 
Notes: No narrow-band data were available for 1600 . 
, Ie second tan aft tone levels for 1600 were made the 58me as those 81 1 SOD on th e basis of 1/3·0B data comparisons. 
Whereve, noise levels for 1100 are required, the values will be considered the same as those at 1600 for lack of dala . 









FPR-l SPL FPR-l SPL 
0.02 57 .9 0.02 53.6 
0.12 68.4 0.06S 55.9 
0 .213 60.2 0.124 66.0 
0 .26 64.7 0 .26 61.0 
0.315 57.2 0.32 53.8 
0.50 74 .2 0 .50 72.2 
1600 
FPR· l SPL 
0 .02 53.6 
0.068 55.9 
0.124 66.0 
0 .26 61 .0 
0 .32 53.8 
0.50 72.2 
Table A·10. - JT8D· 15 Ground Test - 1F2H AFirst Fan (Second· First Haromonic) Discharge-Radiated Noise at 150 ft (45.72 m) Polar 
40° SOD 60° 70° 80° 90° 1000 1100 120° 1300 1400 150° 1600 
FPR· l SPI FPR· l SPL FPR-l ISPL FPR · l PL FPR-l SPL FPR· l SPL FPR-l SPL FPR-l SPU FPR·l SPL FPR-l SPL FPR·l SPL' FPR-l SPL FPR-l SPL 
0 .02 +3.8 0.02 +6.0 0.02 +7.3 0.02 +5.4 0.02 +7.0 0.02 +2.0 0.02 +1.0 0.02 +1.5 0.02 +5.3 0.02 +6 .3 0.02 +9.8 0.02 +5 .0 0.02 +5.0 
0.122 +2.5 0.068 +1.5 0.122 +2.5 0.17 ·1.8 0.214 ·9 .5 0 .17 0 .0 0 .122 +3.6 0.12 +9.J 0.17 0 .0 0 .17 +6.3 0.068 +3.0 0.068 ·3.5 0 .068 ·3.5 
0.173 · 10.4 0.122 <Q.3 0.215 -12.7 0.26 ·12.5 0.26 ·7.5 0.215 ·14.5 0 .26 ·6 .7 0.214 +0 .5 0.213 ·S.O 0 .21 -4 .5 0 .17 +4 .4 0.172 +1 .0 0.172 +1.0 
0.2 15 ·14.4 0.212 -13.2 0.26 ·8 .7 0.32 ·12.2 0.32 ·7.5 0.26 ·10.2 .1 .32 ·14 .5 0 .26 ·8 .5 0 .26 ·3 .0 0 .26 -4 .5 0.213 -8 .7 0 .21 ·7.5 0.21 ·7.5 
0 .266 · 16.S 0 .26 -12.6 0.32 ·10.2 0 .375 ·9.0 0 .375 · 11.7 0.32 ·13.2 0 .375 ·7.0 0.32 ·6.0 0 .32 -12.8 0 .32 ·9.8 0.26 -11 .2 0.26 ·13.0 0 .26 ·13.0 
0 .50 ·10.0 0 .50 ·9 .1 0.50 -6.0 0.50 ·7.8 0 .50 ·17.5 0.50 ·13.6 0.50 ·17.0 0.50 -12.5 0.50 ·S.5 0.50 ·11 .6 O.SO · 11.2 0.50 ·13.0 0.50 ·13.0 
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Table A-11_-JTBD-15 Ground Test - 2F2H Second Fan (Second-First Harmonic) Discharge-Radiated Noise at 150 ft (45.72 m) Polar 
40° SOO 60° 70° 80° 90° 100° 1100 1200 130° 1400 lSOo 1600 
FPR -' SPL FPR-l SPL FP R· ' I"L FPR· ' "L FPR -l SPL FPR · ' SPL FPA· ' SPL FPR· ' SPL FPR· , SPL FPR· SPL FPR-l,SPL FPR·' SPL FPA·' SPL 
0 .02 0 .0 0 .02 -17 .0 0 .02 · 14.4 0.02 ·10.7 0.02 ·10.4 0 .02 -2.5 0.02 -d ·l 0.02 ·12.2 0 .02 -10.7 ~.02 -5 .0 0 .02 1 -5 .0 0 .02 .. .4 0.02 -6.4 
0.123 +0.8 U. 17 -1.0 0 .12 -1.6 0 .068 ·3.1 0 .068 ·2.6 0.122 -2.5 0.07 +0.8 0 .068 -1.5 0 .068 +0.5 0.17 -5 .0 0.173 -5 .0 0 .172 -7.7 0.172 -9.7 
0.173 +1.1 0.216 -12.2 0 .17 ·2.7 0.122 -5.9 0.12 -2.8 0 .17 ·11.2 0 .17 " .2 0.122 +0.2 0 .17 +0.7 0.213 .Q.5 0 .214 ·2.2 0.21 ·9.5 0 .21 -11 .5 
0.214 -9.1 0 .26 ·6.0 0.213 -11 .3 0 .17 ·2.8 0 .17 .Q.2 0.26 -13.3 0 .26 -12.6 0.26 ·5.7 0 .26 -10.0 0.26 -7.6 0.26 ·9.4 0 .26 ·8 .0 0.26 -10.0 
0 .263 ·7.0 0 .325 " .8 0.26 -3.8 0.32 · 15.5 0 .215 -7.8 0 .32 -11 .5 0 .32 -11 .0 0 .32 .. . 5 0 .322 -3 .2 0 .32 ·0 .5 0.32 +0.6 0.32 +1.5 0.32 ·0 .5 
0.50 ·9 .8 0 .50 -7.7 O.EO ·6.5 0.50 ·15.5 0 .50 ·9 .7 0 .50 -11 .5 0.50 -1 1.0 0.50 " .5 0 .50 -5 .7 0.50 -5.5 0 .50 " .2 0.50 .. . 5 0 .50 ·6.5 
- ---
Not8s: For 1600 only l /J.()B data were aW8.lable . 
Based on results of the 1/3·08 data, the decrement values for 1600 were simply those from 1SOo with an increased decrement by 2 dB. 
Whenever 2F2H values are required for 170". use the table for 1600 and apply the decrement to the previously calculated 2F 1 H SPL level for 1700 . 
Table A-12.-JTBD-15 Ground Test - (1F1H + 2F1H) Fans Sum-Tone Discharge- Radiated Noise at 150 ft (45.72 m) Polar 
_. 
-
40° 50° 60° 70° 80° 90° 100° 1100 
FPR -, SPL FPR·' SPL FPR-l SPL FPR· l SPL FPR ·l SPL FPR· l SPL FPR ·l SPL FPR-l SPL 
-
0.02 4 7.7 0.02 47.7 0 .02 49.0 0 .02 46.7 0 .02 43.2 0.02 52.0 0.02 55.7 0 .02 
0.122 59.7 0. 122 58.9 0.12 62.1 0.121 63.5 0.068 66.0 0 .122 72.7 0 .214 80.5 0 .12 
0.'11 56.4 0.17 55.7 0 .17 58.7 0 .17 62.9 0.17 68.4 0 .17 69.7 0.26 71.9 0 .17 
0215 51.3 0 .2 15 51.7 0 .21 60.7 0 .20 68.7 C.26 64.3 0 .212 73.7 0.32 71.2 0.2 1 
0.3 ,1 48.9 0.26 49.7 0.32 58.0 0 .32 55.7 0 .32 63.9 0 .32 70.2 0 .375 67.7 0 .26 
0 .50 43.9 0.50 49.7 0.50 51.0 0.50 55.7 0.50 58.4 0 .50 62.7 0.50 61.2 0 .50 
-
Notes: Pertinent data tor 160° and 1100 were lackin!J. 
All values gIven here for 1600 were determined by subtracting 1 dB from the levels at 1SOo. 





71 . t 
72.7 
1200 1300 
FPR-l SPL FPR ·l SPL 
0.02 63.2 0 .0 2 65.7 
0 .068 77.1 0.068 73.1 
0.121 84 .8 0.122 72.2 
0.17 71.2 0. 17 65.9 
0 .26 80.6 0 .215 70.7 
0 .50 62.7 0 .50 56.2 
The lisled SP L values - (measured 1/3-0B level .. minus 10 log A minus average vane spacing correction for the two fans). 
'- • .. 
,\ 
--
1400 1500 1600 
FPA-l SPL FPR-l SPL FPA-l SPL 
0 .02 60.2 0 .02 53.2 0.02 52.2 
0 .09 63.7 0 .068 58.9 0.068 57.9 
0 .17 58.5 0 .125 63.9 0 .125 62.9 
0 .21 63.7 0 .172 55.7 0 .172 54 .7 
0 .26 59.7 0 .30 55.7 0.30 54.7 
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